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This report brings on record one more year of steady growth in the

research and davalopment activities of the Division.

The Nuclear Physics programme continued to be centred around the

5.5 MBV Uan-de-Graaff Accelerator at Trombay, Consideraole effort was

also directed towards planning for the proposed experiments with the

Variable Energy Cyclotron at Calcutta, expected to be in operation soon.

The research proyramme in Fission Physics involved multiparameter

studies of spontaneous and neutron induuud fission alon^ with the associa-

ted radiations and the theoretical interpratationa of the measured corre-

lations.

In the field of Solid Stats Physics, apart from a growing research

programing in X-ray and neutron diffraction and neutron scattering studies

of solids and liquids, these techniques have also been exploited for the

understanding of the geometrical structures of many biologically significant

molecules, the magnetic structures of technologically important materials

like ferritss end the dynamics of condsnsed media.

Experiments with the Fast Critical Facility, PURNIWA, have contri-

buted effectively to a general understanding of the neutron multiplying

properties of fast Plutonium systams.

The two feature articles on the development of the Semiconductor

X-ray FluoreacencB Spectrometer and the NButton Radiography Facility

typically represent tha fallouts from the research .activities of the

Division, Tha expertise developed in thesa fields as non-destructive test-

ing tools are sufficient not only to undertake routine analysis in the

Division but also to be shared with other institutions elsewhere having

similar requirements.

P.K. lyengar
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A. FEATURE ARTICLES

"'• thfJiPPt .An*Ay.t,JLf ",& fc.fr, Sawlconductoi Oatactor
X-Bay Specfcroastar

Introduction

The X-ray fluaresconce aitthod for th« element analysis of
sanplei JL» a wall known technique. It Bakes use af this fact that
%ha characteristic x-rays of eleipanta ireprsssftt their uneiistaksolv
uignaturss. The method of analysis therefore Involves ( i ) the
excitation of the characteristic x«j«ys by knocking cut el4cvrone
ftfora K or L atonic shall by n»ana of an incident radint/.on, end
\ , i i ) energy enelysia of tiiet chatectsr iet ie x-teyi esiittad. The energy
analysis of th« x-reya provide information about the different sXsaent
presant in the e«»pis? whil^ ths tntansitv distribution i s teldtcd to
the quantities of ihssn alsnentae Prior to 1366, the analysis of the
s-ray spectra west cetrrisd out mainly using wavelength dispersive
tspsBtroaaters employing diffracting crystal gortionstero and speci«l
co l l i satora . In the recent year®, th« »emiccrtductsr dstscts?
spsctro»e'aer« are pseaanting en increasingly powerful ulterrtfttips
for the analysis of x-ray spectra, as & result of major advancssssnte
in their energy resolution capabi l i t i e s . The principal advantage of

SBKiconductcsr spectr<anater over the bevslertgfeh d.teper^iwe method

i s that I t fell OK « slauitfft'.eous analysis of fall the characteristic

K-rey l ines together ait.h the background in a s ing le tun, Copeaqaantlv

any intarsleeant interferones due to svsrlappinQ x-ray Unas Is

miserly sean. The ether principal Attributes of the syet*» «r« its

high detection efficiency over a wide energy raag®c a coapact e x o i t v

tion radltffcicn-spscltnfin-detectcr geonetry niniMiziny the t«quir*o

intensity of sxci tat ion tadiet icn, and absenca of moving parts or

Mechanical alignasntSe It i s tiu» to better detection efficiency of

th i s 8pecfcrcs»HtBr that a rarficiaetof.'* aoutca of strength about 10
photons/set: which is several ordai-s of magnitude Issst th&n x-t&y

siachine outputs can ba used with semiconductor detector sp8ctre««tar»

fo? useful fluorescent axcitatlon of characteristic x-rays of was-ious

in a sample.

- 1 -
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tor X-ray Spectrometer
2

tilth tha technological edvanccu in tha electronic dsaign over

the past several years, the energy renolution and tho count rata

performance of eemiconductor x-ray spoctrometare have tJgnificantly

been improved in the recent yaars. The energy resolution capability

of these spectrometers sra in tha range of 500 sU ts about 200 aV

depending upcn the quality and aiza of the datector and electronic*

employed, end this capability ia nora than sufficient for meat of tha

analytical applications. A resolution of about 400 aV can give a

reasonably good eeparation of K - X-rny peaka of adjacent elements

beginning with Z * 22 (Tl) and irccreauinqly better separation for

adjoining higher atomic number elements. In fact, for energise graatsi

than about 20-30 kei/, eemiconductor detector raaolution is evan better

than that of a typical crystal wavelength dlspereive spectrometer* Between

the Si(Li) and Ge(Li) semiconductor detectors, the Si(Ll) detectora are

usually preferred in x-rey spec troma try., Thla ia because Ce(Li)

detector syeten has a disadvantage of the pronounced efficiency

change about its absorption edge at 11 ke\l, while silicon with

absorption edge at 1«15 kstf la a better behaved detector in tha

anergy region important for the element x-raya. Problsma with

entrance window are also more severs with Ge(Li) datecto* than with

Si(Ll). There ia also the practical .requiranenV that Ge(Li) datactora

must be constantly maintained at the liquid niUrogon temperature

whersas the Si(Li) detectors oan be repeatedly brought to room tem-

perature. However, as the efficiency of Si(lA) detectors ia rather

low for x-rays of energies greater than 50 keV, L-X-?aya for higher

atomic number elements ere used for analytical purposes. In soae

applications it could be useful to employ Ge(Li) detector for high-2

elsmenta.

High resolution x-ray spectrometer employing cooled Si(Li)

detector and internal cryogenic preamplifier wera initially developed

in this division for basic research on the characteristic K-X-reys in

fission. One such high resolution x-ray spectrometer La now being used

ae an analytical tool by using excitation from radioisotope sources*
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The x-ray spsctrometer employs a Si(li) detector of alia

30 »m x 3 mm cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature with a cooled

field affect translator (FET) oa tha firat stags of preamplifier

which la of charge sensitive configuration snploying resistive

feedback. The output from tha preamplifier after suitable pulaa

shaping and amplification is fed to a multichannel analyser for

recording the pulae height spectrum. The energy resolution of thle

system la mainly determined by the components inside the cryoctci and

their mounting arrangement. The detaiia of this spectrometer and tha

factors daternining tha energy raaolution have been described else-

where.5 A typical photon spectrum (Fig. 1) obtained with the present

spectrometer indicates an energy resolution of 385 eV for 6*4 keV Ft

K-x-rays. The present efforts are directed towards improving further

the energy resolution of the system by incorporating improved pts-

rihj
7

amplifiers which eake use of drain feedback or the optical feedback

arrangement.

General Considerations and Experimental Arrangement for
X-ray Fluorescence Work

Figure 2 illustrates the experimental arrangement. Exciting

radiations from a suitable rsdioisotope impinges upon a specimen and

the photoelectric interactions with the atoms of the specimen result

in the emission of their characteristic x-rays. In sddition a fraction

af photons undergo compton and coherent scattering from and within tha

sample. Consequently with a monoenergetic exciting radiation, the energy

spectrum along with tailing background obtained from • semiconductor

detector will in general be as shown in Fig. 3. The tailing background

come* mainly from the incomplete charge collection of a fraction of

photons, interacting with the detector, flora recently gaurd ring

detectors have been developed to drastically reduce this background.

The moat widely used excitation method' is by primary or secondary

gamma or x-»ray sources emitting one or a few spectral lines only* Con-

ventional x-ray tubes or Bremstrahlung sources are not preferred because

of the undesirable continuum of interfering scattered radiations obtsinad

from them. The selection of the exciting radiation is strongly influenced

by the range of elements to be studied. The maximum excitation and
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tharafors sensitivity is achieved by employing sources which emit

enargias slightly greater than the K or L absorption edges of the

elements or interest, but of sufficisnt energy that the coaipton

scattered radiation does not produce significant background in the

region of characteristic x-ray energies of interest. A very wide

range of such sources is now available in the desired energy region

or 5-150 keV with suitable specific activltiaa, half lives and

encapsulations. Am , I , Co , Pu end Fe are being widely

usad with Si(Li) detector spectrometers as these can exite x-rays or

a wide range or elements in the periodic table. The secondary sources

are derived from source-target assemblies which can provide the x-rays

of any energy with the proper choice of target material. These

source-target assemblies have found significant use in the detection

and analysis or a specified element. The target is so chosen that

its x-rays are Just above the absorption edge of the element under

investigation. The excitation efficiency of that element is thereby

maximised and sensitivity limit or detection ie improved* Recently,
g

monoenergetic excitation radiation from characteristic x-ray tubes

and conventional tubes together with a secondary target are also being

employed to achieve better minimum detection limits.

High energy alphas and protons produced with charged particle

accelerators can also ba employed for excitation. But the cost and

complexity of these devices clearly limit their use in standard

analytical instruments, although their performance in terms of analy-

tical capability is quite good for-low level analysis due to lower

background. This is dee to the absence of tailing background or

scattered radiations of photon sources and Bremetrahlung continuum

from electron beam. The large excitation cross sections with charged

particles in comparison to photon sources for low Z-elementB in particular

can be taken advantage of in the detection or small quantities or the

low Z-elements. The electron microprobe analysis is also being

employed in conjunction with Si(Li) detector X-ray systems.

A schematic diagram of the complete x-ray riuorescence system

is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows a typical spectrum of a mineral ore
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Fig, 5 Typical X-ray spectrum of a mineral or«
etwnple (excitation raJloleotope I ' ) .

EXCITATATION
RADW5SOTPE AM1*1

" ENER6V IN KEV +

6 A typical X-ray Bpeetrum of a raiw earth oxide
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1 25
sample excitad by I and Tig. 6 that of a rar* earth oxid* sample

excited by Aw .

Applications

In comparison with other techniques the basic advantage of ths

semiconductor detector x-ray fluorescence aye tern for •lament analysis

accrues from the fact that it provides a rapid non-destructive and

Biffiultanaous analysis of a large number of elements in the specimen*

Movsover, the instrument is very easy to set up and operatei has a

low operating coat and has an intrinsic facility for adaptation to

computer analysis and automation.

The virtue of the system to provide a wealth of qualitative and

semi-quantitative information about the specimen in a short run or a

few minutes is unsurpassed by any other known method. The simultaneous!

multi-element analysis aspect can ba of great value in various types of

quality control in industry, where the elemental ratios must ba controlled

and the possible contaminants must be monitored.

A quantitative analysis of the specimen, however, requires a

careful sample preparation and analytical conditioning as in other

methods. Extremely high sensitivity and precision in x-ray fluorsacsnce

quantitative analysis can ba achieved by preparation of thin aampleffl
10

from given specimen. With this method it hes been possible to analyse

more than fifteen trace eiestsnts of concentration 1 ppsn or lass through

the analysis of thin and uniform aenplas .of biological and geological

specimens and of air particulate filters*

The semiconductor x-ray fluorescence system of an average energy

resolution can be employed for a number of applisffitions in mineral

exploration, in industry for quality control, in archeology, in the

detection of forgeries, in identification of precious metals of valuable

articles and in the measurement of toxic elements in consumer goods.

flora carefully designed systems with better energy resolution which

provide detection limits of lees than 1 ppm can be put to ® number of

interesting medical applications such ae trace elements analysis of

blood, urine, faeces, heir, fingernails etc. to provide statistical

correlation between their concentrations in body,and disease**
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7he speed and sensit iv i ty of the syutea for in vitro end in

vivo analysis 4a alao being explored as a potential c l inical tool to

determine caaea of elemental poisoning and to establish various

trace natal ratioa aa correlated to disseise s tate* . This technique

la aleo being used to determine iodine concentration in Thyroid.

A new aathod haa been explored ait; thia centre foe in vitro atuples
169by exciting fluorescence Prow stable iodine element using Yb as

a rcdioisotopa source (Tut K-X-ray« of 50.7 keV) end employing the
169Si(Li) x-rey apsctroffieter. If Yb la used for claternography when

the petient ia primed «/ith Lugol'e iodine, the fluorescent x-rays
detected from the external surface of skull can be uaed to subtract
the vascular background in these atudien as pioposod by Qidsndrsf in
case of characteristic x-rays of In and Tc . In the feas ib i l i ty

studies undertaken hare using iodine samples the detection l imits
obtained with about 100/<c of Yb radioiaotope compared very well

241with those obtained by In vivo studies using Am as radioisotopa

for excitation.

S.S. Kapoor
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2. Studies In Wosabauar Spectroacoov

Introduction

The discovbry of rtcuilless emission und absorption of

yamtna r<jy3 Dy nuclei rigidly bound in solids, by Rudulf I. Mossbauer

in 1958, lead within a very short time to the development of an

eloQtint and pon&ntial technique for the experimental observation of

transitions between the nuclear eneryy levels. There exist a wide

rantjE uf phenomena which Qiye rise to small changes in the nuclear

transition tneryifs via the hyperfine interactions between a nucleus

bnd the electronic and ionic charges surrounding the nucleus. The

practical utility and potential of the nassbauer offset technique lies

in the fact that extremely small fractional chanyes of the transition

energies of the order of 10 to 10 can be measured. Because of

the extraordinary sensitivity of the technique, it is being used since

its discovery in various sophisticated experiments designed to under-

stand the fundamental problems in relativity, solid state physics and

in a variety of problems in chemistry, bioloyy, geology, mineralogy

and mBtellurgy.

The aim of the present article is not to provide a description

and' examples of the various possible applications of the technique
2-4

since several excellent reviews are already available. It is

intended to illustrate a few examples in solid state physics and point

out particularly the feasibility of utilization of the technique as a

nondestructive testing tool for metallurgical' applications in technology

and industry. However, the principle involved and the nature of

information that can be obtained are briefly mentioned.

Principle of Wo'ssbauer Effect

Radioactive nuclei embedded rigidly in a solid (called the

Mossbauer source) while decaying from a loui lying excited state emit

a certain fraction of gamma rays with an energy exactly equal to the

energy difference between the excited state and the ground state.

If the gamma rays are made to.impinge on nuclei of the same species

but in the ground state and in identical surroundings to those of

the active nuclei (celled the ftossbauer absorber) a certain fraction

of the gamma rays get resonantly absorbed by the nuclei. After e
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lapae or a certain time equal to the lifa tine f of the Bxcitad

state, the nuclei in the absorber are deexclted by emitting photons

in all possible directions iaotropically. Thus there would be a

net decrease in the total number of gamma rayB transmitted through

the absorber in the direction of the gamma rays from the source and

an increase in the total number of gemma rays resonantly scattered

(i.e. reemitted in all directions). One can destroy the resonance

absorption or scattering of gamma rays by the nuclei in the absorber

by changing (i.e. either increasing or decreasing) the energy of the

gamma rays emitted or by changing the transition energy of absorption

in the absorber by mowing either the source or the absorber with a

Doppler velocity relative to the other. Ae the reRonanca absorption

is decreased, the number of gamma rays transmitted through the

absorber increases and the number of gamma rays scattered by the

absorber decreases. A plot of the count rate of transmitted gamma

rays as a function of the relative Dopplsr velocity between the source

and the absorber constitutes what is known as the Piossbauer resonance

absorption spectrum, A plot of the count rate of gamma rays resonantly

scattered (i.e. reemitted) into a particular solid angle from an

absorber as a function of the relative Doppler velocity constitutes

a "Mossbauer resonance scattering spectrum.*

The Basic Information Derived From the Plogsbauer
Effects Measurements

The energy of nuclear levels changes with the electronic

environment of the nucleus, which in turn dependo upon the kind and

spatial arrangement of nearby atoms. There are three basic hypsrfine

interactions of the nucleus with the surrounding electronic and ionic

charges and a measurement of the interactions through the changes in

the energy of nuclear levels yield information regarding (a) the

^-electron density (isomer shift parameter) (b) the point symmetry

(quadrupole splitting parameter) and (c) the magnitude and sign of

the magnetic field present at the Nossbauet nucleus (magnetic

hyperfine field parameter).

In addition, a measurement of the magnitude of the resonance

phenomenon end the temperature dependence of isorter shift leadsto an

understanding of the lattice dynamical properties of solids*
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fliissnaotr raaonancu absorption/scatteriny can tie obsei vetf

only in a few selected falemunto anij hence comparitiuely ths ttchniqus

1B not as vorsatilt' as NPh or neutron diffraction techniques. fa
119

and Sn are the moat widely studied nuclei because of their large

recoii-froL- fraction (i.&, large Mossbauer effect) and the feasibility

of canyiny out th« measurements at tho room temperature.

The magnetic materials c=>n bu well understood only by studying

their microscopic properties besides their macro&copic properties. -

Stuuy of magnetic properties at the atomic scale can be carried out

utilizing Plossbaufer effect techniquo, besides Neutron Diffraction

and Huclssr P̂ scjOetic fissanenee techniques which give similar and

complementary information.
57

It is fortuitous that the isotope Fe;for which Woaebauer

effect can bB observed uiith ease, is found in diffsrent materials

whose properties ere of interest in different disciplines of science.

For instance, all the magnetic materials which are of technological

interest like various kinds of steels, f'errites and garnets contain

iron as en important and major constituent. Identification and

quantitative estimation of different phases of Fe in various types

of steels like carbon-steels, alloy-steels etc. is of great significance*

A variety of metallurgical problems connected with different iron

phases in steels can be undertaken to further- technological develop-

ment in the steel industry. In the field of solid stata physics the

study of elactronic and magnetic structure of Fe atoms in various

magnetic and nonmagnetic materials is Gf great interest in understand-

ing certain fundamental theoretical concepts concerning magnetism.

Biological molecules such as haemoglobin, myoglobin, cytochrome etc.

also contain Iron. It is of great interest in biological studies to

know the oxidation state and the local symmetry of Fe atoms in various

biological molecules in various stages cf biological processes. Most

of the minerals contain iron. Identification and quantitative estima-

tion of iron and its phases, oxidation state etc. are of interest t&

geologists.

It is highly pretentious to attempt to give examples of the

uerisd possible applications of flossbauer effeqts oven in one branch

of science, particularly In a short article like the present one.
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, only d t'bw wxamjjles in solid stata physics anci in metallurgy

non-JesttuLtiwo testimj tool are briefly r.entioned to illustrate

uf tht) (wjs&iblfc potentialities of the technique.

A U u npp i icatiun's in Suliu 'jtute Physics

The experimental stuUy of the magnetic properties of alloys is

of ijtLdt intutdbt tu theoreticians in understanding the mechanism of

maynutic arauiiny. In particular thu Heualer alloys uiz. Cu MnAls

Pu fiiibn, Pd toGe etc. form a special kind of alloys in that none of

the constituent elements are ferromagnetic; however the intermetallic

compound formed out of thb elements exhibit strong ferromagnetic

ordering ana main nger in spits c? ths feet that the interatomic
o

distances in the alloys is considerably large (~ 4A) as compared to
a

that in other magnetically ordered alloys (*"fc»2A). The magnetic order-

ing in these Heusler alloys is a result of the 'conduction electron

polarization1 (CEP) which couples the magnetic moments of the atoms
119

in the alloys. From a study of the Piossbauer affect of Sn in the
7 fl

Hsusler alloy Pd MnSn and PtMnSn (which is related to the Heusler
9

structure) and in the rare-earth intermetallic compound Ce5n_, CEP

is shown to exist at the diamagnetic tin atoms in the alloys. The

magnetic fields at the tin sites of these alloys arising due to the

CEP by the localized magnetic moments on fin atoms have been determined

both in magnitude and sign. The information obtained is of importance

in understanding the current theories on magnetic ordering,

Valency states and changes in valence electron configurations of

atoms upon alloy or compound formation or uhen the compounds are

subjected to pr&jsure or those arising due to changes in temperature can

easily be detected by monitoring the isomer shift and quadrupole split-

ting in the Moasbauer spectra. The eerie (Ce +) and csrous (Ce )

ions are shown to coexist in the rare-earth intermetallic compound
g

CeSn3 at 4.2aK from an observation of the presence of both the

characteristic magnetic and non-magnetic spectral cumponants in the
•• 119

Possbauer absorption spectrum of Sn in CeSn_. The valence

5S-electron8 of Sn qtoms are shewn to be decreasing aa the tin io

alloyed with increasing amounts of platinum from the observed isomer

shifts of 119Sn in Pt~5n alloys.10



an understanding of tht; magnetic ma te r i a l s and the theory

of maynetism, i t i s very essen t i a l to know the c o n d i t i o n s under which

l o c a l i z e d magnetic moments an i n d i v i d u a l t r a n s i t i o n metal atoms i n

Mhciotjs Qnuironments are developed. Foi such an unders tand ing , i n

a d d i t i o n to the macroscopic magnetic p r o p e r t i e s , one should study the

microscopic magnetic p rope r t i es of the i n d i v i d u a l atoms at the atomic
57 1 <j

leve l . Ut i l i z ing Fe as a microscopic probe in Nb-flo alloys i t has

been shown that a localized magnetic jrioment is developed on the iron

atoms in these alloys provided the iran atom Is surrounded by 8 no

stoms as nearest neighbours or at least by 7 nearest and S next

nearest Ha neighbours.

The Piossbauer effact provides a very convenient method to

follow the dynamics or the time-dependsnt rotat ional behaviour of a

localized moment in space in a time scale around 10 sec. The

localized moments remain stationary in space in the case where there

is magnetic ordering of the sample containing the localized moments.

In other cases, a localized atomic spin changes constantly i t s

di rect ion in a random fashion. The rate at which the spin changes

i t s direction depends upon the mechanism which i s responsible for the

sp in - f l i p e For instance the local ized atomic spins may interact with

the spin of a conduction electron (s-d interaction) or with the atomic

spin of s neighbouring atom (spin-spin interaction) or with the l a t t i c e

i t s e l f (sp in- la t t ice interaction giving r ise to phonons) lBading to

d i f ferent sp in - f l i p rates. The sp in - f l i p frequency, called the re la -

xation rate, X* ar is ing due to spin-spin interactions is usually of
10 —1

the order of 10 sec and independent of temperature. While that
ar is ing due to sp in- la t t ice interact ion is usually of the order of

3 —1
10 sec and w i l l be l inear ly temperature dependent. The shape of a

Mossbsuer spectrum i s strongly dependent upon the relaxation rate.

Hence a careful examination of the PlHssbauer spectra would enable one

to understand the dynamics of the spins. The Mossbauer effect meesure-
12

ments on FloFe showed that the spins of Fe atoms change their direct ion

due to interactions with the surrounoing conduction electrons at a

ratB^-i- which i s l inear ly dependent on temperature in the high

temperature region ( i . e . at 3Q0°K) and independent of temperature in
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the low temperature region ( i . e . at 4.2°K). Typically the spin-flip
9 -1

rate is found to OP around 10 sec at 4.2°K»on the other hand, the
13

measurements on rewrites , (Co Zn re 0.) have revealed that the

Fe + ions change their spin directions as a reault of spin-spin

interactions with a relaxation rate in the region 10 to 10 eec

depending upon the composition of the farrite but independent of

temperatures as expected of spin-spin interactions.

It is of great importance in magnetism to understand whether

the magnetic ordering in intermetallic compounds eriseB due to the

band phenomenon or due to a cooperative effect between neighbouring

localized moments i.e. short range order. It is usually believed that

magnetic ordering in many cases is a result of bend phenomenon.

However, recently it has been suggested from an analysis of the bulk
14

susceptibility of Co-Ga alloys , that in these systems short range

ordnr between neighbouring magnetic Co atoms is responsible for the

magnetic ordering. The Plossbauer measurements on the Co-Ga alloys

containing dilute Fe impurities vindicated tne speculations about thg

existance of short range order in these alloys. Similar short range
16

order has been found to exist in the Heusler alloys Pd-RnSn and
17

Pd,"lnGe containing dilute Fe impurities.

18

The Flossbauer effect study on the (Co, Fe K c,Ge alloya

clearly showed th«it Fe atoms are present at all the three inequivalent

site9 of ths systom and that the three types of Fe atoms order

magnetically at different temperatures due to different ordering

temperatures of their respective sublatticsse

The Ho'ssbauer Effect 5pectroscopy as a Wpn-Destructiye
Testing Tuol in Steal Industry

As the illustrative examples In aolid ptate physics outlined

above indicatet the Mossbauer effect is an extremely useful tool to

investigate the properties of individual atoms and the influence of

their immediate surroundings; and mainly It has so far been utilized

to understand the fundamental problems in physics, chemistry and

biology etc. Although Mossbeuer effect was discovered nearly one

and half decades ego, only since about 6 years the possibility of

making practical use of ths technique in tha technologically
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important field of steel industry has been realized and various

metallurgical problems like identification of different phases in

steels, phase transformations, effects of heat treatment on different

phases are being studied with fruitful results. Since about three

year*, with the development of efficient backscatter detectors, the

great potential of the Mosebauer technique as a nondestructive

testing tool for the analysis of thin surfaces, measurements of

residual stresses and identification of different phases has been

realized.

In order to examine the properties of a small portion of any

bulk iron bearing material which cannot be destroyed, the Roeabauet

measurements ere carried out in the backseatter geometry experimental

arrangement shown in Fig. (1). In this case the portion of the

r SCATTERED RAOIATION
INCIDENT RADIATION
rTORROIDAL COUNTER

* • • ' . » * fc •

• " . # . * . * . . _ ;

BULK MATERIAL

> UNDER > \ ;
WVESTIGATiON

•*-»-v.'».'

RADIATION

COUNTING

SYSTEM

DOPPLER
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TRANSDUCER

•%'k-l 0 2 i 6
0OPP1.EB VEUOCITY flf

Fig.l Bloch diogram of back scatter geometry Mossbauer
Spectrometer

material to be investigated is exposed to a re la t ive ly intense

(#V SO mGi) gsswss radiation of 14eA keU and one of the reflsctad

or backscattered radiations following the ftossbeuer events in
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scatters i.u. tha sample, is detected utilizing a specially

r)"i3gned backscatterar detector which detects practically all back-

scattered radiation. There are three types of backscattered radiations

following the Rd^s.bauer absorption of 14.4 keW gamma rays by the

nuclui in the scattevar i.e. at'tar a Wassbauer event in the scatterer

takus place. Firstly, a 14*4 keU gamma ray itself can be roemitted

while the excited nucleus decays to the ground state. Secondly, the

excited nucleus can undergo internal conversion process and emit 6.4 keV

internal conversion X-rays or thirdly, a 7.3 keU conversion electron.

The depth of the surface of the material under investigation that is

monitored depends on tho penetration depth of whichever type of back-

ocattered radiation that is detected. The 14.4 keV gamma rays can

penetrate to a depth of greater than 1 mil. and the 6.4 keV conversion

x-rays to a depth of 0.5 mil. In many instances, properties of surfaces

lying at depth? of 0.5 mil or greater usually will be representative

of the bulk of the sample. Hence detection of 14.4 keU reemittPd

gamma rays or the 6.4 kaV conversion X-rays gives information about

the bulk properties of the materiel; on the other hand, the 7.3 kaV

conversion electrons can penetrate not more than a depth of about
•

3000 A. Thus detection of conversion electrons glues information
o

regarding the properties of surfaces of less then 3000 A deep.

Utilizing the aluminium filters, it is possible to monitor properties
a

of surfaces as thin as 50 A. A feu examples of the metallurgical

uses of the tfossbauer effect as a non-destructive testing tool are

outlii Li below.

1• Residual Stress Measurements:

Hesidual surface stresses in ferrous metals are caused by

welding, shaping and finishing operations. The residual stress can

be harmful or beneficial depending on the direction of the stress

as compared to that developed in the service of the metal component, it i«

also known that residual surfacs stresses arising due to tensile

forces lead to stress-corrosion-cracking. The steel surfaces are

usually shot-penned i.e. subjected to high compressive stress to

prevent stress-corrosion-rcracking arising duB to tensile forcea.

Hence it is of great significance for the advancement of technology

if residual surface stresses of both tensile and compressive nature
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in ferrous metals can be identified and measured quantitatively

particularly utilizing a nondestructive testing method. It has b?en
19

shown that it ia feasible to utilize the backscatter geometry

Plossbauer technique effectively for the identification and quantitative

measurementa of the residual aurface stresses in low alloy steels.
20The residual surface atreaiaea can be monitored through various

ffosabauer parameters like iaomer shift, internal magnetic field and

ratio of half-width of the nuclear transition (-y2-*-1/2 to that of

(-3/2 -£ +1/2) which are dependent on the rbsiduai aurface atreasea.

Residual surface stresses penetrate typically to a depth of

not more than 0.006" to C-008". Hpwsvar the stress is maximum at the

surface, decreases to zero at a depth of about G.QG2", reverses the

sign and attains a finite valua again and then gradually tends to zero.

Hencs surfaces of less than say 0.001" deep are to be monitomti for

surface stresses. The back-scatter geometry RBasbauer technique

utilizing the 6.4 keV X-rays emitted during the internal conversion of

the reemitted 14.4 keV gamma rays, serves the purpose as the 6.4 keV/

X-rays penetrate not more than 0.000511 of the surface. Alternatively,

if 7,3 ketf conversion electrons ave employed, as the electrons penetrate
o

t;o a depth of not more than 3000 A, the surface stresses uhiph are

maximum at the surface can be monitored.

19Utilizing the "thermal scanning technique" one can correlate

the exiel tensile force applied to a steel specimen to a certain change

in the count rate of the X-rays/elsctrons scattered by the specimen,

Clnce the calibration curve is obtained for a particular steel then

the surface stresses in any part made of the steel can be estimated.

To measure the surface residual stresses and to investigate

the technologically important problems like the conditions under which

cracks in welds are developed and to study certain other metallurgical

problems, a backscatter Plossbauer effect spectrometer is being developed

in our Division. A very significant and important part of the back-

scatter Plossbauer spectrometer is the radiation counter which dstscts

ths backaestisred radiation from the sample. An efficient torroidal

counter which counts practically all ths radiation backacattered into
21

2"H* steradisna wae_f«ibsieaJk©4 following the design of Keisch and hes
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been tested. The Plossbauer spectra of mild steal and stainless ateel

recorded in the backscatter geometry arrangement are shown in Tig. (2).

Tha presence of both the marteneite and auatentte phase in the spectrum

of mild ateel can -clearly be seen. The spectrum of stainless stsel

consists of only the austenite phase as expected.

4200

-4 -2
OOPPLER VELOCITY /

Fig. 2 Mo&abauer resonance scattering spectra (a) stainless n\tti
(b)Mild s l |

2. Corrosion Compounds!

It is possible to detect and identify a surface compound

formation on steel surfaces utilizing the 6.4 keif X-rays at 7.3

conversion electrons in the backscstter geometry Mossbauer technique.
22

For instance,Terrell and Spijkarman could identify a surface

compete] formed on s steel surface as /& -FeOOH from the observed

Fiossbauer spectra obtained by the detection of 6*4 keV X-rays in a

completely nondestructive manner without the need for sample prepara-

tion. They could also estimate the thickness of the compound, based
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on a calculetion of the backacatter amplitude versus distance into

the sampls, to be 2 x 10 cms. This example illustrates that this

technique can bo used to identify corrosion products on the surfaces

of iron bearing materials. It will be of great significance and

importance to determine*for instance, the corrosion products on

steel surfaces in reactors. It is also of importance to study

the kinetics cf surface compound formation on iron-bearing materials.

3. Phase Analysis in Steelst

As has been mentioned earlier, the energy of nuclear levels

ua.y with the electronic environment of the nucleus, which in turn

depends upon the kind and special arrangement of nearby atoms and hence

from ft'dssbauer resonance measurement a one can Identify different local

atomic environments. As different phases of iron in steals have

different local .environments, the Nossbausr resonance measurements

enable one to identify, and quantitatively estimate different phases

in steBls. For instance various phases like ferrite, martens!te,
23

austenite, cementite and carbides have been identified on the basis

of their characteristic Flossbaue? spectra which ere sufficiently

distinct from one another as the Mossbauer spectrum arising from a

given phase possesses parameters viz. isomer shift, quadrupeds•split-

ting and/or effective internal magnetic field, .unique to that particular

phase. Even within g single phase different local atomic environments

can be identified.

*• Quantitative Analysis of Retained Austenite in Wartensitei

The mechanical properties of tool steel are very much influenced

by tha quantity of austenite retained in the steel and hence to be able

to measure its concentration is of greet importance in the steel industry

for both processing and quality control of tool eteBls* Chow and

Bogner have demonstrated that backscatter Flossbauer technique cen

conveniently be used for quantitative estimation of the retrained

austefiite in different steels. They could measure auetenite concentra-

tion ranging between 2-35J6 in several steels and showed that the

results obtained are fairly comparable with those obtained by the

conventional X-ray analysis method. In the case of the backscsttsr

Mossbauer technique measurements quantitative estimates of retained

austenite can be obtained in much shorter period as it does net
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inuolve any sample preparation as compared to X-ray measurements.

24 ••

It has been shown that tha Moaabauer resonance peak height

of austenite phases is linearly proportional to the auatenite content*

The scaling between the peak height and the percentage content of

retained austenit9 suggests the possibility of using a simple field

portable backscatter Woasbauer effect instrument for rapidly eetiniat-

ing retained austsnite in processing and quality control of tool

steels.

B ocksccitter Mossbauer spectroscopy thus seams to be a very

potential analytical tool for non-destructive testing in steel industry.
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3. Neutron Radiography

Intrcduetlcn

Neutron radiography, a comparatively new technique, i9 fast

becoming a powerful non-destructive tasting tool in nuclear technology.

Basically, it uses a well-collimated beam of thermal neutrons to

penetrate a specimen, which after intensity modulations due to compo-

sition and/or thickness changes in the samplB, fallB on a suitable

converter screen. The converter screen emits photographically detect-

able radiations, (o(i ft, *{ or light) to which a conventional X-ray

film is exposed to form a visual image or a radiograph to reveal the

internal macroscopic structure of the specimen.

Radiography basically depends on the attenuation of an incident

beam by the specimen under test. This attenuation is governed by the
- M twell known formula I = 1 e ~ where 1 , 1 are the incident endo o'

emergent beam intensities and f*- , t are the linear absorption

coefficient and thickness of the specimen. For neutrons A changes

to N f u h e r e N is the number of nuclei per c.c. and o~~ is the total

thermal neutron cross-section. Radiographic sensitivity is defined

as the minimum detectable percentage variation in thickness. A

sensitivity of 2% is generally acceptable in conventional radiography,

and it has been shown that neutrons can also achieve this value.

Neutron radiography makes radiographic inspection possible in

certain situations inhere X-rays or Gamma-rays have limitations. This

possibility arises from the fact that the attenuation of neutrons by

materials is totally different from the attenuations of X-rays, as

shown in Fig. 1. Thus u/hile the X-ray attenuation is monotonically

increasing with 2, the neutron attenuation is very random. It is

generally higher for lighter materials and smaller for heavier

materials. Also, for some neighbouring elements (e.g. Cd end Ag,

Pt and Au), the neutron attenuation is widely different.

These basic differences make neutrons mare advantageous than

X-rays in the following inspection problems!
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1. Examination of thin samples of .low Z materials and thick

samples of high Z materials!

In the former case, the high attenuation of neutrons gives

better contrast even for small changes in thickness. In the

latter, the lower attenuation gives higher penetration anri

smaller exposure times.

2. Examination of light Z materials encased in high Z material I

The high attenuation of X-rays in the casing almost

completely masks the details of the innei- light materials.

With neutrons, th-e situation is reversed and the Inner

details are selectively radiographed.

3. Discrimination between some neighbouring elemental

The X-ray attenuation being nearly the same by neighbouring

elements discrimination between them is rather difficult.

However, in the casa of neutrons the large difference in

the attenuation by certain neighbouring elements enhances

the contrast between the two. This is true even for two

isotopes of the same element,*

Neutron Radiography Facility at Apaara

The neutron Radiography facility.at ti.H. NO, 6 of Apsera

Reactor is shown schematically in Fig. 2. It consists of

1. The reactoi as an intense source of thermal neutrons

2. A collimator to guide the neutrons on to the specimen

unattenuaced

3. A shutter to control the exposures

4. A detector comprising of X-ray film end/or converter

screen,and

5. Shielding.

Some of these are brief ly discussed below!

( i ) Source!

Generally thermal neutrons are preferable in neutron radio-

graphy over other energy neutrons because, (a) the attenuation
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coefficients are fairly largoj aiao the variation of this coefficient

Prom element to element ia larger than that Tor higher energy neutrons*

(b) large fluxes of thermal neutrons are readily available, especially

From nuclear reactors, and (c) high efficiency tbeiAial neutron

detectors like Li, B, In, Gd, Oy etc. ara rBedlly available. Theri ara

however, special applications for which neutrons of other energy regions

ere sometimes useful. Thus, cold neutrons (< 0.005 eV) ere most
1 2

suited for radiography of thick steel semples, ' because of the

reduced scatter below the Bragg cut-off. Epicadmium neutrons have

greater transmission (e.g. a factor of 40 for U) and less scatter for
3

dense, enriched nuclear fuela or thick hydrogenous samples. Also, at

resonance energies, (e.g. 1*42 eV for In, 4.9 eV for Au, 16.8 eV for

W), excellent discrimination can be obtained. With fast neutrons

though material discrimination and detection efficiency are generally

poor, resonances cen be utilized advantageously for selective detection

of particular materials, (e.g. 250 keV for Li).

Another important consideration in a neutron source is the

associated gamma-ray intensity. Most photographic neutron detectors
A ti *y

using converter screens require an exposure of 10 - 10 n/cm /sec

to equal the detector response to 1 mR of Co gemma radiation.

Therefore,, a neutron to gamma-ray intensity ratio of at least
5 210 n/cm -mR is usually required to reduce the gemma-ray interference

to the minimal.

The horizontal beam port at Apsara, with a thermal flux of

3 x 106 n/cm2/oBC (ajf~ 18' from the core) end a Cd ratio of 6.3 is

thus well suited for neutron radiography applications. The gamma

intensity is 4R/hr and the n/f ratio of 2.7 x 10 is above thB

threshold mentioned above.

It is worthwhile to remember that accelerator and isotopic

sources of neutrons can also or. considered for nsutron radiography.

But with the present day technology, the useful thermal neutron fluxes
**- e j

available from these sources ere limited to 10" —10 n/cm /sec

only , which adversely affect the radiographic quality. Added to this

the limitations of large moderating ana shielding blocks, high
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(j.jckground and short livas of accelerator targets or radio-

. A nuclear ruactor is free froni these limitations and

ttit: i u("ori? hirjh resolution neutron radiography, comparable with

X-iadiography becomes feasible without much additional expenses.

Novurthaless, neutron radiography with accelerators or radioisotopes

in (j«ing carried out, especially for industrial or field applications

which are numerous. The most suitable source for these applications

are listed in Table I.

(ii) Colllmatori

The collimetor design for neutron radiography is different

from that for beam research work becauas, a uniform flux over as

large an arsa as possible is required, A parallel tube collimator,

eithar with single or multislit, would be ideal but difficult to fabri-

cate, especially when large beam areas are required. A simple, conical

tube collimator, lined with Cd or B or In is more advantageous.

The small input aperture of the collimator can be positioned precisely

at the peak thermal flux region u/ith minimum flux distortion. ^nce

the beam is slightly divergent a proper selection of the collimaior

length can gift* th<? required beam area. An important parameter is tha

ratio of collimator input aperture to the aperture-specimen distance,

0/L« It can bs seen from Fig. 3, that though the geometric unsharpness

UG is small for small value of D/L, the useful flux fflL at the

specimen will be considerably reduced. One has thus to make a compromise

between the acceptable resolution and the acceptable exposure times.

With accelerator or isotopic sourcus, the beam extraction geometry has to

PB optimized by careful selection of source position, moderator gap

batween source and collimator, air-gap at the callimator input and the

ratio 0/L for the best compromise between speed, contrast and resolution.

Being a first stage eKM^-lment for working out various parameters,

the set up at Apsara is fairly 3imple, having a 76 mm I.D. x 1CS0 mm

long Aluminium tube, lined with Cd as a collimator. This tube is set



Table I. Sources for Neutron Radiography

Source Yield Average Peak Thermal Typical Collimetnr Cost
En. Flux 0/L output flux

„ ratio „
n/sec MeV n/cm -sec n/cm -3ec US $

Comments

(1000 Ci.)
10

10"

5x10"

241 242,
Am-Cm-Be
(5Ci)

252
Cf

(2B»g)

Sealed D-T 10
Accelerator•

D-Be Van-de 10
Graaff (2PleU)

11

11

IQklii Thermal 1 0 1 2

Reactor

0.024

4.0

2.3

. 14

2-6

Thermal

a10

5x10

5x10

1.6x10

10"

8

5x10
11

1»30 10 20,000 24 keV neutrons are easily thermalized.
5hort half-life (60d) and.high gamma
background. Useful for hot-cell
transfer radiography.

1:10 10 3,500 60 keV gamma rays are easily shielded.
Half-life 163d. Useful for aimple
Industrial applications.

1:30 5 X 1 0 3 20,000 High yield, small size, low En.,2.65
Yr half-life. Ideal for future portable
facility. Projected cost U.S.5 1.00/ g.

1l30 1»6x104 25,000 High yield at low voltages. On-off
facility. Target life 500 hr. Useful
for industrial installation.

1s30' 105 90,GOO Higher peak flux, longer life. Better
for industrial applications, though
at higher cost.,

1:100 5x106 200,030 High intensity, high resolution. Ideal
for fuel interrogation and other nuclear
inspections. High capital coat.
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axially in a 20 cm dia, 90 cm long wooden cylinder, which fits into

the be<3m hole. Uith an imagine plane to aperture distance of 220 cm

(i,«. D/L ratio of nearly 1J30) a fairly uniform beam has been

obtained. Using a Visual Imaye Quality indicator, this beam gave

a total of 10 resolution and contrast faults. A separation of..04 mm

between email holes in a Cd atrip can be resolved even at a specimen-

ditector distance of 2 cm. It 13 possible t improve the resolution

capability further by simply uaing- a 2.5 cm aperture in Cd at the input

end of tho collimator tube, Tha resultant D/L ratio of nearly 1«90

enables one to r.e.solv/B the above separation of holes even at a specimen-

detector distance of 5 cm. The corresponding number of faults on a

Visqi radiograph ere reduced 6 •

(ill) Detector*

Detection of thermal neutrons by photographic emulsions

themselves la very Inefficient. Special converter screens to

augment this detection process are necessary. The two basic techniques

uaed are (i) direct technique, and (ii) transfer technique, shown in

Fig. 4. In the former, the converter screen and the film are both

exposed together to the neutrons, Just behind the specimenc The

screen has a high thermal neutron cross-section and emits prompt

radiations like fi ,Y or visible light, which exposes the film to

form an image. Thin metal screens of Rh, Cd, Sm, Gd end Ag, as well

as thin scintillators loaded uith Li or B are useful for this

technique. Salient features cf these converter screens are given

in Table II.

Gadolinium (12. microns thick) is the most widely used screen

because, apart from having a high cross-section, it emits ?0 keV

internal conversion electrons which can be stopped in the emulsion

with minimal spread to obtain high resolution radiographs. The

resolution cepabil-ity given earlier was obtained with combination of

this converter (50 microns) and a fine gxain X-rey film (Crystallex).

Sandwiching the film between Rh and Gd screens gives a two fold

increase in response, the fastest among mBtal screens.

Faster still arB the scintillators made with Li or B , ZnS



Table II. Converter Screens for Neutron Radiography

Tech-
nique Material Natural

abundance
QReaction

Cross
section
barns

Half-
life

Emission

E max.

Exposure requirea for l.E
density on crystai lex f i lm

n/eir,2

0
I

R

E

C

T

T

F

R

Lithium-6

Boron -10

Rhodium-103

Silver -107

Silver -109

Cadmium-113

Samacium-149

Gadolinium-155

Gadolinium-157

Indium -115

Dysprosiu.Ti-164

Gold-197

7.4

19.5

100

51.4

48.6

12.3

13.9

14.7

15.7

9b.7

26.1

100

6Li(n,<*)3H 935
1°a(n r t (}?Li 3,837

103Rh(n,f)104Rh

144

35

89

Cd(n,Y}' '"Cd 20,000

15SGd(n,i)156Gd 58000
157Gd(n,S)156Gd24CV000

™In(n,7)Ti5ln " "iM
l 6 4Dy(n,y)1 6 5Oy 800

Stable ^ ,2.1 CloU

Stable sL,2.0 "

43 s y2,,2.44 "

4.4m Y , 0.052 "

24.58 /3,2.87 "

Stable i ,9.0 "

Stable V , -

Stable 8,0.14 "

Stable e,0.13 "

19?Au(n ff)19aAu 98.8

54 m j»,1.0
2.3h ^,1 .29
2.7d yi,0.962

Sxia

3x108

4x1Q8

3x108

1.7x1Q
8

10"

3x10

5x10"

8
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anu a binding material. Since the fiim9 are much more sensitive to

light (emitted by ZnS), the speed of response can even 10D times higher
10

ttujii Lhu metal 'jcre&ns, However, the resolution obtained i& poor

!.'.-cau&t of the mottled appearance of the radiograph (due to f in i te

1,1-dln si2e of the ZnS) and the multiple diffusion of l igh t in the

screen. toeverthBless, coupled uith a high speed Polaroid fi lm or an

image-intensifier T.V. system, these screens can be very useful in

checking alignments in nuclear experiments or in simple "YES/NO"
11 12

inspection of components in an industr ial assembly l i ne . '

In the Apaara f a c i l i t y , Gadolinium (50 micror.d) is routinely

used for hiyh resolution work. Li or B loaded sc in t i l la tors are being

developed for future use with accelerator based neutron radiography.

A 0.9 «im screen of LiF, ZnS and Araldite mixed in a rat io of 1:2.3:3.6

has shown satisfactory results. A Polaroid cpmera has been modified

to suit neutron radiography and can give good pictures uith just 2 sec,

exposure in the f a c i l i t y . The camera is being routinely used as an

aid in neutron beam research experiments at LIRUS.

The direct technique has-some l imitat ions, especially when thB

exposure is long ot when the specimen is highly radioactive. The high

gamma background from the beam or the sample ceases excessi'-e fogging

of the f i lm , thereby reducing the radiographic qual i ty. Nsutrdn radio-

graphy can circumvent this problem of / interference by employing thp

second technique called the ^transfer technique" (Fi<>. 4). Here, the

converter screen is exposed alone to the beam behind the specimen and

later allowed to decay on the'photographic Film away from the baam or

the sample. The screen becomes radioactive on neutron absorption in

proportion with the neutron .flux i t receives at ewe.y point and Forms

a latent image, which is ieter transferred to the f i lm by eutoradiography.

Sir.ce tna converter is sensitive to neutrons alone and the f i lm does not

see the beam or the sample, the resultant radiograph is free from the

gamma interference.

Obviouslyi the main requirements of e converter screen for

this technique are a high neutron cross-section and moderate hal f -

l i f e . The three suitable materials are indium, dysprosium and gold.

Dy has the highest cros3-sectiont while Au gives the best resolution



4

Plate I (a) : Neutron radiograph of PURNIMA fuel pin. showing clad lube, spring. Mo reflector and S. S. end-plug.

Plate I (b) : Neutron radiograph of PURNIMA half-fuel pin, showing alternate steel and PuO-, pellets.
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mothod of inspection even in radiation level of feu thousand

curies. The active Fuel is taken to the radiography 3ite in a

^shielded container and lowered into the beam, next to the converter

screen. After the required exposure, the screen is transferred to the

film and allowed to decay, A suiraming pool reactor is particularly

well suited for fuel interrogation because the neutron radiography

facility can be located under water in a pool adjacent to the reactor

so that all fuel manipulations can be done under water, without

any tranBfgr cask'or facility shielding.

With neutron radiography, faults such as fuel cracking, chip-

ping, swelling, voiding, spilling, melting, elongation, pellet

segregation or misplacement can be easily detected. Now a days, neutron

radiography is being extensively used in the fast reactor fuel develop-

ment programme. * Pre^ interim and post-irradiation radiographs

of the fuel capsules give valuable qualitative and quantitative

information about the fuel behaviour under various experimental

conditions. The pre-irradiation radiograph serves as a standard

reference for comparison with interim and post-Irradiation results,

us well as performs a quality control function by allowing inspection

For correct construction. Periodic surveillance with interim radio-

graphs after known irradiation cycles follows .the progress of expected

or observed changes in the physical composition of the sample. This

information can provide insight into th«a time dependence of degradation

that can be used for postulating the mechanism and consequences of

irradiation and/or temperature related damages. It can help in finding

the best time to terminate the irradiation and preserve the specimen

for more specialized destructive tests.

Quantitative measurements of diameter and length can be made

directly from the radiographs sines the object/image ratio is nearly

unity. Using a travelling densitometer to measure variations in

optical densities on the negative, information about fuel enrichment,

anrichment distribution and densities can be obtained. Enrichment

variation of the order of *-J Q»?% for PuO, and 0.5$ for U0,, as well
IB

as density variation of ''<% could be detected.
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Apart from the fue l , other nuclear reactor components can also

bL examined with advantage using neutrons. Thus, neutron radiography

h.ia bean successfully employed for 9och investigations es burn-up
19

studies of reactar control materials, mixing of GdQ-flgQ powders for
prototype control materials, detection and evaluation of hybride

20
formation in It and Ti welds, evaluation of Sn-Cd malt wire thermo-

n>btur3, lithium corrosion in heat exchange.

B. Ordnance Inspection

!"1o3t of the small explosives and pyrotechniqus devices consist of

ei light explosive charge contained in a metallic casing. The capability

or n&utron9 to imagd lout Z materials inside high I materials makes them

ideally suited for examination of such ordnance components. Thus, one

can inspect tho continuity and density of timing primers, proper loading

of explosive bolts- shroud cutters and shaped charges, integrity and

completeness of fuses, location and correct positioning of paper washers

end plastic or rubber parts ate. The importance of tha neutron radio-

graphy in thiE field can be guaged from the fact that the National

Aeronautic and Space Administration (NASA) of U.S.A., specifies this

technique for inspection of all man-rated ordnance devices of their
21

Apollo programme.

A Marker shell from the Indian Navy having a charge of uihite

phosphorus has been inspected for the presence of a film of water

using the Apsara facility. The 11.25 cm diameter shell has a carbon-

steel casing of thickness ranging from 2 - 5 cm over its length of

45 cm. The X and gamma radiography could barely discern tha level of

phosphorus filling. Dysprosium transfer radiographs made at Trombay

shouted a thin but distinct layer of water spreading over the entire

phosphorus surface.

C. Heavy Metals

As mentioned earlier, thermal neutrons can penetrate large

thickness of heavy metals like Pb, Bi, W, Fe and U. Appreciable

saving in exposure time can thua be obtained over conventional technique

In case of uranium, it has been shown that beyond a thickness of about

4 cm, only very high voltage x-ray equipment can compete with the

neutron technique in exposure times.
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ffip c«paoiJiLy of the Apsara facility in the inspection of

large thlcknebuus of Pt» and FP is being evaluated. Over a thickness

i niirjw of 2.5 - 15 cm of Pb, the sensitivity measured was 4.4 - 1 ,B%.

lusipn

Gasad on the experience with thB present facility, a bigger

nniJ more versatile installation is being designed at the same beam

hole at Apsara. This will have a divergent collirnator with D/L ratio

around 1/100, •snti an imaging beam of 20 cm diameter. A slidinq lead

yate and a hinged shutter will facilitate exposures. A mouable

trolley"with a 22 cm lead glass viewing Window, will help in changing

specimens upto 30 cm diameter in size. ''Loading and unloading of the

converter/film cassettes wfll be through the biological shielding.

The high promise neutron radiography holds can be judged from

the fact that not only accelerators and isotopic sources, but even

small low-cost reactors are nou being designed for this specific

purpose.

In summary, one can see that neutron radiography is a powerful

tool in NOT, especially in nuclear fuel development. In other areas

like aerospace, ordnance, biology and medicine etc., when complimented

by conventional techniques, neutron radiography can make the inspection

more complete and comprehensive.

Y.D. Dande
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B. NUCLEAR PHYSICS

I. NUCLEAR REACTIQ J5 AND SPCCTROSCOPIC STUDIES

331. T s 3/2 Analdq Resonance in Cl through Capture
and Inelastic Scattering of Protons

(tt.A. Esusran, N.L. Ragoouanai, D,R* Chakrabarthy
and H.H. Oza)

33Though the T » 3/2 state in Cl at 7,4 fliaV, corresponding to
33the analog of the second excited state in P has been identified in

our previous work as a sharp resonance in the re.action S(p,Y) Cl,

this state has not been located successfully in the elastic scattering
2 • 'of protons. Owing to tho fact that such pn analog resonance is

iaoapin forbidden, the proton width and the total width expected are

S.ZR

Ep M«V (LAB)
8.130

Tig. 1*1 Weaeurad excitation function (br the raws tic n
325(p,r) •I3C1 and 3a3(P,p'r) " S th T
3/2 Analog Resonance.
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much smaller than those for the low T background atatee. In the present

work we obtainsU the excitation function nsar this resonance for both
32

the capture and inelastic gcattering of protons from S under same

experimental conditions. Using a target which is only 4 ketf thick for

b PeV/ protons, excitation functions in the range E » 5.270 to 5.310 WBU
P' 32 33

in 1.3 ke\/ steps were obtained for both the reactions S(p,V ) Cl and
5(p,pV) 5 by detecting ths positrons in thB decay of Cl for the

32
former reaction and the gemma ray of 2.237 MeV from S in the latter

reaction, (Fig. 1.1) This has revealed that just 15 keV abova the analog

state, there ia a broad resonance in the inelastic scattering channel

which is a low T (=72) state. The presence of such a broad resonance

close to the analog resonance in elastic scattering is likely to hamper

the identification of the analog resonance. A limit of the resonance

strength for inelastic scattering for this analog at t «= 5.282 Me'f is

r r, p

also obtained ^o be Ivfe -C 10 eV from the present data.

1. M.A. Eswaran, It. Ismail and N.L. Ragoouansi, Phys. Rev.

C5_, 1270 (1972).

2. P,N. Endt and Uan der Leun, Nucl. Phye. 214A, (1973).

2. Investigation of Excited States in ' flr Near Analog
Region by Alpha Capture Reaction

(l*I.A. Eswaran, N.L. Ragoouansi and H.H. Oza)

The louest T = 2 levels in several self conjugate nuclei A a 4n

(T s o) in the 2s-1d shell have been located in nuclear reactions as
1

final states. The gamma decay of these T = 2 states offers a unique

possibility of studying T = 2. 1 and 0 levels within a single system*

From studies of once and twice forbidden capture reactions strong gainma

ray cascades from (3 ,T) = ( 0 , 2 ) states have been reported in A w 20,

24, 28 and 32 nuclei.2 In the case of 3 6Ar, lowest T = 2 state is

expected at an excitation energy region near 10.9 MeV.

With a uiew to study this excitation energy region in Arf the
32 3fi

excita.tion function for the reaction S(oC ,Y ) Ar has been measured with
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a boam of alpha par t ic les from the 5.5 MaV t/an de Grsaff accelerator,

A larqut of natural Sb S_ evaporated on gold backing to a thickness of

••'* 5 J-i-rjm/cin has bucn used and with a 12.5 cm x 15 cm Nal(Tl) sc in t i l l a t ion

cictactor excitation function wa3 obtained For the bombarding energy

i-ynge of 4.71 to 4.06 PleV. A portico of the excitation function corres-

ponding to the yield of gamma raya is shown in Fig. 2 . 1 . Two .Isolated

reaonancBSut l^ = 4.717 £ 0,010 and 4.741 + 0.010 Me1; have been identif ied

in the reaction ~S(c<,Y ) Ar corresponding to the excitation energy of

10.837 £ 0.010 and 10.857 + 0.010 PleV in 36Ar. The resonance at E^ =

4.755 MsU is likaly to be From the reaction J 5(<*. flf ) Ar. The absolute

resonance strengths hawe also been astimated,

E^ > \Q !
tec.
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t»e
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2.1 MenaurucJ excitation functions for the reaction
>2 ( 3 6

1. 3. Cerny, Ann." Rev. Nuc, Science J8.* 2 7

2. S.S. Hanna, in "Isospirs in Nuclaon Physics" Chapter 12 (1970).

3. 3.C. W d y , H, B^unnader and 3. Cerny, Phys. Rev, Ĉ s 5S1 (1970)-.
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tlastic bcjttcring of Alpha Particles Oy Kg

(L.3. Xanetkar, 5,K. liupta, S, Kailos, 5.5. Kerekatte
M.K. Fiehta)

In continuation of our uarlier studies of swan-even light nuclei

throuijh ulph<i particle induced resonance reactions, elastic scattering

of ..»lpha particles from Kg has bsan investigated. This reaction has

alruotly been studied from £ « 2.5 to 4.3 MeU by Ruesel et el. and we

have extended their work upto 5.1 MeU.

Targets uers prepared by wacuum evaporation of FlgO ( P!g enrich-

mont 99%) on to a thin carbon backing (10 Ugm/cm ). Special care inas

taken to minimize silicon contamination on the target as the spectral
28 26

lines due to scattering from Si .and Mg cannot be well resolved

specially at forward angles. The target was mounted at the centre of

the scattering chamber In which surface barrier detectors were placed at

four different angles, namely 81°, 118°, 135° and 155°. The resonance

anomalies will disappear at the first three angles when 1 » any odd value,

1 = 2 and 1 = 3 respectively and all the anomalies due to theaB 1 values

will be clearly seen at the fourth angle as Rutherford contribution is

less at backward angle. The pulses from the detectors suitably shaped

and amplified were fed to a 4096 channel Analyser (Nuclear Data Model)

through a locally made router system to four different sections of the

memory cf the analyzer. The alpha particle beam obtained from the 5.5 MeV

Van de Graaff accelerator at B.A.R.C was used to bombard the target. The

energy of the beam was varied in 5 keV steps from 4.2 to 5.1 MeV and the

excitation functions were measured as e function of bombarding energy at

the four angles by summing the area under the elastic peaks. Some part

of the excitation functions were repeated with a different target and the

repetition was found to be satisfactory.

Target thickness mas measured by assuming the cross-section to be du

to Rutherford scattering at E^ = 2.5 MeU. The" number of Pig atoms come out!

to be Nt s 9.579 x 10 atoms/cm2. Using this number the excitation

functions were converted into absolute differential cross-section.

The Bnergy scale was corrected for the saturation effect of the

Analysing Magnet of the Wan de Graaff Machine at'our laboratory,3
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Fig. 3.1 shows the excitation functions Tor the compound

nucleus 30Si at 81°, 118», 135° and 165«. The excitation functions

exhibit a large amount of overlapping structure and cannot ba analysed

in terms of the standard single level single channel R matrix theory

the levels Deing fairly close. A multi-level multi-channel R matrix

analysis would be required to handle these data. However, to start

with, a good guess about the possible spin and parities of the levels

has to be made. As a first attempt towards the analysis, single level

single channel resonance shapes were worked out using the R matrix

theory as shown in Fig. 3.2. Possible spin assignments were mads

tentatively by examining the shapes of the anomalies using Fig. 3.2 at

E,^* 4.20, 4.27, 4.50, 4.62 and 4,85 PleV corresponding to the excitation

energies 14.29, 14.35, 14.55, 14,65 and 14.85 MeV respectively in the

compound nucleus Si, The level at 14.65 IteV appears to be 1" while

the other four can be; assigned 0+. These tentative values will bB used

as input parameters to a multi^levejr multi-channel analysis computer

program.

1. Sob. Kerekatte, A.S. Divatia, M.K. Plehta, K.B. Nambiar
and K.K. Sekharan, Nucl, Phys. A Solid State Physics,
(India), 9, 158 (1967),

2. 3.P. Russell, W.Ef Taylor* F.E. Dunnam and K.A. Van Rinsvelt,
Nucl. Phys., A157. 449 (1972).

3. PI. Balakrishnan, Private Communication.

4. PI. Oalukrishnan, B.A.R.C.-663 (1973).

4. Reaction Mechanism Study of the (o.n) Reactions in
5^V and 3QTi belou 5.0 — — ~ —

(3. Kailas, Pl.K. Flehta and 5.K. Gupta)

When a nuclear projectile is incident at moderately loin energies

on a target nucleus it is either elastically scattered or absorbed to

form a compound nucleus (CN). The CN subsequently decays into one or
i

other of the energetically allowed reaction channels (including the

compound elastic channel). At proton energies belou the Coulomb barrier

but above the neutron threshold, the (p»n) is generally the dominant
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reaction in the proton-target interaction. This being the case, the

assumption CTJp,n= ff^^g ia justified and the cross-section may be cal-

culated through the optical model (OPi) which predicts S"ab3« As the

OF! does not give the individual reaction croS3-sections, the more general

Hauser-Feshbach calculations w i l l have to be carried out to get the

croas-sectlona for the various, reaction channels. However, several

atuaios by Pioldauer and others have shown that the hypothesis of the

independence of the formation and decay of the CN-Hauser-Feshbach theory

is not suf f ic ient ly accurate because of the fluctuations of the widths

of the CN levels. This introduces the so called "Pioldauer level width

fluctuation correction". We have analysed the Ti(p,n) V, V(p»n) Cr
2 3

excitation functions * measured in our laboratory from threshold upto

5 KsV proton energy by the Moldauer corrected Hauser-Feshbach formalism,

after averaging the excitation functions over-suitable energy intervals.

Pioldaiuer's Correction

The cross-section for the process characterised by an entrance

channel and outgoing channel proceeding via an intermediate CN state .

of spin parity 3,"̂ . is given by

where T'a are the transmission coefficients end

g = (23 L + 1)/(2IB + 1)-(2S + 1)

where I and S are the target and projectile spina respectively.This for

malism makes the tacit assumption that T I therefore, the widths) are the

same for all CN states in the same energy region. Pioldauer used the

fact that the partial widths evince a Porter-Thomas distribution with

one degree of freedom and used the R-matrix formalism in deriving the

cross-sections avaiageti over CM levels and obtained the correction to

HF formalism. His formula is

where Q is a numerical factor* Q = 2 in the case of isolated resonances,

Q = 0 in the case of many overlapping levels. ®ilo<, , ® u &
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iiiLi.1 par.in.r-lnr:*. The re la t ion bBtwun 'H/s and T*s

(3)

wtujr. <&•„ fin iJ i f f . - i tnt ctiannol inUicus are uncorrelatDtj and i f the
At 2

d i s t r i b u t i o n uf I M C I I o f ( " ^ can be represented by 0 " / ' J i s t r i b u t i o n

w i t h ona ilotjroo of frooUom, Wb have

y r - ~

oiti 5 ,, = f luctuat ion correction factor given as

We have uualuated the abous i n t e g r a l and obtained the necessary

Ploldauer1 s Correct ion with Q = 0.

The T i (p ,n ) V, V(p,n) Cr exc i ta t ion funct ions were

over s u f f i c i e n t l y large sntirgy i n te r i / a l s . The code ABACUS-2 and the
it

Cf'i parumeters similar, to .the ones used by J,3. Egan et a l . mere used

to get the T's. Using the known level schemes of T i , V, V and

Cr (only 'p1 * ' n ' channels) HF calculations were carried out to which

is applied the Moldauer's correction (Figs, 4.1 and 4.2).

Because of the large spin differences between Ti and V low

lying states, (p.n) reaction i s inhibited par t ia l l y and O~ (CE) becomes
P»P

the dominant reaction channel at energies near the threshold. Hence the
assumption G~ ^ ^ T f a i l e in Ti(p,n) M case end only Ploldauer

p f n QDS

corrected HF can giwe good f i t to experimental Cata. Further, ss can

be seen from the p lo ts , th<3 Naldauer's correction can be signi f icant

even 1 NeV auovis \^,. ) threshold.

1. P, riarmier and E, ShelUon, Physics of Nuclei * Particles
(Academic Press, New York) Vol. ?, Chapters 14 & 15 and
references mentioned therein.
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. S.N. Ghintalapudl, S. Kailas, N,K. Ganguly, S.K, Gupta,
L.3, Kanetkar, S.S. Karekatte end M.K. Plshta, Nucl. Phy».
and Solid State Phy». (India) 158, 17 (1972).

i. K.K. Sekharan, A.S. Diwatia, M.K. flanta and S.S. Kerekatta,
Nucl. Phya. and. Solid 5tata Phya. (India) &A, 93 (1966).

i. 3.3* Egan, K.K. Sskharan, G.C. Outt, 3.£. Wiaat and
F. Gabbard, Phya. Rev. C5, 1562 (1972).

33
5. Neutron Resonance Parameters for the States of S

(Pi. Balakrishnan, F!,K. Plants, 5. Kai las and
A.S. Oivat ia)

The analysis of the data on the cross-sect ion measured in the
29 32

react ion S i (o ( .n ) 5, was completed. 134 states have been i d e n t i f i e d
33

in the compound nucleus S, at excitation energise between 9.29 and
29 32

11.76 l*ieV from the observed resonances in the reaction Si(o< ,n) S,

Using the principles of detailed balance, cross-sections have been

obtained for the inverse (n,<X) reaction for the equivalent neutron

bombarding energies from 640 keV to 3.111 PleV . Neutron resonance

parameters for nineteen resonances have been obtained which are shown

in Table I.

Experimentally measured level spacings have been plotted against

the logarithm of the number of levels having a level spacing greater

than a given spacing 0. From the intercept on the log(^N)axis, the

average level spacing has been obtained. From the experimentally

obtained reaction cross~section, the average cross-section was obtained

for definite energy interval.

These informations were used to extract the average alpha

strength function (Sj for the resonances in^the region of excitation

and we have obtained a value of 5^ = 0.067 HH C.Q48. Thia value qf

the strength function alqnguith the average level spacing 0 = 1a,3 k«\f

yields an average value of the reduced width "K̂  equal to 1.0, An

average value for the reduced width equal to 5.6 was obtained from the

corresponding individual values for the 19 resonances whose spin values

are already known. This value is in comparison with the value of 1,0

obtained earlier.
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Table I

Neutron resonance parameters for nineteen resonances in the
compound state 3^S obtained from the reaction 29Si(c<tn}32s
and whose spin waluea are known.

Reso.
No.

1

3

6

9

10

15

19

24

34

46

48

51

62

66

85

89

90

95

103

2 .

3 .

3 .

3 .

3 .

3 .

3 .

3 .

3 .

3,

3,

3,

4,

4,

4,

4

4

4

4

lab)

942

066

203

284

3 :1

375

,435

,492

,637

,759

.806

,845

,097

.059

.354

.408

.430

.507

.621

Neutron
1-VSlUBB

1

1

2

0

1

2

1

3

1

1

1

1

•j

1

1

1

2

1

Neutron
penetra-
bility

0.8079?

0.87832

0.30655

1.45

1.0139

0.37147

0.39416

1.1079

0.07378

1.2349

1.2619

1.27S4

1.3485

1.369B

1,4912

1.5159

1,5260

0.82206

1.600

Neutron
width

2.15

0.98

0.99

4.62

6.48

0.98

4.92

6.15

0.99

4.12

3.26

3.97

14.35

7.32

9.00

3.83

4.76

2.78

7.4S

Reduced
width

1 .

0 .

1 .

1 .

3 .

1 ,

6 .

2,

6.

1.

1,

1,

5,

2

3

1

1

1

2

331

558

615

593

195

319

24

,776

.745

.668

,292

.556

= 321

,672

.018

. 2 6 3

. 5 5 9

. 6 9 1

. 3 3 1

7.

2 .

8 .

8 .

1 .

6 .

3.

1 .

3,

8,

6,

8,

2.

1

1

6

8

B

•j

Percent
Signer
limit

031

94 B

531

415

688

,967

,296

,466

.563

,811

,825

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

.22 x 1

.811

.411

.594

.672

.236

.933

.231

X

X

X

X

X

X

10-2

10-2

ID"2

10~2

10-1

10-2

iow 1

10-1

10- 1

10-2

10- 2

IO" 1

10-1

10- 1

10-1

10- 2

10- 2

10-1

1 C T 1
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6. The i 9F(oC.n)2 2Na Reaction

(i t . Balakrlshnan, S. Ka-ilaa, b,S. Kerekatte
and fl.K. Plehta)

19 22

The excitation function for the reaction F(c<»n) Na was

studied using a 4 TT neutron counter for incident alpha energies in

the range 2.5 to 5.2 MeV. From the relative yield of neutrons from

two targets of different thicknesses covering specified resonances,

the absolute thicknesses of the targets used were obtained using

Broit-Wigner expressions. The target thicknesses usre found to be.

around 35 keV and 45 kaV respectively for 3 MeU alphas. The excitation

function obtained showed many resonant structures with natural widths

wider than the target thickness for incident alpha energies covered

in this work.

7a Study of the Reaction Wn(p.n) Fe from 1.5 to 5.4 FieV

(S. Kailas, Y. Viyogi, S.K. Gupta* N.K. Ganguli, L. Kanetker,
S.S. Kerekatte, S. Saini and O.K. Ctehta)

As a continuation of the programme of investigation of (p,n)

reaction cross-section an light end medium mass targets tha cross-section

for the reaction Wn(p,n) Fe has been measured from 1.5 MeU to 5.415

Met/ bombarding energy utilising tha 4IT geometry neutron counter. The

excitation function exhibits a large number of resonances a few of

which can be identified with the isobaric enalog states in the compound

nucleus J Fe corresponding to the parent nucleus Pin, The nature of

the excitation function indicates a compound nuclear reaction mechanism.

8. Study of 5DTl(p.mri50V Reaction

(S.K. Gupta, S. Saini, S. Kailas, S.S. Kereka^te
and L.3. Kanetkar)

The present study of the Ti(p,nr) V reacticn was carried out

to obtain information on the compound nucleus V and also on the low

lying levels of the r.eaidual nucleus V.
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TiO ( Ti enriched to 76.456) evaporat. on tantalum backing

was uead as vhe target. Gamma rays were detected by • 30 c.c. co-axial

Ce(Li) detbctor. Gamma rays below 50 keV were absorbed in the dead

layer of the detector, 94 keV and 226 keV gamma raya from the transitions

320 kaU —5»226 keV and 226 keV—^*g.s. were aean clearly in the spectrum.

The target wee put at 45 s to the beam end the gemma rays passing through

tha chamber only were recorded at 90s to the incident proton beam

direction. The beam energy calibration of the machine was carried out

using the threshold of the li(p,n) reaction. At E = 3.430 ftsV, tha

angular distributions of 94 and 22a keV gamma rays were measured in

steps of 10°» The angular distributions have been corrected for the

attenuation of the gamma* in tho target chamber as well aa for the

anieotropy, o* the geometry.

The excitation functions of 94 keV and 226 keV gamma rays haue

bean measured from E » 3.4 MeV to t * 4*5 MaU in 2.5 keV steps correa-
P P

ponding to the excitation energy of 11 »4 to 12,5 fleV in the compound

nucleus. Assuming the angular distribution to be isotopic, the total

cross-section has been estimated. The efficiency of the Ge(Li) detector
133was measured using tha sum peak from 8a source. All the resonances

observed in (p«niT} measurement haue one to one correspondence to the

tp,n) data1 though the heights of the peaks differ. The yielJ of 94 keV

and 226 keU gammas XB significantly larr? from C a 3.420 fleV onwards.
50

Thie energy corresponds to the threshold of 356 keU level of V. Tha

M M V It M 40 t l U 43 4 * « *

Pig. 8.1 RteJtntion ivmotton of 94- Kev gww» rey In th»
5 ^



Cp(M*V) LAt

Fig . 8 .2 . PlBSturBd Bxcitatiun function of tha 225 Key g»mm« tay in
.50.

t h e r e a c t i o n Ti ( p . n r ) V

(b)

f»N ( i , )

Fig. 8.3n Flot of theoretical value of the ratio 83(226) /
for vnlue of X3 from - *o to + *O for different
poB3llilo vnluoa of opins b & c . Tho shaded portion i s
thp experimentnl value of B 2 ( 2 2 ^ / a2 (9*)

8.3b Angular distribution for 226 an* 94 Kav gan
rayo. The solid curves aro the Legandre polynoai*!
least square fits to the experimental points.
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reason for not observing the yield bBlow this energy i s the large di f fer-
ence in the spins of Ti(g .s . ) and 0, 226 and 320 keV levels of 5°l/ .
Those results are shown in Fige. B.I and S«2.

Tha angular distribution of 94 keV and 226 keV levels were

measured et 3TA3O HBU which amounts to ^ 10 ksV neutron energy in tha

centre of mass systam, Becausii Ti i s a 0 target and the outcoming

neutrons sre.prsdominantly u i th l « Of the angular distribution corre&ponos

to sssent ia l ly a neutron-gamma angular correlation and can be analysed

using Litherland-Farguson method of population parameters. The angu.lar

distributions ware f i t ted with even-order*Legendra polynomials. Tha

226 keV gamine reya distributions f i t s upto a4 with a. being not very

large and 94 fcstf f i t s well with a2 coefficient only. The experimental

ratio of S2(226 kaV)/s_(94 keW) i s ,445 + .591*. The theoretical value

for this ratio can be calculated using expressions given by Poiett i and

Uarbuston. The angular distribution and the calculated values of a?

(226 keU)/a2(94 keV) are shown in Fig. 8.3. The present data assigns

spins of 4 to 320 k«V leve l , I? to 226 keV level and 6 to the g . s . with

the multlpole mining parameter for 226 keU transition ss x » 0.035 +_

.096 or / x / "? 5. The spin assignments to these l eve l s are consistent

with* those of Blasi et s i .

1. 5.N. Chintalpudi, S, Kails*, N.K. Ganguly, S.K. Gupta,
L.3. Kanetker, S*St Kerekatte and i*l,X. flehta,
Sucl. Phya. and Seiid Siaia Phys. (Indie) 15S* 17 (1972).

2. A.R. Poiett i and E.K, Warburton, Phya. Rev. 137B. 595 (1965).
3. P. Blasii P.fl. Maurenzig, N» Taccstti and R.A. Ricci,

Physics Letters 2B£, 555 (1969).

9. Excitation of Shapa Isomers in U laototves by 14 Pletf
Neutron Bombardmant

(1*1.K. M8hta, S. Kailas, A. Athougiee, N.K. Ganguli,
K.U.K. Iyengar+ and Amit Roy+)

A combination technique of Recoil geometry and "tnacrofol"

trerk detactor has been ut i l i zed in starting a programme to study the

excitation of shape iaoners in U isotopes. 14 PleV neutrons produced



from T + a reaction utilising the cascade yenerator at TIFR were used

to Lombard a lOOUgm/sq. cm. thick target of natural uranium. A

Cdtcht.r foil (aluminiasd mylar) is mounted so as to catch the recoiling

nuclei emerging from the target. The 'macrofol1 detector foil is placed

in the same plane as the target BO that the fiaeion fragments emitted

from the prompt fission events taking place in the target would not

reach the macrofol. The detector foil ui.il be exposed to only those

fragments which are emitted by fissioning recoil nuclei in flight or

after they reach the catcher foil. These would be the delayed fiseion

taking place whan the snaps isomer decays through fission. The number

of delayed fissions oxpactad is very low and hence a proper elimination

of background is necassary. For this purpose the uranium target

replaced by a thorium foil, and was exposed to the 14 MeU neutron beam
12for the seme nu >ar of neutrons as that for uranium target (w»10

neutrons). There ere no isomers known in the nuclides that can be
* 231 233 232

produced by 14 Met/ neutron bombardment of Th ( Th, Th, Th

via (n,2n), (n,2T) and (n,n'} reactions). Thus any tracks on the

detectors would be dus to the background.
238 237The most probable reaction on U target ia Ll(n,2n) U,

237 233 " 73B
Again no ehape ieomers are known in U. The reaction U(n,n') U

1 23B
can excite the weilknown 1611 n<* shape ieomer in U while the (n,2n)
reaction on U would yield U where again no isomer is known. Thus

238
any delayed fission yield can be expected to come only from the U
isomer. The first results haVs indicet&d a meaeurabls delayed fission

A small piece of macrofol,mountad on the catcher foil BO that

it could see thB prompt fission fragments, was usad to normalise the

background run to the uranium run. The mecrofols were etched in 6N NaOH

solution at 60°C for 30 mts. washed, dried arid scanned under microscope

in the case of the prompt fission traka. In the case of delayed fission

as the track density is extremely low (2 to S/sq.cm) scanning under a

microscope would be wasteful. Hence the macrofol exposed to delayed

fission is placed between a brass plate and an aiuminised mylar foil
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to which 1000 V d.c. i s applied. Sparks ure produced at euery point

wl-.uro UKP structu e of the macrofoi has w&akened under the impact of the

fiasion fragment. This results in holes on the macrofoi as well as in

thi; aluminium aT the ajguinised mylar f o i l . These holes can easily be

counted. This is an established technique end is used for uery low

density tracks.

The run on U target is over giving a preliminary figure of

delayed cruss»3ocfeicn to be 400 + 50%. This is consistent with the
2 23S 23*i ")"\(k

Russian result. I t is proposed to investigate U, U and U for

14 MeU neutrons aftsff which the experiment will be transferred to the

5.5 PleV Uen de Graaff to study the variation in the yield with neutron

energy.

*5t. Xaviets College, Jombay.

+Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay.

1. K. Wolf, R. Vandenbosch, P.A, Russo, Pi.K. Plehta and C.R. Rudy,
Phys, Rev. C±, 2096 (1970).

2. U.P. Cangxiskii et. el.» Atomnaya ennrgia 2^, 156 (1971).

10. The level-Scheme Sf ,33V

(S.K. Gupta, 5, S«J<ii and L,3. Kan^tkar)

The gamma transitions in the ^\S nucleus populated by the
bQTi(p,n )50U reaction have been studied. Ge(U)-Ge(Li) coincidence

were studied &electing 32 + 35, 94 and 226 keU lines as the gefees. A typical

coincidence spectrum i s shown in Fig. 10.i. Ths coincidence gamma

spectra obtained suggest the decay scheme and the spin-parity assignments

as shown in Fig. 10.2, Thsse are based on a tentative analysis of the

data. A quantitative analysis of the data is in progress.
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11, Calculation of Coulomb Wave Functions

(L.J. Kanetkar and S.k. Gupta)

Tu calculate Coulomb wauu functions in general, umi needs to USH

differunt expressions for diffaient ranges of n and p . 1

It has hear, found sufficient to use a single expression for cal-

culations of Coulomb wavtt functions for e large range of -n and P

This expression has Caen coded in Fortran and has been found to ba working

satisfactorily.

The expression used for Gio in the integral representation1 is

where

e^^%^ arV\x _f C\

- e
^ £TT ̂

The algebraic expression for 6io i s obtained by differentia tiny

equation (1)* The integrals in the expressions for Qa and Gro are

coded using Simpson's rule.

It has been found sufficiently accurate to choose tha upper limits

in the first and second integrals in equation (2) as x = (20 + 2Y | )/P

and x E= 10. Using 6>c and 6io ^ (jji, i s calculated and values of Gig for

1 higher then 1 are calculated using recurrence relations upto any

desired value of 1 say 1 = 1 . For calculation of F9 for 1 • 0 lo
wax L

1 = 1 , calculation of G» is continued using recurrence relation till

max -B v

(Gu /Gi) ̂ seofisss less ih@n 10 * Then the ̂poiresponding F is set

equal to ?erp. The next lowas value F^ ia calculated using the

Wranskian relation* Using these two F̂  values the lower Fj values are

calculated by recurring downwards. f'^fJt, and Cn^ •& are calculated using

Fe '& and G)t !» and the recurrence relations. The accuracy in all the
B •

calculated functions ia found to be 1 in 10 .
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2
The results have been verif ied against the tabulated results

for

O ^ . r>| ^ 6.3096

The programme has been found ta be working satisfactorily also

for ualuas outside this range.

1. C.L. Froberg; Reviews of Modern Physics, 27,, 399 (1955)

2. A.U. Lukyanov, I.V, Teplov and tt.K. Akimoua, Tables of Coulomb
Wave Functions Peryamon Press (1965).

12. Cffsct of Short Range Correlation on the (p.2p) Reaction

(B.K. Oein)

In the high energy ( >100 PleV) (ps2p) reaction the bound proton

in the nucleus Is assumed to be knocked out by the direct interaction

betuean the incident and the bound proton. The angular correlation of

the outgoing protons, therefore, is mainly determined by the momentum

distribution of the bound proton in the nucleus. In the present note

us have studied the effect of the short range correlations, in the

nucleus, on the angular distribution of the outgoing protons for 0

at 460 Met/ incident energy. For nuclear wave function we have used

the Jastrow Prescription with ths correlation function defined as

f(r) m 1 - JQ(qr),

when J (qr) i s the spherical Bessal function. To generate the long

range part of the wat/s function, we have used the Woods-Saxon potential.

The parameters of this potential are taken from the work of Elton and
2

Swift. The multiple scattering of the continuum particles is described
3 4

by the high energy approximation, using the di-proton model for the
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* A &
KtCOa. HOIitMTUM (01 (Mrtfcl

Kt«. 12.1 Rwoll ncwentus dlBtrlbutton in 160 (p, 2p)

outgoing protons. The results for q » 300 PleV/c and no correlation are

shown in r i g . 12*1. As us observe, the difference in two curves starts

showing up beyond recoil momentum (Q)̂ s;300 Mei//c, equivalsntly scattering

angla 57°. From th is we may infer that ( i ) the correlations do not impair

the re l iab i l i t y of tha low momentum (GK25Q ffleV/c) part of the bound

state wave function, extracted from the (p,2p) reaction, and (11) in

order to get information about the correlations from the (p,2p) reaction,

experiments should be done beyond Q ts 300 MeV/c, and uery precisely.

1. R. Daetrow, Phya. Rew. 98,, 1479 (1955),

2. L.R.B. Elton and A, Swift, Nucl. Phys. _A9£, 52 (1967).

3. E.3. Glauber, Lectures in Theo. Phys., Vol. 1 (New York,
p. 339.

4. O.F, Jackson, Nucl. Phys, A90, 209 (1967;| B.K. 3ain, Ph.D.
Thesis, University of Surrey, 1968, unpublished.
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13. Utility of Two Nuclaon Model to Study Short Range
Correlations In Atomic Nuclei

(U.K. 3ain)

The work on the model dependence of the (IT ,NN) deaction has been

completed. The findings are that the shape of the recoil momentum

uistribution in the one- and tuo-nucleon model doee not differ much.

It3 magnitude, howewi-r, differ substantially depending upon the

parameter of the correlation function in the one nucleon model. (From

this and the comparison with the available experimental data) it is

argued that the two-nucleon model can be used to make a relative study

of the correlations in nuclei in addition to its utility to study two

hole states in nuclei and the advantage of easier formation.

14. Investigation on the Relationship Between Classical
and Uuantum Mechanics

(Debendranath Sahoo)

The physical variables of both classical and quantum mechanics

play a dual role as obsarvablea (energy) and as generators (Hamiltonian)

of infinitesimal transformations in their respective invariance groups.

It has been recently shown by Grgin and Pet&rsen that if one takes this

point-wise identification of two sets of conceptually different objeots

as an axiom, the entire structure of both the mechanics (i.e. the algebra
2 3

of observables called the Hamilton algebra ' ) can be deduced. This

axiom is analogous to the axiom of equivalence of the gravitational and

inertial mass (the two are conceptually quite different) in general theory

of relativity. They have also noted an interesting property: if one

takes the canonical tensor-product of two Hamilton algebras of the same

kind (i.e. both characterised by the sema canonical constant "a" which

can take only two values; a « "h or a = 0 ), then the resulting algebra

is again another Hamilton algebra with the same canonical constant.

Some applications of this property have bean rsported Barlier.
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In view of ita fundamental significance, we enquire whether a

ntoco general mathematical object exists fulfilling the Quality axiom

as won aa the peculiar composition property. We have constructed such

a model, celled a Fermi algebra. A Fermi algebra *3- over lî is a

generated non-associative graded algebra (let us rail the product

<TF» "J QS^-^S-) equipped with another non-associative product

<*. i •%)- ® <3 —* 3 " .

The following conditions are requiradi

(1) Compensation Property:
Let A<F(f,cj,h) m ( f c / f g)o<Fh - fc^tgoCp. h)

(f<rF g}£r fh - f c~F(gcrF h)

th €• ̂ 3" ) denote the associatore. Then

and a is e real posi t ive constant.

Let wT(f g) ^ B
l > ( d 8 9 f ) (deg Q)

uihere dag f ie the degree of f etc. In a l l the conditions to follow

((2) - (5 ) ) , f , g t h are a l l homogeneous elements of

(2) ^-symmetry property of <T :

( f <TF g) m {g(Tr f ) u r ( f g)

(3)^-anti-aymmetry proqerty of <*• i

(foCF g) = - (g<*F f ) ( ^ - ( f g)

(4) J-Jacobi proper ty t

h)ur(f h) + g"<r(hc<F f) u i g f) + hc<F ( fc^ g) ur(h g) « 0

property t

h) » (fot j . g)<rF h + g <rF ( fo^F h ) U ( f g)
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We have proved the following?

(a) If one takea the anti-commutative tanaor-product of two Fermi algebte*|

of the sane kind, one gate another algebra which ia again a Fermi aigebri

of the same kind.

(b) The generators 7. (}*** 1, ... , n) of ^ fulfil the "Fermi

condition":

Z otp 2 • 2.

uhere g « g ' is a constant symmetric in the "phase epaca" spanned

by the Z -8 . Thus, for a ft 0, 9" is e Clifford algebra with reapect to

the <*-F product. If a • 0 (classical limit), '3" becomes B Crasaman

algebra.

(c) tile have developed algorithms of a quantum (a j£ 0) as well as a

classical (a » 0) Fermi algebra.

(d) The Fermi condition is shown to be the source of the conventional

Fermi-Oirac quantization scheme*

(e) For the specific case of a • 0, the algorithm shows that the duality

axiom mentirnBd In the beginning holds. We have enough indication* that

a Fermi algebrq too cap be deduced from the duality axiom.

1. E. Grgin and A. Petersen, Yeahiva University Preprint, (i973).

2. D. Sahoo, YBshiwa University thesis (1972).

3. D. Sahoo, B.A.R.C-694, 59 (1973).
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I I . FISSION PHYSICS STUDIE5

1. Determination of Fragment Iaotopic Yie is in the
Fission of ^S'fef Accompanied by LlQht Li.irqed
Particles

(N.N. AJitanand, fl.K. Choudhury and S.s. Kapoor)

The mechanism of l ight charged particle (LCP) emission in f ission

has bue>r> a subject of intense investigation for many years now. In the

present work, we have measured the isotopic mass distributions for

different fragment charges in LCP fission re l - t ive to binary f ission

with a view to understand the mechanism of LCP emission,

Cheifitz et e l , had earl ier reported a new method of determining

isotopic mass distr ibut ion by measuring the gamma rey yields of 2 —>0

transitions of even-even isotopes in binary f iss ion. They have shown that

the yields of 2 •—^ 0 transitions ere proportional to the yields of tbosfi

isotopes. In their measurement of the fragment gamma ray spectra in

coincidence with K X-rays and energies of both the fragments, they were

able to assign very well resolved gamme ray l ines to specific fragment

isotopes and also identify the ground state bands of several even-even

isotopes.

The present work consisted of measuring prompt gamma ray spectra

in binary and ternary fission simultaneously with a Ge(Ll) detector. The

experimental set up and the data acquisition system were described

ear l ier . A computer program *SAPIPQ' was used to find out the energy

and intensity of s ta t is t ica l ly significant peaks in both binary and LCP

fission. The energise of gamma ray lines obtained from our analysis were

found to be in good agreement u i th the earl ier work of Cheifitz et a l .

for the case of binary f ission. About th i r ty well defined gamma ray

lines were analysed to obtain thBir relative intensit ies in binary and

LCP f ission, which corresponded to ground state rotational band transitions

of many even-even isotopes. By comparing the binary results with those of

Cheifitz et a l . , i t was possible to obtain the post-neutron mass yields

of certain even isotopes of Zr, Flo, Ru, Pd, Xe, Ba, Ce and Nd in LCP f ission,

The results on the isotopic mass distributions of these elements ere shown

in f i g . 1.1 for binary and LCP f ission.
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Table I

X values derived from oven-even product* In LCPA fieelon compared with binary flesion.

Ref?l }LGPA

40 Zr 100.77+0,12

42 Mo 1O5.OO+O.16

44 Ru 109.77+0.09

46 Pd 114.10+0.21

54 Xe 13B.45+OJ3

56 Ba 143.29+0.08

58 Oe 147.95+0.14

60 Nd 152.55+0.19

1.376+0.100 7.33+0.52 101,5+0.1 1,4+0.1 9.4+0.9

1.3B7+0.106 15.36+1.13 105.HO.1 1.2+0.2 13.5+1.6

1.487+0.066 11.36+0.35 109.9+0.4 1.0+0.1 5.3+1.2

1.3H+O.25O 6,83+0.73 115.1+0.9 1.7^0.7 2.5+0.2

1.581+0.152 9.63+0,70 139.9+0.5 <>.6+0.6 11.6+3.2

1.610+0.068 16,23+0.70 144.1±0.2 1.4+W.1 10.9+3.9

1.763+0.109 9.20+0.63 143,1+0.2 1.5+0.2 7.4+1.5

1.466+0.175 2.40+0.26 152.4+0.3 1.3+0.2 3.6+0.5
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A9suming that the yield of a particular mass A of a given

i3otope i9 given by the Gaussian function

ft*'!.- t A ^

the data were fitted to the function Y(Z,A) to determine A and Y(Z)

for different elements in LCP fiaaion, Tabla I contains the summary

of these results along with the binary results of Cheifitz et al.

Fig. 1.2 shows the Y(Z) distribution in binary and LCP fission. It can

be seen that both the light and heavy peaks are shifted by one charge

unit to the lower side as expected when an alpha particle is removed

from the fissioning system. Another important result (Fig. 1.3) is the

yield of K X-rays per fragment, which mas obtained by combining the

present results with fchB results of Wafcson on the yields of K X-rays

per fission as a function of the fragment charge in LCP fission. In the

same graph, corresponding binary results are also plotted. It is seen

that the K X-ray yields in LCP fission are noticeably greater than those

for binary fission for Z = 44, 46, 54, 56 and Bomewhat lower for Z = 38

and SO. This can be understood from the observation that the former

isotopes are on the average more neutron rich in LCP fission as compared

to binary fission and from the fact that the spacing between the low

lying energy levels in even-even nuclei decreases with increasing neutron

number and thereby giving rise to larger internal conversion.

Further interpretation of the present results were done to test

the various hypotheset for ternary fission mechanism. It was sesn that

the hypothesis that the alpha particles are emitted only from the

proton rich heavy fragments (Feather's hypothesis ), or from the proton

rich light fragments only is in complete disagreement with our results.

Better agreement with the results is obtained for hypothesis that alpha

comes at tha expense of both the fragments or only from the heavy fragments

1. E. Cheifitz, 3.8. uiilhelmy, R.C, Dared and S*GS Thompson,
UCRL Report-20498, (1971).
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2. N.N. AJitananU, R.K. Choudhury and S.S. Kapoor,BAHC - 694, 63 (1972)

3. R,L. Watson, Phye. Hev. 279, 1109 (1969).

4. f». Feather, Proi . Royal Soc. of Edinburgh (196^t).

2. Trajactory Calculations in Alphs-ParticlB Accompanied
Fission of 2S2

(fl.K. Choudhury and U.S. Rafitamurthy)

Trajectory calculations have been carried out by various authors ~

to stuay the ternary fission mechanism. The aim of such calculations has

bean to find out a get of initial parameters which give rise to the final

alpha-particle energy and angular distributions. Slnca the number of

initial parameters chosen to characterise the scission configuration of

ternary fission is large, there is quite ambiguity in the values obtained

by various authors. There have been many controversies regarding the

initial energies of the fragments and thB alpha-particle at the moment of

scission. In the present paper a systematic attempt is made to extract

information about the initial values of the parameters by using all the

observed final distributions. The number of paramaters were reduced to

a minimum by assuming the initial velocities of the three particles to bB

negligible. ThesB assumptions are valid if fission is a slow process and

also the alpha-particle emission is e subbarrier evaporation from the

scissioning system. The initial parameters chosen were the intsrfraginent

distance, D, the coordinates of the alpha particle as measured from the

heavy fragment x and y (Fig, 2,1). From previous experiments the

average and root mean square deviations of fragment kinetic energy and

alpha-particle energy and angular distributions, Ey . Gff lEat. _, <S^A , £ ^
 a n &

(To respectively are known. By choosing proper distributions in D, X and

Y, it should be possible to reproduce tha final results, if the parameters

chosen are sufficient to describs ths scission point. The analysis was

done by using maximum likelihood method. For a particular set of D, X

and Y, the trajectory calculation glues a unique set of fragment energyt

£,,, energy of alpha-particle, E^ » and angle oF the alpha-particle with

respect to the light fragment, 0^ respectively. The individual proba-

bilities of these three values to be members of the final distributions

are
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2.1 Schematic r* presentation of the coordinates unad in
ths Trajectory Calculation.
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assuming the final Jistributiono to be Gaussiana. So the probability

for this particular set ts given by

P^exp (-(E - E ) 2 / 2 r r 2 - ( |^ - ^ ) 2 / 2 s - E
2 - ( ^ - ^ ) 2 / 2 G^ )

A computer program 'MALIK' is used to iraximiae che likelihood

function which is the logarithm of the above probability ( with respect

to D, X and Y. Tho values of 0, X end >' which give the maximum probabil i ty,

i.a. the most probable values of them are plotted in Fig. 2,1, for different

values of l ight ''raiment mass. I t should Le noted that the most probable

uglus of X is always closer to one r f the fragments. The physical

interpretation o^ ihis result can be ;hat alpha-pai t i d e emission ;akejs

place from the fragments. I t was seen that the livelihood unction in X

is not s"mm. t r ie aruunt the most probable value. I t uaa seen t. _t tH3

likeiihaod functi^i is maxima" at two piacea. This double valu-Knes9 is

(Jus to tha iritercspenrfe^ce of the Input para^Ptsrs, especially between

K and V. The value of X corrtsponjing to maximum of the two was *•.•»! ̂ n to

be the correct solution and the Btcotf"!J deviations bf the three paramet&rs

were determined to give the f inal distributions in E , Zc< and &A . Thus,

with only three parameters i t uas possible to reproduce the observed f ina l

distributions. Fig. 2.3 shows the calculated enei. gy and angular d i s t r i -

butions of the alpha par t ic le . Further, various correlations have been

obtained and compared with experiment.' In Fig. 2.4, we have plotted the

E .. us E_ and £ . vs (Ŝ  correlations along with the experimental results.

The agreement between the calculation and the experiment is very good. So

i t is not necessary to invoke large kinetic energy for the fission

fragments and the alpha-particle to explain the experimental results as

had been advocated by many previous authors.
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1. I. Halpern, CERN Reprint (1963), Unpublished.

2. B.f. Geilikman and G»I. Khlebnikou, Sou. 3. Atom. Energy,
.18, 218 (1365),

3. Y. Boneh, Z. Fraenkel and I. Nebenzahl, Phys. Reu.,
1J56. 1305

4 . A.R. de L. Wusgroue, Aust . 3. Phys. 2±, 129 ( 1 9 7 1 ) ,

5. R. Fang, Phys. Reu. £ 2 , 735 ( 1 9 7 0 ) .

6. Z. Frasnkel, Phys. Reu. JJ_6, 1285 (1967).

7. Z. Fraenke.1, 5.G. Thompson, L O L 11G55 (1964).

8. Fl.3. Fluss, S.B, Kaufman, E.P. Steinberg and B.D. Wilkins,
Phya. Rev. £7, 353 (1973).

9. G.K. Wehta, 3. Poitou, M. Ribarg and C« Signaribieux,
Saclay Report (1971).
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3. On the Entropy Method for Obtaining Relative 'nel l Correction
Energies of Nuclei

(U.S. Ramamurthy and S,&. Kapoor)

A simple method of calculation of the deformation energy surface

of nuclei is prenented without an Bxplicit evaluation of the ground state

energy of the smoothed systBftu The method makes use of the fact that a

cfj.lculat.ion of the nuclear deformation energy surfaces requires only the

relative shell correction energies for different deformations and not

their absolute values and that nucleat deformation introduces only a

SBcond order correction to the smooth (single patticle energy level density

of the nucleus.

1

It has been shown earlier that at high temperatures, the

influence of shell effects on the thermodynamic properties of nuclei

disappears and the nucleus behaves as a system having a smnoth single

particle energy leueJ density. Consequently, the asymptolic high tem-

perature behaviour of the entropy S and energy £ are given by the

relations
8 » 21 *J T and

V * I T d S = E9 + Si
-i+1

where the coefficients •. are related to the smooth single particle

enetgy level density and T is the ground state energy of the smooth

system. On this basis, one obtains, for the shell correction energy

^ shell' t h e r a l a t i o n

i + 1 " Ex

where E is the excitation energy of the system at temperature T, For

a given singls particls level scheme, from a numerical calculation of

S and E versus ?6 one evaluates ths coefficient a{ for e given order

n of the polynomial and therefore* 2 \ . . . . T and n are to be suitably

chosen tc aneurg complete washing out of shsii effects and sufficient

number of tsrnns in the polynomial.
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Suppose it is required to calculate the relative shell correction

tntryy for two deformations, having single particle energy level sequence

f and f- , one can write on the above basis

2:
L •+• \

1 2
Since the smooth singls part icle level density g (E) and g (E) for the

two level schemes^. and <S. are very nearly the same, the coefficients
1 2 1 2

a, and a. are also nearly the same. Consequently, a plot of Ê  — Ex

versus the temperature T is a polynomial, with a very yeak dependence on

T and the temperature independent term is the relative shell correction

/ \ _ „ „ I t is also Dossible to evaluate the coefficients si - af"
Re?. 1 2

exactly from a p lo t of (S - S ) versus the temperature T. In the simple
case, when g1(E) = g 2 (E) , S1 - 52 a 0 and E^ - E2. = ^ - R e t . i . e . the re la t iub |
shell correction can b3 obtained from 3 calculation of the excitation

energy versus temperature for the tiao deformations without an explicit

evaluation of g(6-) or of the coefficients a.. The introduction of a

small change in g( G-) aue to deformation manifests itself as a small

perturbation of the coefficients a. or as a small temperature dependent
1 2

correction term in a plot of E — E versus T. These correction terms
1 2

csn be exactly evaluated from a plot of S - 5 versus T.

Calculations of ZAn , versus deformation have been carried out
2

for the modified Harmonic Oscillator level scheme of Seeger and Perisho,.
Fig. 3.1 shows the results of a typical calculation carried out for

240
protons in Pu. Figs. 3.1a and 3.1b show the plots of the absolute

shell correction energies versus the temperature for different orders

n of the polynomial for tiuo different 1eformations €• = 0.0 and € = 0.3-
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Fig. 3«1c shows the calculated relat ive shall correction A _ . wersue

the temperature T for ttis same two deformations. I t is seen that the

present method leads to a better accuracy in A._ even with lower

orders of the polynomial end at smaller temperatures. Similar calcula-

tions for real is t ic level schemaa are in progress>

1. V.S. Ramaraurthy and S.S. Kapoor, Phye. Letters 42B,, 399 (1972).

2. P.A. Seeger and R.C. Put'iaho, LA-3751
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4. Nuclear Level Densities in Hartree Fock Approximation

(S.K. Kataria)

In tha independent particle approximation the nuclear level

density is calculataCl assuming that the nucleons behave as a non-inter-

acting farmion gas. The Following expression is uaed for the calculation

of excitation Bnerijy.

A

(D

where n ars the Fermi Dirac,occupational probabilities. In the present

work the expression for the excitation energy has been obtained under ths

assumption that tha fermion gas is moving in a aelf consistent potential

field by minimising the free energy of the system. Tha total energy of

thB system at any temperature t is

F _ x ̂  ^ - — ̂ - ̂ ^ Y J K

analogus to tha expression for the ground state total energy of the

system. The expression for the excitation energy is therefore

The basis of the expression (1) is said to be Koopman's theorem,

Thouless has given the following expression for the excitation energy

of a nucleus with a single particle - hole state

where term within brackets is particle-hole interaction energy. This

term is neglected to derive expression (1). However this term is exactly

the difference between expression (1) and (2). The term within brackets

is not negligible, as it is about 15-20$ of the leading ternu (For Ca

the leading term is 8.0 WeV and interaction energy is 1.1 MeV),
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The difference between the expressions (1) and (2) for the single

particle harmonic oscillator potential is 25$. For SaXon-Wooa potential

the difference is estimated to be about 15-20$. Therefore the neglect of

the bracketed term ie not justified. Horeouer the validity of the

assumption that the terms ( 6VQ-4V»0 do not change with temperature has

also been verified numerically. The nucleus was allowed to expand at

higher temperature and the nuclear potential was correspondingly >ade

to decrease selfconsistently. As seen in Fig* 4.1 the differences

( C ^ - ^ V ^ ) - ( ^K."\^K ) for 9in9le particle states near the Fermi

energy are almer-t equal to zero. The effect of use of expression (2)

in place of (1) rssuits in 30-25^ increase in the nuclear entropy for

large excitation energy.
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\ C. SOLID STATE PHY5ICS

1. X-RflY CRY3TALLUGHAPHY

1. Cryotallographic Studies of Pepfcides

(U.S. Yadava and l/.M. Padmanabhan)

(1) Crystal structure of OL-Leucyl-DL-Leucine:

Jn continuation of the work on the structures of peptides, the

crystal structure of DL-Leucyl-DL-Leucine is being determined from 875

symmetry-independent visually estimated x-ray diffraction intensities,•

The peptide DL-Leucyl-DL-Leucine crystallises in the monoclinic space

group P21/C with a = 11.68, fa = 25.b2, c = 10.52, A = 101.9° and

Z = 8. The positions of the 18 atoms of the structure has been obtained

from an E-map. The structure is being refined.

(ii) Crystal structure of L-Va;lyl-L-Tyrosine and DL-Leucyl qlycylqlycinei

The unit cell dimensions and the space group of the dipeptide

L-Vaiyl-L-tyrosine, grown from "\Q% ethanol solution (p^ 6.5), were

determined from counter and photographic data. Intensities of 560

reflections uere collected froP photographic techniques and these were

checked with the counter data of the automatic diffractometer. The structure

is being determined by the symbolic addition method.

Single" crystals of DL-Leucyl-glycylglycine ware grown by vapour-

diffusion method. The tripeptide crystallises in monoclinic space group

P2../C with a = 11.33, b - 12.44, c = 9,76 A ; (b = 103.5 and four

molecules per unit cell. Applying direct methods to the intensity data

of B50 reflections, the molecular and crystal structure of the peptide is

being determined.

1. BARC-694, Annual Report of the Nuclear Physics Division
(1972), p, 73.
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11• NEUTRON CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

1. Structure Determination of Ls-threonine
ITy Neutron Diffraction"

(l*l. Ramanadham, S.'K. Sikka and R. Chidambaram)

The crystal and molecular structure of the amino acid

Lc-threonine I NH*.CH,(CHOHCH,) C00~_| , has been determined from

neutron diffraction data by using the multisolution tangent formula

mtthod.

The structure (155 parameters) is refined by the method of

least squares, employing 1148 neutron Bragg reflections (38 of them

with F <JD) to an R-value of F equal to 0.068. The non-hydrogen

and the hydrogen atoms are located with average precisions of 0.003 and
o

0.007 A respectively. The unit cell parameters are refined by using

the pBak positions of 105 reflections, to the following ualuesi

a = 13.630 (5), b = 7.753 (1) and c = 5.162 (2) A.

Fig. 1.1 Stereopicture of the La-threonine molecule.

The structure is also refined by making use of the x-ray data
1 i i

reported by Shoemaker et al. to an H-value of |F| equal to 0.038.

The two sets of structural parameters are listed in Table 1 and a

stereopicture of tha molecule is shoun in Fig. 1.1.



Table 1 Atomic parameters for Lsrthreonine. First row for each atom corresponds to neutron parameters. Second row corresponds to x-ray parareeters-
All the parameters are multiplied by 10* except positional parameters of hydrogen atoms from x-ray refinement which are multiplied by 10*. The estimated
standard deviations in units of the least significant digit are given io parentheses. The expression for the temperature factor is

exp {-

N

O*

O "

H»

Ha

H=

H*

X

49585(19)
49573(24)
3E>837(16)
3&841(21)
31795(18)
31.803(22)
25)119(22)
251085(28)
41392(13)
41375(18)
5S753(22)
51)791(16)
51)338(24)
50284(19)
23686(22)
23645(17)
45494(43)
4511(26)

34762(37)
1 COT t*lt\ *
358/(.10)

44685(40)
4421^27)

37199(39)

3743(27)
•54378(43)
3394(29)

17797(36)
1939(28)

22492(62)
2376(35)

34921(62)
3465(38)

27272(65)
7.780(43)

y
18436( 31)
18429( 37)
10601( 29)
10618( 37)
24267( 33)
24203( 39)
33642( 46)
33628( 53)

1263( 24)
1347( 33)

21641( 52)
21681( 34)
21127( 46)
21132( 29)
14834( 42)
14642( 29)
8551( 75)
S99( 48)

-1394( 82)
ion/ An\

— 13U( Va)
-IO482( 74)

—392( 49)
unc 78)
235( 45)

33497( 30)
3354( 47)

22007( 68)
2062( 51)

41359(117)
41)3( 62)

41983(119)
4159 (68)

24428(138)
2548( 70)

e
29901( 49)
29795( 58)
39281( 51)
39202( 60)
4314l( 51)
42954( 64)
18388( 75)
I8309( 38)
64179( 36)
64157( 57)
46819( 66)
46725( 50)
5947( 56)
5940( 44)

52819( 74)
52876( 55)
77071(121)
7569( 74)

72590(115)
T\M( 7li
fJUT^ * • /

60432(118)
6O31( 80)

25103(104)
.7, j""?/ 7 A \

58012(142)

5594( 83)
54950(113)

5442( 77)
21711(215)
2170(104)

11884(206)
1240(108)
2589(178)

316(100)

* u
156(11)

* 279(14)
135(11)
263(15)
180(11)
282(15)
317(15)
419(18)
183( 9)
267(13)
203(13)
331(12)
332(17)
435(13)
165(15)
235(11)
362(29)

291(26)

380(28)

353(29)

478(34)

254(24)

706(53)

652(47)

102(56)

615(33)
876(42)
498(32)
899(43)
612(36)
978(44)

1178(54)
1541(61)
626(29)
913(40)

1795(74)
1968(54)
1353(64)
1509(45)
986(53)

1254(39)
1149(89)

1261(90)

1123(93)

1127(82)

1035(88)

1211(97)

2744(161)

2585(154)

2529(165)

fiu
1?52( 84)
2155(119)
1411 ( 88)
1830(113)
1607(100)
2426(120)
2427(130)
3460(162)
1748( 74)
2250(109)
1789(112)
2631(101)
966(108)

2187( 89)
3141(156)
3919(115)
2509(227)

2892(219)

2897(243)

1976(182)

3334(249)

2371(218)

5991(468)

r319(474)

3398(307)

fin
-95(18)
-80(26)
-53(14)
-48(23)

44(16)
1(24)

195(24)
108(33)

3(15)
-6(22)

-357(28)
-312(21)"
-276(29)
-263(24)

94(22)
112(18)

-172(44)

-24(41)

220(44)"

-173(46)

133(47)

123(43)

049(84)

-31(74)

331(101)

K
67(28)
12(41)
25(25)

-25(34)
56(26)

117(35)
48(42)
98(52)
70(23)
33(34)
19(34)

-46(29)
42(39)

143(31)
220(38)
223(31)

-221(73)

238(56)

-59(75)

-98(57)

-38(86)

141(61)

243(133)

-136(140)

-433(119)

fin
- 1 4 ( 52)

-201 ( 63)
~€3( 48)
- 6 9 ( 64)

—119( 58)
95( 73)

567( 73)
321(100)
309( 12)
145( 57)

-101(83)
29( 62)
40( 63)
30(52)

492( 79)
521( 57)
292?I38)

448(149)

183(135)

-387(138)

-467(128)

244(125)

2143(263)

2815(268)

-140(228}
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/

1/1.
(bl

Itvtcn* •<»*

»2 Half-normal probability plotBi (a) positional
parametar8'(b) thnrmal pareoaterB. the oontinuous
line In esah figure corresponde to the expected
line and the dotted line i s the one fitted to the
points by the least-squares method.

fHN-f-H 3 107.6*
C-C*-!? .108.8°

Fig. 1#3 Weighted average valuea of the intoratomle
dlstonoeo and anglee for tha back bone of anlno
Geide with ionize^ carboxyl groups, computed
from 14 structures Btudied at Btfl and BAB3.
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The weighted differences between the structural parameters of

non-hydrogen atoms from the two sets , are compared with the expected
2

for normal distribution of errors, by making UBS of the half-

normal probability plots, which are shown in Fig. 1.2. Systematic

differences in f^a values of the two sets are corrected separately

for C, 0 and N atoms before the plots were generated. The plots show

that the errors are approximately normally distributed and the

estimated pooled standard deviations are underestimated by a factor

of 1.28 in the case of positional parameters and 1e35 in the case of

thermal parameters.

Weighted average values of the interatomic distances and angles

for tha b«ack bone of the amino acids with ioni2ed carboxyl groups,

computed from 14 structures studied at Brookhavsn National Laboratory

and 8ARC are shown in Fig. 1.3.

The average distances and angles associated with the amino and

the methyl groups of the Ls-threonine molecule aret

• 1.D32 A, <£ - N - H^ = 110.1«», ^ - N »- H\ B 108.8°,

•• 1.095 AB Jc - C - H \ « 110.9* andAl - C - hf) a 108o0°.

Parameters associated with the four inter-molecular hydrogen

bonds are listBd in Table 2.

Table 2 HyiSregcn bonding in Ls-Threonine

X—H-Y X—H H-Y X-Y H — X - Y

N—H».. .O« (I) l-037(6)A
N—H«.. -O" (II) 1-024(6)
N—HV. .0* (IV) 1034(6)
O " - H^ . - .O 1 (HI) 0-933(6)
SyraraeJry code for the acceptor atom:

. (I) *
(II) * - *
(III) _ H *
(W) I - *

I-900(7)A 2-917(4)A S-0°(3)
2-202(7) 3-124(4) 21-2(3)
1-79! (7) 2-794(4) 11-0(4)
1<716(6) 2-660(4) !3-O(3)

y

\-z

See also DARC~694f Annual Report of the Nuclear Physics
Division (1972), p. 80.

1. O.P. Shoemaksr, 3. Donohue,, V, Schomaker and
R.B, Corey, 3. Am. Chem. Soc. T2.* 2 3 2 8 (1950).

2. W.C. Hamilton and S.C, Abrahams, Acta Cj?ysfco A28, 215 (1972) „
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2« A Ngi;tron Diffraction Study of the Structure
of L-Cystine.2HCl

(Satish C. Gupta, A. Sequeire and R, Chidambaram)

Based on the intensities of 749 independent Bragg reflections
P

measured at a wave length of 1.178 A using the fully automatic

difflactometer 3OFAD, the structure of L-cystine.2HCl (apece group

C2: a = 1B.5B2{7), b = 5.242(2), c = 7.228(3) A and/^« 1O3.74°(1))

has been refined by the full matrix least square method. The final

valL;a of R (on F ) is 0.055. The final positional and thermal

parameters are listed in Table 1, A stereoscopic uisu of tha molecule

is shown in Fig. 2.1. Torsional conformations of the molecule are

shown in Fig. 2.2.

Fig. 2.1 A atareoacopio dialing of the moleoule.

The structure is extensively hydrogen-bonded. Each molecule

is hydrogen-bonded to eight chlorines and each chlorine links four

neighbouring molecules. Tha distances and angles chatscterising

these hydrogen bonds ere given in Table 2. The structure consists
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T.p ] i 1. Final positional and thsrnal pcraaatera

All the values are multiplied by 10 and their Btandard
deviations ( in unita of the lest d ig i t ) are given in
parentheses. The fora of the anisotropic temperature
factor ia

-xp [-

/B22 ,«23

Cl

c
c*
c*
N

o1

o2

5

H

H1

H2

H3

H *

H ^ 2

1531(1)
1561(1)

1452(1)

645(1)

1774(1)

1940(2)

1207(3)

6(3)

1297(4)

1574(3)

1667(3)

2332(3)

1774(4)

463(3)

595(3)

890(0)
4484(6)

6701(6)

7530(7)

6002(6)

2667(8)

4795(11)

4995(13)

3400(17)

4312(15)

7447(15)

5778(15)

8368(11)

8235(14)

9086(12)

8848(3)
4426(4)

30S2(4)

2394(4)

1423(3)

4231(5)

5773(6)

1415(9)

6671(11)

775(10)

407(10)

1806(11)

3771(9)

3631(9)

1368(9)

25(1)

20(1)

16(1)

19(1)

18(1)

27(1)

61(2)

16(2)

56(3)

39(2)

40(2)

26(2)

31(2)

39(2)

33(2)

301(7)

195(9)

153(9)

216(10)

265(8)

224(11)

454(19)

294(25)

487(32)

378(31)

343(24)

468(29)

257(2C;

505(32)

273(23)

199(4)

143(6)

134(5)

132(6)

214(5)

225(8)

166(6)

185(12)

206(14)

215(14)

312(17)

430(21)

306(17)

223(14)

270(15)

17(2)

4(2)

-7(2)

11(2)

9(2)

21(3)

66(5)

-1(5)

48(8)

-8(7)

22(6)

9(7)

-30(5)

33(6)

7(5)

29(1)

0(2)

-3(1)
7(2)

26(1)

16(2)

51(3)

12(4)

42(5)

32(4)

61(5)

36(5)

-15(5)

34(4)

1(4)

115(5)

40(7)

22(6)

9(7)

98(8)

44(9)

120(12)

78(17)

69(22)

9(19)

141(20)

78(24)

-37(17)

-91(19)

103(17)

oT cystine molecules stacked along the b-axis and held together by •

threo-dimensional network of hydrogen bonds. The adjacent molecules
2 *within the column are linked by N~H Cl and N-H" Cl hydrogen

bonds, while the N-H — - C l and 0 -H -Cl hydrogen bonds cross-link

the molecules in neighbouring columns as shown in Fig. 2.3.
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Table 2. Hydrogen Bonds in L-Cyatine.2HC1

Bond description

'* •* d

X...Y

2.97S{5)A

3.233(3)

3.136(3)

3.202(3)
Key for symmetry related atoms

I x y z

II x y z-1

III x y+1 z-1

IW 1/2-x 1/2+ y 1-2

X - H . . .

0 2 - H . .

N - H 1 . .

N-H"' . .

N - H 3 . .

.Y

.C I

• Cl

.C i

I

I I

i n

IV

VH

. O.965(1O)A

1.029(8)

1.O41(B)

1.017(6)

H...Y

2.018(S)A

2,261(8)

2.111(8)

2.270(7)

5.8(5)«

16.0(4)

8.2(4)

19.6(5)

(«•)

Fig. 2.2 Toreional conformations looking down bondsi
(a) C - - C | (t) 0* - Hi (C) 0 - Df|

(d) ( • ) C * - S , ( f ) S - 8 ' .
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r l'" \£'' 9x f r raC t:* on

Thv i n . t i d i l y I ( i , < t > ) of thF Tu-a.;.- bt'oni scattered off the

;;-,,., l. -t. n ,:n,)le V (,,.uay Trcm tht nominal 29S) for a Qiw«n setting

ot Hi', t r y s t n l ^ ' (.-Q~^jr ) C i m r ' c L'XprQr.sed ^Wurnur, 1971) as

wharu 9 is the optimum scanning ratio, S is the width of the Bragg

scattered beam and 15-" is the width of the crystal rocUing curve. Ue

hawe Ueriveu the following simplified and meaningful expression for

g, S and <i :

-f-

(a-a)

(T = C + "IT < r 3-

and o{ are the diwergences of the primary and secondary

collim£itors, '1 and '̂  art. the mosaic spreads of the monochromator

rind the sample crystals and a = + *^5®t for the parallel geometry

and a - - 1 ~-'.'~J.T "f3. j for the antiparallel' geometry.

0 clearly illustrates the rolB of

on the focussing effects observed

The aboue expression for

the parameters J, J A and

in neutron di f f ractometers:
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VARIAtlON OF g WITH INSTRUMENT PARAMETERS

l \ w.''<,<l-»lll.'\IJ.lll'll

7 '• <»»Hi " I O . I H "<"«.1" ' " •

3»1 Rinctional dependence of the optimum ^
ratio g on the ooatterlng angle and the instrument
parameters.

Wg. 5.2 Comparison of the observed and oaloulatsd optimum
scanning ratios for various reflection from a
olngle crystal of L~cyattne .2HC1 in parallel geometry.
The scattering angle i e given by a = ItanQg/tsBQuI
wi,th On, « 32.5°. Tha calculated ratio (solid QUITS)
corresponds to values (PVHM) ofe( - 1.35°.ct - 1.25°,
1 * 0.20 and «? « 0.01°.
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(i) If **l *t, d ) as is usually the case, the term

(e-i)2/"Tl1' will dominate and hence the focussing region wili be close

to 3 = 1.

(ii) If P\. -s.̂ . #(d **lMi the torm s /${, will dominate and

tha focussing region will shift towards the forward direction.

(ili) If o(. <!X W **) the term -*̂ ~«u will dominate and shift
1 : M <d

the focussing region towards a « 2.

CasB (iii) is of particular interest in diffractoffletera having low

taka-off monochromatcrs with large mosaic spreads ( "|_ *> 0.30°,

FldH.M) sines by tightening the primary collimation relative to "I**

one can shif: vhe focussing region towards higher angles.

The functional dependence of Q on the instrument parameters end

the scattering angle is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The expressions for

q, £ and «~ have also been expeximentelly verified using the diffracto-

meter 3DFA0. >ha agreement between the observed and calculated values

is uery good as shown in Fig. 3.2 - 3.4.

According to equation (1), if the detector is moved through an

angle 'g ' as a function of the crystal angle (f , the centre-line

of the detector will remain aligned to the centre of the diffracted

beam as the crystal swsepa through a Bragg peak. Consequently, tha

required angular aperture in front of the detector is a minimum and

equal to £> . However, this optimum mode of scanning has the disadvantage

that in order to measure the Bragg intensities in an undistorted way the

minimum detector aperture has to be varied as e function of o from

reflection to reflection. The flexibility of varying the detector

aperture continuously is non-existant in most of the diffractometera

in current usa.

On the other hand, we have shown that the overall angular

width of the Bragg scattered neutrons as sensed by the moving detector

in the conventional 01.2.6 mode of scanning is a constant end equal

to o{ { 0 :2 0 ), where
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3»3 Variation ol the ob»jrred and
ealeul/ttsd values of S' for
various reflations fron I»-
eystlna,2Wl na m ftmotlon of

Fig. 3.4 Variation of the observed and calculated
values of <r for various reflections froa

«• B function of a •

z.

1,, t | Ond t ,
APEBTUBFS

I
T,

—f -jf

Wg. 3.5

•> olDnralltl) r l ISS* . I
I ;r»i f i . i '

Ration of the integrated intensities naasured with
thro* different aperture a on the detector for
various reflections froa L-cyatlne .2HC1. Intensi-
t i e s l\, I 2 pnd Ij correspond to detector apertures
of 0.8% 1.2° and 2.0° (iVfHM) reapeativsly. Tbe
solid lines are tka observed averages.
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Tha Tact o( (Qx2& ) is a constant for all reflection* ie highly

significant in that it enables the measurement of Bragg intensities

In a relatively undistorted way even if the detector aperture is not

large enough to accept all the reflected neutrons as the specimen

crystal ia swept through a Bragg peak, hie have also verified this

experimentally, by recording the Intanaities of a few reflections

from a single cryatal of L-cyatinB.2HC1 with different angular

aperturea in front of the detector using the diffractometer 3DFAD,

Experimental results Bhown in Tig. 3.5 confirm the theoretical

prediction,

4. Full-Circle Neutron Diffractometer

(A. Sequeira, PI. Ramanadham, S.N. Plomin
and R. Chidambaram)

The full-circle Eulsrian cradle has been incorporated in the

neutron diffractometer SAND, after introducing suitable modifications

in *.he latter. Various axea {pfy , (J and 2 & ) of the diffractometer

have been centered and aligned so as to intersect within 0*02 mm. Tha

intensity of the monochromatic neutron beam in the diffractometer

has also been considerably increeeed by using a germanium crystal

hot-pressed as described below.

A doped Ge crystal (5 cm. diameter and 1 cm. thick) with) its

cylindrical axis along 1110] direction, uas subjected to repeated

applications of static pressure in the range 0.4-0.6 tons/cm for

duration of about 10-20 minutes at a time at temperatures (fiJ750°C)

slightly above its plastic temperature. Between each pressing tha

reflectivity of various parts of the crystal in both transmission

and reflection geometries uas examined using a fine neutron baas. In

order to make the reflectivity specially uniform, localized pressurs

uas applied whersever necessary. In all, the crystal was warmed and

pressed about 1G times before ita Integrated reflectivity reached

the maximum of about 5 min. for the(i1i) reflection (at A - 1 A),

resulting in an overall gain of about 30 times. The final peak

reflectivity is about 25$ and the mosaic spread is 0.26° (FWHfl).

The (ill)plane of the crystal has bean used in the transmission

geometry to obtain a high intensity monochromatic neutron beaift pf
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wavelength 1,031 A ( A X ~ 3 $ ) and f lux 1 x 10 n/cm sec. at the

sample tsble. Thi6 diffractomater has been used for participating

In an International Project on the South East Asian Neutron Beam

flux survey.

5. Crystal Structure Study of Antitumour Compounds

(U.K. Wadhawan, S.K. Sikka and N.B. Mulchandani*)

(a) Tylophorinidina

Tylophorinidine is a minor phenolic alkaloid of Tylophora

Bsthmatica Wight et A m syn. _T. indica (Burm) Plerril. It was isolated

for the first timB in the Bio-Organic Division of BARC. We have

determined its molBcular structure and absolute configuration using

Ueissenberg diffraction data. Our study has led to a revision of the

structure, which has been found to be II, instead of I. In the new

structure there is one alcoholic hydroxyl at C.,, one phenolic hydroxyl

at C and two methoxyls at C_ and C .

The crystal studied was a heavy-atom derivative (diacetate

mathiodide) of tylophorinidine. It crystallises in the monoclinic
0 0 0

system, space group C2, a = 26.B9 A, b = 12.35 A, c = 16.62 A,

fi> = 109°, 2 = e ^ = 1.52 g cm"3, /^ = 1.51 g cm"3. There are two

molBCuleB of formula C H_ N0,I in the asymmetric unit, giving a total

of 70 non-hydrogen atoms to be located independently. Three-dimensional

Ueissenberg data mere collected by mounting thB crystal along the needle

axis (c-axis) and using Ni-filtered duK ĉ . radiation. Intensities of

13B7 independent reflections were estimated by visual comparison with

s standard intensity strip. The crystal structure was solved by the

heavy-atom method and has been refined by least-equeres to an R factor

of 0.13 for 934 non-zesro reflections, with isotropic temperature factors

for all atoms.

The difference in the corresponding bond lengths and angles

in the two molecules in the asymmetric unit are within the estimated

standard deviations. These have, therefore, been everaged. end Fig.5.1

shows a computer plot of the avierags molecule. From this the structure

of tylonhorinidine was .inferred as II. For further details see

2
tiiadhsuan et a l .



Atter the structure was solved, Gouindachari et ul.

a chemical reinvestigBticn of tylophorinidine. The groe» structure

MeC

OMe

I n

Pig. 5.t Computer plo^i of the ararage molecule of
tylophorinidine diaoetate methiodlde.

proposed by them agroes with that obtained by us by diffraction

methods. Also, their conclusion about the trans* diaxial disposition

of the C -OK and the C -H ie confirmed by our study. But the

absolute configuration suggested by them i s not found to be correct

by us.

Gov/indachari et al. heue also suggested that the "Alkaloid C"

isolated by Rac et al. (and identified as a desmathyltylophorinidine)
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i e possibly a solvated form of t y l opho r i n id ine , Rao et e l , aleo

report t ha t , of the f i v e a lka lo ids of T.asthmatlca, only Alkalo id C

showed s i g n i f i c a n t a c t i v i t y i n murine leukemia (L-1210 system).

•Bia-Otgsnlc D i v i s i o n , 8ARC

1. N.8. Piulchandsni, S.S. lyot? and L,P. Bsdhaka,
Cham. Ind. 505 (1971).

2. V.K. iiiadhawan, S,K. Sikka and M.B. flulchandani,
Tetrahedron L e t t e r s , 5091 (1373).

3. T.R, Govindachari, N. Vlawanathan, 3. Radhakriehnan,
9.R. Pa l , S. Natarajan and P.S. Subraffaniam,
Tetrahedron 2.9, 891 (1973).

4 . K.U. Rao, Ft. A. li/ i lson and G. Cumminga, 3. Pharm.
S c i . 6£, 1725 (1971),

(b) Physalin £

Physalln E is a new 13, 14-asc:o-16, 24-cyclo-steroid axtracted

in th8 Bio-Organic Division, BARC? from the medicinal plant Physalls

minima belonging to the SolanaceaB family. Extracts from this plant

have shown positive antitumour act iv i ty .
o

Physalin E cfystallis<38 in the space group P21, uiith & =15,22A,

b = 14.51 A, c = 12.44 A8 /3 = 99.5°, t * 4, P = 1,23 g cm"
3

n —3

[ s 1.26 § cm e Three dimensional bleissenberg diffraction data have

been collected by mounting the crystal along the c-qxia. Further work

ia in progress.

6. Effect of Crystal end Colliroator Fllsalicinmenta
on 3ragq Angle Weaaurements

(V.K, liiadheuan)

A mathematical analysis has been tnade of the effect of crystal

and collimatcsr misalignments on Bragg angles obtained by measuring the

counter position (29) on diffractometers having normal-beam equatorial

geometry.. The results are applicable to zero-layer Ueissenberg

photographs also.
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It has been shown that if the collide tor is misaligned by pr.

angle A from tha equatorial plena and if, for a particular Sragg

reflection, the reflecting planes ara tilted by en angle o( from

the rotation axis, then the measured Bragg angle, 8*, ia related to

the true Bragg angla, 8, by the following equationi

-,», cos2fl + (23inol sin8 - ain/b) sin/fr ,„v
c o s 2 u as ' •* ••' • - i y ? • "

w \*i

[ ( / )^j/Z[i - (2 sine/ sin 8 -

Many special case> of this exact and general equation era of

interest. For example, if A * 0, i.e. if the collimator ia parfaetly

aligned, we get

COS28
1 - 4 sin̂ y

For small o^ , Eq. (2) reduces to

9f - 9 * - ( c<2/2) tan 6 cos 26 . (3)

Eqs. (2) end (3) are exactly the aanse as those obtained earlier by th&

author by an entirely different approach. In the earlier calculation ,

the reciprocal lattice method was employed, whereas the present, cal-

culation, which ia more general because it includes the effect of

collimator misalignment also, has been mads in real specs* The exact

agreement between the two calculations serves as a cross-check.

Again, when o{. and /}, are small (which indeed aria, in

practice), Eq. (1) reduces to

Fig, 6.1 shows a plot of this equation fair various fixed values of

( °ty/^ ) . One interesting fact which emerges from the figure is

that the error in d is particularly small when C^/A ̂  1. In fact,

calculation shows that when ^/ft, - 1» the error in Q is much

smaller than that due to p^ alone or fh alone, and is of opposite

sign.
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Fig. 6.1 Plot showing the error, («• - 9) , aa a function of
9 for various fixed valuee of "kf/b « the ratio of
the crystal and eolllnsator misalignments.

..ig. 6.2 Variation of fcho error In t as o function of •*'/-"
for 8 - 60°, 70° on4 80°. Aa e approachsa 90°, the
error tends to vunlah for c^lA • 1.
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For a given aiffractometar, with lta incident-beam collinator

as carefully aligned 69 possible, a certain email but unknown amount

of misalignment, A , mill still remai . The question driest! How

best to optimize the crystal tilt, o£ , For a given reflection (at

large 0 ) so as to minimise the error £> d/d in d-apai.'inga? Fig.6*2

shows a plot Df (6« - 9)//S2 against o(//b (Eq. (4)) for 0 « 60B,

70° and 80°. It will be seen from the figure that ishen 3 is es largo

as SO", the error in 9 is negligibly small whan it ia negative. This

suggests a simple method for minimising the effect of a given colliaator

misalignment on lattice parameter measurementst Very the crystal tilt,

g( , till the smallest measured value of 29 (counter position) is

obtained. Whan this is done, the maximum error introduced in (1//^

( A d/d) for 9 = 80° is 0.016 radian"2. For A as large ea C.i°,
••8

this corresponds to en error gf only 0*0009° in 9, and 4.9 x 10 in

A d/d. i ig. 6.2 also shows that even when 8 is as low as 60°, the

error introduced in 9 by following the above procedure is lower than

that arising in a situation where p( is exactly zero and /b is
non-zero.

Bond's method.

The above prescription is consistent with that suggested for
2,3

1. U.K. Wadhawan, Indian 0. Phys. 47, 74 (1973).

2. 3. Burke and n.VI. Tomkeieff, 3. Appl. Cryst. 2., 247 (1969).

3. T.lii. Baker, 3.D. George, B.A. Bellamy, and R. Caussr
in Advances in X-Ray Analysis, Vol. 11, p..359,
Mew York: Plenum Press (1968).

7. Crystallographic Computar Programs for BESW-6

(H. Rajagopal)

The following crystallographic computer programs have bean

commissioned for the B£5F)-6 computer System, after introducing

necessary modifications.

1. XFLS - CrystalJographic Least Squares Program for

Structure Refinement
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2. ORFFE - Crystallogrephic Function and Error Program

Tor Calculating Bond Distances and Angles

3. RtFlNL - Program for Calculating Crystal Setting Angles

and for the Least 5quares Refinement of Cell

Parameters

4. DATRED - Data Reduction Program

5. FQRUAP - Prcgrgm for 3 0 - Fourier Analysis

6. RUtTAN - Program for Automatic Solution of Crystal

Structures.

8. Computer Program STACtm

(U.K. Ufadhauan and l*i. Ramanadham)

A general program has been written for statistical comparison
1 2

of interexparimental crystallographic parameters. ' This program

uas developed starting from an earlier version, written for comparing
4

structural parameters of L-lysine.HCl.2H_0 . The new program has
1 2

options for dealing with both large and small populations. Some of

its special features are:

1. Computer-plotting of -the generated output;

2. Provision for singling out particular parameters for

plotting;

3. Identification of points in the ordered set; and

4. Indication for overlapping points.

An example of the use of this program for making the probability

plots for lB-threonine is given in this section cf the report.

See Fig. 1.2.

1. S.C. Abrahams and E.T. Keve, Acta Crysfc. ;AZ7, 157 (1971).

2. W.C. Hamilton and S.C. Abrahams, Acta Cryst. A28,, 215 (1972).

3. A. Sequeira and H. Rajagopal (unpublished).

4. R.R. Bugayong, A, Sequeira and R. Chidambaram, Acta Cryst.
B28f 3214 (1972).
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9. Computer Program
(V.K. Usdhawan and S.K. Sikke)

In the course of the work on the atructure of tylophorinidlna,

described in article 5, a computer program uas developed for comparing the

coordinates of tha corresponding «to«9 of the two molecules within

the symmetric unit. This can be very useful when the diffraction

data ia of limited resolving power* The program can also compute

tha coordinates of the average molecule.
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III. NEUTRCN DIFFRACTION STUDIES OF MAGNETIC WATERIflLS

1. Spin Waves in FlnFeyQ^ at Elevated Temperatures

(U.C, Rakhecha, L. Hadhav Rao, B.5. Srinivasan
and ?.'.S. Satya flurthy)

The acoustic spinuajue dispersion in the spinel ferrite MnFe_Q.
£ 4

has been measured at 0,7 T,, and 0.8 T (Tuf the Nsel temperature *

560°K) in addition to the earlier measurements at room temperature

^0.54 T u). The Bragg misaet method he3 beBn used in conjunction
n

with polarised neutrons. The study provides the dispersion curve

uplo about 40/6 of the zone boundary and a knowledge of the epinwavie

renormalization with temperature.
2

The method -of analysis has been described ear l ier . The

dispersion curve i3 obtained by assuming a polynomial relation

between the energy *K (0 and the wave vector q of the splnwave

2TT)
(1.1)

and adopting an in-teratlon procedure relating the dispersion curve to

the experimental neutron profile widths. Here', m is the neutron mass

and p£ , /b , y , are the coefficients characterising the polynomial.

It was found on least squares analysis that the quadratic and the

quartic terms in wave vector were sufficient to describe the measured

dispersion at room temperature. In order to interpret the dispersion

at 0.7 T and 0.8 TM it uas found necessary to include the q t»rm

also in the polynomial expansion. Fig. 1.1 shows the dispersion

curves at the thrae temperatures.

With increase of temperature the shoulders of tha spinwavs

profiles look more fuzzy than what the experimental resolution can

account for. Thia has bean interpreted as due tjo decrease of spin-

uave life-times at higher temparatures.

The affective intersub^attice exchange constant 2RQ between

the anti-ferromagnetically coupled A and B subl&ttices has been
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obtsined at ail the throe temperatur-as by treating tha

curves in the framework af the Heisanberg mi del. The results are

summarised in thy Table below.

Temperature
T

in A
°4in A

0.54 T
N

0.7 T.

0.8 T.

151

158

170.1

143.5

- 805

-1325

-1889

-1430

—

7891

11160

7638

-15.3

-14.7

-12,5

ACOUSTIC MAGNONS IN MnFe,04

0 100 K

A 450* K

oi—«^

Fig. 1.1 The acoustic aplnwuve dispersion curves tn ISnFegÔ
at the three temperatures 0.54 TR, 0.7 TH and 0.8 Xg>
The solid curves are the least-square8 f i t of Bin
( i . i ) to the experimental points.

The effect of poinuawe renorfflalization is reflected in

decrease in the ualue of 3ftB as the temperature is increased.

Within experimental errors the spinwawe renormaiization foUpwe the

^mperature dependence of the sublattice Magnetization ^8 ^ , Th*

'ractional change in spinuave energy in going from q.54 r tp 0.8 T

is about 20# and is nearly constant over the region of q-space in
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this experimant, indicating that the renormalization of Bpinwaves

in this region ia almost independent of the q vector.

1, V.C, Rankecha, L. tfadhav RBO, N.S, Satya flurthy and
B.S. Srinivaaan, PhyB. Letters 40A., 101 (1972).

2. V.C. Rakhecha, BARC-633 Annual Report of the Nuclear
Physics Division (1971), p. 87-89.

2, Three Dimensional Magnetic Moment Distribution in F

(R, Srinivasan, U.C. Rakhscha, L. Madhav Rao, R.3. Begum
and N.S. Satya Murthy)

It is known that ihs nssgnetic moment density in a periodic

magnetic crystal can be constructed from a knowledge of the magnetic

structure amplitudes for the Bragg reflections. Magnetic structure

amplitudes were msasu^ed Barlier in the JjiOJ zone using polarized

ngutrons in a crystal of natural magnetite. Meeauremsnts have now

bean extended to tuo zoneB viz. [ooi] and ^12J , thus providing

a total of 59 magnetic structure amplitudes got from reflections

10 0.01 —-DM],

(a) (b)

"lg. 2,t a, fsgnstlo mmont density distribution in
in a section parallel to tba (001) plane,

b. Macnttie nonent density distribution In P95O4
in a section parallel to the (ito) plane.



measured upto S i n Q / X ~ 0.9 A " 1 . The polariaed neutron dif frac-

0! 0 ' 09 0« 10 IT U
i In

(a) (b)

2,2 a. Magnetic momant denalty P(r) m* r along thrae
principal symmetry directions on the A aite in

3 4
b, Magnetio moient denattyp(r) re. r along three

principal symmstry iHroawlonn on the B ette ia

tion essentially provides a ratio of the nuclear and magnetic

structure amplitudes and the former have to be known accurately

to evaluate the l a t t e r . Unpolerised neutron powder dif fract ion

data ware collected and analysed to get the accurate nuclear

sttructure amplitudes. The neBd arose for an accurate experimental

determination of the nuclear structure amplitudes on a powder

specimen, because of the presence of traces of impurities of

titanium (/^ o,5#) ate . in the natural specimen of magnetite used.

Analysis of the data to obtain magnetic moment distr ibut ion,

form factors Btc. have been made by a set of computer programmes

written to suit the BESM 6 computer.



The moment maps reveal the symmetry of the magnetic electron

wave functions about the magnetic atom situs, namely the Fa ion

on the A site and a random distribution of Fa and Fe iona on

the B Bite, Sectlona of the moment density in the (001) and (110)

planes are ehoun in Fig. 2,1 (a) and (b). The moment density along

the principal symmetry directions hee been plotted on Fig. 2.2 (a)

and (b); for both the A and B sits moments. It is seen that the

density 1B more extended along the ̂ 001 / direction on both the Bites,

indicating en excess of about 3% of the € character in the magnetic

Blsntron wave functions for both the A and B sites in FB-Q..

1. R. Srinivaean, V.C. Rakhecha, S.K. Paranjpe, L. Pladhav Rao
and N.S. Satya flurthy, BARC-694 Annual Report of the Nuclear
Physics Division (1972), p. &9.

3. Magnetic Form Factors in Fe,0,

(R. Sriniuasan, V.C. Rakheche, L. fladhav Rao
and N.5. Satya Pturthy)

A detailed magnetic form factor analysis has been carried

out starting fcom the measured magnetic structure amplitudes in

Fe_0.. Assuming thet the magnetic moments are localised, the
3 4

measured structure amplitude can be composed from individual atomic

scattering amplitudes which are products of the atomic moment and

the form factor. One of the main problems was to ascertain a

correct valus of atomic moments.

The atomic moments were found by calculating the integrated

moment around both sites (A and 0) as a function of the size of the

sphere of integration. Calculations were first carried out on the

basis of the saturation magnetization value for constructing the

forward magnetic structure factor (F } which ca.inot be measured
ooo

in a scattering experiment. An alternative method which obviates

the use of the 'forward' structure factor relies on estimating end

subtracting the 'background' moment value over the atomic volume,,

This procedure is an extension of Moon's prescription for mete?lic

farroraagnata. .
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The 'local1 moment is given by

• Volume pf integration of the atomic sphere of radius R

K •
Unit cell volume

Position of the megnetic site under consideration

Pcsitlon of the 'background' point somewhere between the

magnetic atoms

Radius of the integration sphere around r_
B

Averaged magnetic structure amplitude

Pig. 3.1 Experimental an) calculated form faotora In P85O4.
Triauglaa represent the experimental points' of J*?*
fora footer while &ota are the experimental value*
fop tho *9*+ forn factor.

The choice of the 'background' point could not be unambigously

mads and. was essentially chosen from a rather constant density level.

Calculations, were made with several choices of background points,

volumes of integration and averaging procedures. The bast local

moments were obtained tc be

at

at

A site

B aits

The form factors for the A and 8 af$es are shown in fig. 3.1a

1. R.F1. Ploon Intern. 3. HagnatiBm 1^ 219 (1971).
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4, Separation of Spin and Orbitil Form Factors in F B 3 0 4

(R. Sriniuasan, V.C. Rakhecha, L. Madhav Rao and
N.S. Satya Murthy)

The magnetic moment in general has contributions from both

tha orbital currants and the apina of the unpairad electrons. In

crystals involving the 3d transition metal ion although the orbital

part of the magnetic moment to e great extent is quenched by the

crystal field of the llgand lone there is, nevertheless, a small but

significant contribution to the observed intensity from the orbital

moment. The form factors,for the orbital and spin moments are in

general different.

We have sought to separata the orbital and spin form factors

for the A and 8 site moments in F"B,O\ by a method which is en extension
f

of fioon's procedure for fsrromagnets . At thy outset, the assumption

has been mgde that tha shape of the electronic distribution responsible

for the orbital and spin moments is the same. A small orbital fra-

ctions) of tha moment was assumed on the basis of the g-velus for

The calculation involved an interstion procedure to split the

total magnetic structure amplitude into the 'spin-only1 and orbital

structure amplitudes. First, a spherically averaged magnetic moment

density P (r) is calculated dirBctly from the measured amplitudes.

Than we express

uhare P (r) and P.U) are the spin and orbital moment densities

The sphetical form factor is composed of spin and orbital parts:
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Since the orbital moment is neatly quenched, to a first

approximation \ (r) can be raplaced by j (r). Therefore

f(r)
The iterative process involving the measured structure

amplitudes and the above-mentioned formulae la continued t i l l

convergence for the spin-only form factor and the orbi tal form

factor is achieved. Fig, 4.1 showa the spin and orbi tal form

factors for the A and B cites in Fe,04«

w-*>.
09

OK

07

a &

a

o

. o

FORM FACTORS !H

ww row* Metn» l» in«)
- SPWFtRM roCUXIB •»•)

. FOMH f«A0HIA I 'i«

a: ai 0.3

Fig. 4.1 Spin and orbital form factors for the A and B
altee in Fo,O..

The orbital form factor is seen to be more expanded than the

spin form factor. The orbital moment density is thus spatially more

compact than the spin moment density. For Sin $ / \ beyond
°—1

0.6 A , the spin form factor almost vanishes while the orbital form

factor is finite though small. Thus, whenever orbital moment? are

not completely quenched, measurements of high angle reflections are

particularly important.

1. R.H. Moon, Intern. 3. Magnetism X* 219 <1971l.



5, Magnetic Momont Distribution and Form Factor in MnFs-O.

(S.K, Paranjpe, H, Srinivasan, L. fiadhau R30, V.C. Rakhecha
and N,S. Sstya Pigrthy)

tn an earlier work , the nuclear structure factors in a

nearly normal WnFe-Q, single crystal were dstermined using unpola-

risad neutrons. Magnetic structure factors have now been measured

in the sama crystal using polarised neutrons (iipto Sin &/y = 0.9A )

in the HjiO} zone« Jn the data analysis it UBS observed that a

few reflections suffered from secondary extinction. Using the

extinction constant obtained earliBf , the magnetic structure factors

of thesa reflections were satisfactorily corrected far.

Using tiia measured structure amplitudes a projection of the

magnetic moment density on the (110) plane was obtained. There is

uery little indication tsf any departure from spherical symmetry for

both the A and B sites moments in this projection. Since most of

i sn
B Wt ( •• -

— Hn''rBFf KMi

fr" FHEE KW

THS1U EIP • 'JUTS

Fig. 5.1 • Experimental arid enlcxilated fcTis factors in

the A site reflections were very weak no attempt was made to extract

tha Fln2+ form factor alone. The best fitting line through all the

experimental pniots is shown in Fig. 5.1 along with the cylindrically
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averaged A and 8 sitB form Factors and tha frea ion Rn and Fa

form factors. The experimental curve lies in between the two free
2+

ion form factors but is closer to the In curve* It ia 3jt lees

compact than the fin frea ion form factor and 1% more compact

compered to the fa + froe ion form factor.

1. BARC-694, Annual Report of tha Nuclear Physica Division
(1972), p. 93.

6. Structure Analysis of tha Ternary Intarmatallic
Compound MnAlGe

(S.R. Tendulkar*, S.K, Parsnjpe, R.3. Begum,
L. Madhav Rao and W.S. Satya flurthy)

The objective of the present investigation was to determine

accurately the crystal parameters and the nuclear structure factors

in a ainglB crystal of the intermetallic ternary compounds MnAlGe

(Space Group P4/nmm). As emphasised elsewhere , a precise knowledge

of these factors is essential to interpret magnetic structure factors

from polarised noutron studies. The present investigation ia more

extensive than the aarlier one done on a powder sample*

Tw: small single crystal specimens (cut from the same piece)

were aligned for the jjfQj ancl ^ e [P^Ol zones. The intansitiss

cf 23 reflections in the j^poj zone and 37 reflsctione in 'the [oio]

zone were measured upto Sin' & / \ • 0.7 A , using unpolarised
o

neutrons of wavelength 1.24 A. The observed structure factors of

all these reflections were refined by least squares analysis to

obtain the following parameters:
••16 2

Temparatura factor B » 0*85 x 10 CM

z «> 0.299 + 0.002

Z1 « 0,723 £ 0.001

4
Extinction constant g «= 0.017 + 0.003 x 10

R factor * 7.1JS
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the above analysis the composition of the crystal was found

to b«

Research Associnta fron ths University of Bombay
hSse article 2

1* N.S. Satya Murthy, R.3. Beyum, C,S. 5omanathen and
N.R.l.N. Iturthy, 3. Appl. Phye. 40, 1670 (1969).

7. Spectral r-ain in the Neutron Gvjijde Tube

(L. Nsdhav Rao, B.S. Srinivaaan, *1.R.L.N. Ourthy
and N.S. Satya flurthy)

fisasurefflents of tha apsctrel distribution of the transmitted

beam from tha capper neutron guids tube end from e geometrically

equivalent non-raflecting tube were made using a Plica crystal. The

objective ue» to compare the shapes of the neutron spectra from

thase two tubes end explore the variation of the gain factor as a

function of wave Zsngth.

Guide tubs

nonref lacing
tube

6.0 E.5

. 7.1 the tmnralttsd neutron epeotxa
from the gu}.«o tuba and en equi-
valent nonrrtflectlBg tub*. Tha
two opeotr« ni^n been norroliaed
to h«TS tho b l h t

fig. 7.2 I'M srperimantal 'gain' cf th« guide
tube as B function of the square of
tha ncutrni wavelength.

Fig. 7.1 shows the neutron spectra from the guide and tha

non-reflecting tube fiormnii'cjc; to have the same peak heights? The
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1 softening* of the spectrum from the guide with increaea of neutron

wavelength is clearly seen, indicating that the gain increases with

the wavelength.

From theory t> the gain B for any wavelength A la given by

G - «K2 = 4 ( 0c/3* ) 2 » wheve Qc ia the critical angla par

unit wavelength and 0 is the characteristic angla of the guida

tube. The experimentally Measured gain factor la plotted against
.«*>
/\ in Fig. 7.2. The 'ideal* slope of this curve should fie 0*3

and the experimentally observed slope ia 0.2. The efficiency of the
present guide tubB hence turns out to ba 67%,

1. L. Radhav Rao, R.R.L.N. Piurthy, 8,S. Srlnlvasan,
C.S. Soaisnathan and N,,S. Satya flurthy, 8ARC-69*i
Annual Report of the Nuclear Physics Division*
(1972) p. 155.
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IU. NEUTRON INELASTIC SCATTERING AND
DYNAMICS OF CONDENSED (»IEDIA

1. Phonon Dispersion Curves in Lead Selenide

(P.R. Vi jayaraghavan, S.K. Sinha and P.K. Iyengar)

The frsquency-uavevector relation for acoustic photons

propagating along the nOOJ , [lid] and [ill] symmetry direction8

in lead selenide has been determined at room temperature by the

technique of coherent inelastic scattering of thermal neutrons.

Single crystals! 11 mm diameter and 4D mm long, were grown by the

Pure Materials Section of the Chemistry Division, utilising the

Bridejmann technique with an approximate descend speed of 4mm/hour

with the sample sealed under vacuum in a quartz capsule. For most

of the measurements the jjiQJ axis was vertical; a. few of the

measurements were, houower, repeated with the iJQOJ axis vertical.

The neutron data together uith the optical measurements ' is shown

in Fig. 1.1. The data has been least square fitted to a shell model

N

Ul

UJ
a.u.

1 p 1

1—•"""«/
Jr ^^tm^a_ ii ii '

£f^^ i i • \

V

. — ^

t i l I I
e

— —

A,

Aj (

Ai^C^r

0.2 0A 0.6 0.6 1.0 06 0.6 04 02 0 0.2
REDUCED WAVE VECTOR COORDINATE J" a<(/2TT

Fig. 1.1 Phonon Ditptrslon Curves for l*ad Seltnid* at Room Ttmp.

with axia l ly symmetric short range forces extending upto the second

nearest neighbours and the continuous curves in the figure represent
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calculations based on this model. In Tabla 1 thB values of the

ijrameters obtained from tha least squares fitting procedure are

listed.

Table 1

Values of the force constants for the model discussed
in the text (e is the electronic charge and u the
volume of the cell)*

Parameter Value Unit

A 11.99 (e 2A)

B -3.23 "

A' 8.44 »

B1 -0.18 "

A" -2.04 "

B" 0.62 "

2 0.97 (e)

The model predicts a value of 9..21 x 10 dynes/cm for C,,.,
11 11

3.63 x 10 dynes/cm for C-2 end 1.99 x 10 dynes/cm for C . . . Thare

has been no direct measurement of thsse values by ultrasonic techniques.

I t has not been possible to observe the TO mode at zero utevevector

with the present resolution. The authors intend to study also the

effect of free carriers on the L0 mode as a function of carrier

concentration.

* Visit ing Professor from Department of Physics, Iowa State
University, Ames, Iowa, U«S.A., now returned.

*»For notations, refer G. Dolling et a l . Phys. Rev. 168,
970 (1968).

1 . R.N. Hall and J.H. Racette, 3. Appl. Phys. 32., 2078 (1961).

2. E. Burstein, R. LJhaeler and 3.N. Zemel, Proc. 1964, I n t .
Conf. on Phyaics of Semiconductors,! p. 1065 (Dunod, Paris,
1964).
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2. Study of Molecular Reorientation9 of NH/, in Mixed Salts

(P.S. Goyal, P.P. Chandrac B.A. Desannacharya* K.R. Rao
and C.L. Thaper)

It is now well known that the technique of quasi-elastic

scattering of cold neutrons can be fruitfully exploited to study

2
the reorientetlonal motions of molecular groups in solids, A

number of ammonium compounds have been studied in this laboratory

but the experiments could be carried out over a restricted range of

temperature. This is because these compounds undergo various phase

transitions. It is therefore tempting to investigate the reorienta-

tional motion of ammonium ions in the systems which do not show

phase transitions over a uside range of temperature. Mixed salts of

ammonium and alkali halide compounds provide such systems. In this

report we present preliminary data of our experiments on Nh^Br + KBr

system.

The sample was prepared by vacuum distillation of the solution

of the mixed salts. The solution was made in water by mixing Nh^Br

and KBr salts in the ratio of 1:6.07 by weight. The sample was further

dried by pressing in filter papers and keeping in a furnace at about

30°C. The x-ray analysis of the sample showed that NH. ions are

distributed at random in KBr lattice and that the lattice constant has

slightly increased.

ThB neutron scattering experiments on this mixed sslt were

carried out'on the modified totating crystal spectrometer at five

scattering angles using a channel width of B^sac. Fig. 2 .1 (filled

circles) shows the spectrum obtained at a temperature of 105°C for

the scattering angle of 60°. From a comparison with the resolution

of the instrument (solid line) .it seems that there is a small

broadening qf the elastic peak arising from the reorientations of the

NH* ions.
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: o . so'

M .•

TIME OF TLIGHT ( fj»rc/m) -

Plg.2,1 3p«atra (.) of quiaoi-olaBUoBlly Mattered neutron*
from HH4Br • KBr eyat«a at 60* coiapar«d with naolutlon
nmotloa (—) of the lnainawnt. The error bar
corroapondB to Btatlatloal trror only.

Experiments at other temperatures and tha analysis of data
ara in progress.

3.

H.J. Kim, P.5. Goyalp G. Uenkataraman, 8.A, Oasannacheiya
and C.L. Thaper, Solid State Comrn. 8., 889 (1.970); and

H.3, Kim, 3. Korean Hud, Soc. 4̂ , 306 (1972).

P.S. Goyal, G. Uenkataiaman, B.A. Dasannacharya and C.L. Thaper,
8ARC-694, Annual Heport df tha Nuclear Physics Oiuision, (1972)
p. 109.

B.A. Dasannacharya, u. Uenkataraman, C.L. Ttiaper, P.S. Goyal
and A.S* De3hpande, SHQ this issue article ? in Experimental
Techniques and Instrumentation,

3. Quaal-fc^asTic Scattering in KH-PO^

(K.R. Rao and A.H. VenUatesh)

Study of quaaialaatic peak from incohetent scattering in single

crystal KH.PG. was continued using the triple axis neutron spectrometer.

A new reorientor was designed and fabricated in the workshop to help

in orienting the crystal such that the momentum transfer vector Q could

os either parallel or perpendicular to the interproton vector. This

u;as achieved by rotation of the crystal in its own plane, ao that the

geometry of scattering was preserved. The quaaif-elaatic intensity

uas measured at several momentum transfers in tne range of 3 to 7 A*" .
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Fig. 3.1 shouiB the spectrum observed at 3.0, 4.0 snd 6.0 A~1. Contrary

to the observations made in a changing geometry of scattering, there

ANALYSER ANGLE I

J ig . 3.1

6.0 A"1 with Q̂ U H-H yeotor and Q J.H-H vector,

i s no perceptible difference between the prof i les in the two orienta-

tions at any momentum transfer, within the resolution of the instrument.

Scattered neutron intensity vs Bragg eagle of
tha ^002) Ou analyser at Q - 3.0, 4.0 and

A"1 w t QU H J

4-. Rotational Correlation Function in Liquid Sllane

(C.L. Thaper and 8.A, Dasannacharya)

It i s well knoun that dipole-dipole rotational correlation

functions, F , ( t ) , for molecular liquids are derivable from infra-red

l ine shape data. An alternative approach to deduce these functions

in simple molecular liquids i s through the analysis of cold neutron

scattering experiments as has recently been done in the case of
2

liquid ammonia. This approach has now been applied to the case
of liquid s i lane and the resu l t s arB presented in this report. Since

the neutron experimental resul t s at different temperatures of this

l iquid, are available, the temperature-dependence of F ^ t ) has also

tsen obtained. A knowledge of tha correlation function for th i s
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llquicJ Is particularly significant as i t is known that this function

cannot be derived from that of l iquid mathane through the law of

corresponding states.

The relevant expressions and the procedure involved in analysing

the exparimental neutron data have been described in detail elsewhore.

tit> assume that the rotational motions in the l iquid are described by

means of a rotational correlation function which has a gaseous behaviour

for times upto £ and then changes over to a diffusive character with

a rotational diffusion constant of D (• 1/X)» The function F ^ t ) ,

therefore, involves two parameters which have to be determined. For

the tranalational part, Langevin model haa been used. This requires

the knowledge of self-diffusion coefficient, 0, In the present analysis

the value of D has been derived from the width of quasi-elastic peaks

assuming that the observed width is a convolution of a Gaussian

resolution function and a Lorenzian function due to true translational

width. The values thus obtained from the experimental neutron data

at 98°K and 137°K are found to be 2.0 x 10 cm /sec. and 4.7 x 10

cm /sec respectively. These are very different from that arrived at

from the diffusion constant for l iquid methane using law of corres-

ponding states.

Fixing the value of D, complete single scattering spectra have

been calculated for various velues of parameters ~f and \ . The

calculations hBve been parformed at temperatures of 98aK and 137°K

and for various scattering angles. The theoretical spectra have been

corrected for instrumental resolution and multiple scattering. The

experimental and single plus multiple scattering distributions have

then been area normalised and the best set of parameters obtained by

comparison between the two. Fig. 4.1 shows the comparison at 137°K

for scattering angles of 45.3° and 90,3. For convenience the parameters

have bean defined in reduced units, f » 7f ( "T") '^ a n c l ^ -

A ( ~T~' )• t where T is- the temperature and I , the moment of inert ia

of the molecule. A satisfactory agreement at both the scattering
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angles is obtained uith X. 0.3 and 2.0j this is shown by the
o

eolid line in the figure. An examination of experimental data

SIHt
Ts137°K

90.3

•00 MO 1000 ?10O <00 W0 MO

TIME OF FUGHT fi sec m"1
MOO noo

Pig. 4.1 neutron Dpoetra from liquid sliana
nt 137"K for ocattorlng nnglea of 45.3* and
90.3°I (•) exporlnsntnl data ffrom Rer. 3 , ( — )
theoretical single plus multiple scattering
calculations with thn paramotera no doacrifaad
in the text.

reveals some discrepancy in background subtraction. It would be

interesting to makB a detailed comparison Bfter the discrepancy is

removed. With the present analysis it is found that at 137°k the

correlation Function F (t) can be defined by f = 0.3 + 0.1 and

7 v = 2«0 + X e« The values of the parameters at this temperature

derived from the F (t) of liquid methane using law of corresponding

states turn out to be "~t = 0.8 and X = 1.47. This shows that the

same reduced temperature, thB value of the reduced rotational diffusion

constant. 0 = 1/>? , 1B somewhat, smaller in liquid silane than in
r

liquid methane. However, the delay time after which the rotational

diffusion behaviour sets in, is much larger for methane than for

silana.

A comparison of experimental and theoretical spectra at 98°K

for liquid silane reveals that at this temperature the rotational

diffusion constant D*(= rs ) is smaller by about a factor of 2 as

compared to that.
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at 13V°K. It is pertinent to remark here that one cennot claim these

to be the only functions which would explain the rotations in liquid

ailane. \

•This haa bean confirmed by Dr. S. Hautsclsr (private
communication).

1. R.C. Gordon, 0. Chem. Phya. ,43, 1307 (1965).

2. C.L. Thaper, B.A. Oasannacharya and P.S. Goyal, Pramana
(to be published) and BARC-694, Arnual Report of the
Nuclear Phyaica Diuision (1972), p. 105.

3. S. Hautecler and P. Vorderwisch, Neutron Inelastic Scattering
(IAEA, Vienna, 1972) p. 489.

5. Neutron Scattering Investigations of HBPA
(A-n-hexyloxybenzilldene -4' -n-propylaniline)
in its Liquid Crystalllc Phases

(K. Ueha Deniz, S.K. Sinha , B.A. Oasannasharya ,
G. Venkataraman, A.S. Paranjpe and P.S.ParvatNanathan)

The molecular dynamics in liquid crystals is a subject of

considerable interest about which uery little is known. It is only

recently that its study haa been taken up using light scattering,

neutron scattering, NflR and other experimental techniques. To date

the neutron scattering investigations haue been carried out only with
1 2 3

nematic ' and lyotropic liquid crystals, but not with smectic

liquid crystals. Our experiments haue been performed to study both

the nematic and smsctic phases of HBPA.
A model of the molecule, HBPA, constructed according to the

4
method of de Uries is shown in Fig. 5,1 . The length of the molecule

0

is about 25 A if one uses this model. HBPA haa the following phase

transitional

Crystal-^Smectic

(can be supercooled)
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Fig. 5-1 A model af the molecule HBPA

Jiff
Temperature (°K)

P i g . 5.2 A DSC acan of HBPA taken while cooling th9
sample at the rats of 8° O/min. Al l the
trans i t ion temperatures have been ehiftod by
about -5°0 due to the f in i te rate of cool ing.

-to* ir i«r
Sample mts-svt angl»

5.3 Rocking curve of ths (002) diffraation peak (due
to eeooao order Bragg reflection cf neutrons
from the smactio planes) for the aligned HBPA
aample.
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The D5C scan Tor H8PA is shown in Fig. 5,2 It indicates ths

three high temperature phase transitions* Orlentational order of

the molecules characterised the nematic phase. In the amectic phase,

in addition to o.rientational order, the centres of gravity of the

molecules lie on planes which are atackad regularly as in a one-

dimensional lattice. In the smectic A(S.) phase (which is the

least ordered of the smectic phases) the preferred molecular

direction is perpendicular to the planes, and in the plane the

molecules ere distributed as in a normal liquid. In ths amectic

H(5 ) phase (which is probably the most ordered smectic phase) the
n

long axes of the molecules are not aligned pBrpsndicular to the

smectic planes but are tilted with respect to the planar normal. *

The tilt angle is about 30° in the caae of HBPA. This phase ie

also characterised by a 2-dinensional hexagonal arrangement of

molecules in the smectic planes. On the basis of X-ray data it has

also been suggested that in the Su phase a herringbone packing of
5 6

molecules. extending only to short distences, is present in the
smectic layers.

The nature of the structure of liquid crystals leads to certain

peculiarities in the molecular dynamics, which are not prasent in ths

isotropic liquid phase. In all the liquid crystalline phases trans-

lational diffusion is anisotropic and is described by a diffusion

tensor. In the nematic phase as also in the S. phase, this tensor is

diagonal in a coordinate system in which one of the axes is parallel

to the preferred molecular direction (n). the diagonal components

are Vj_'t Oj. and 0.. , where Dj, and Oĵ  are components corresponding

to diffusion, parallel and perpendicular to n respectively. In the

5 phase the situation is more complicated since n is not parallel to

the planar normal, but it is known that there 1B an apparent (nobility

of the molecules parallel to their axes end that tha neighbouring

smectic layers are not freB to slide over each other, a situation

unlike that in other smectic phases. Rotational motion of the whole

molecule, if present, ie expected to be only about its long axis in

all the liquid crystalline phases. In the S u phase., X-ray data seem
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to indicate that the molecules rotata. Since the herringbone packing

inhibits rotation of indiuiciual molecules, it has been conjectured

that thBre exists a collective rotational motion of the molecules

extending to short distances.

Quasi-elastic spectra of neutrons scattered from HdPA have been

studied, using incidant cold neutrons of energy, 4.9 meV. Ths resolu-

tion was 0.2 meU at the incident energy. The spectra were observed at

scattering angles ( 0 ) of 40°, 50°, 60° and 70° corresponding to value

of the neutron momentum transfer vector, Q (tj = ^Ji Sin Q/%. ), of

1.05A , 1.3QA , 1.53A and 1.76A respectively, Our measurements

were carried out in the crystalline (2?eC), supercooled smectic

H(27°C) smectic H(45°C), nematic (75°C) and isotropic liquid (96°C)

phases. The temperature control was better than Hh 2°C in all our

measurements. The long axes of the molecules in our sample were

aligned in the nematic phase by applying a magnetic field, H, of

1.2 KGauss. By cooling tha sample in this field from the nematic

phase, the alignment of the molecules in the smectic and crystalline

phases ware obtained. Experiments were done with H parallel and

perpendicular to Q, except in the isotropic phase, where K wes equal

to zero. Since the spectre at all scattering angles were recordgd

simultaneously, for tha experiments performed with H ||Q it should be

notad that H was only maintained parallel- to tne vector Q corrBSpond-

ing to 0 equal to 60°. To check on the .alignment of the molecules

in our samples, a neutron diffraction pattern was obtained in the

supercooled S u phase. A rocking curve taken for the diffraction peak

corresponding to second order reflaction from the smectic planes

(the (002) peak) is shown in Fig. 5.3 . It is seen that though the

sample has been aligned in the magnetic field the mosaic is quite

large ( # 20").

The differential scattering cross-section for neutrons is given

-rfi..—«>

where £ = -fctt = neutron energy gain, S(Q,G) ) is the scattering law
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and I(Q,t) and G(r,t) are the intarmediate function and the psir

correlation function. Since the scattered neutron intensity Is neatly

JUB to incoherent scattering from protons, G(r,t) can be replaced by
•Nil

G (r,t), the self correlation function and S (£,(*} ) is ma.'.nly dater-

mined by the motion of the hydrogens in the molecule. Since our

interest is only in quail-elastic scattering, only diffusive transla-

tions? and rotational motions of the molecules need be considered.

If the molecular motion only consists of translational diffusion, as

in a simple liquid, than

< - — ; . (2)

where j = (G.U«Q) and _D is the diffusion tensor. If bGth

translational and rotational motions are present and they are

independent, then,

l(Q,t) - lT(Q,t) I (Q,t) , (3)

where I_(Q,t) corresponds to the movement of the centre of mass of

tne molecule whila ID(Q,t) is due to the rotational motion of the

molecule. Then,

S (a, ̂) = T(A ,") { ) ( }
where® signifiss a conuolutian, T(Q,tJ ) OC ..• • ^ • and

is the Fourier transform of IT(Q,t). -I C S(CC ) + R(Q,CO )f is the

Fourier transform of Ip,(Q,t) and C is a constant. R(Q,CJ) is deter-

mined oy the type of rotational movement that i3 present. When this

mouement is due to jump (rotational) diffusion, the spectral shape (and

hence tne energy width) of R(Q,6J) is independent of Q. Thus,

S(Q,tJ) = T(a,(O ) + R»(Q,"(O) , (4e)

where R'(Q.£O ) = f(Q,W ) ® R(Q,tO ). When the energy width of R(Q,C3)

is very much gr.etiter than that of T(Q, W ), as is true in the case of

HBPA, the spectral shape of R'(Q,CJ ) is independent of that of T(Q, CO ),
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ana hence R*(Q,(O) ̂  R(Q,CJ) at any Q. Thus, the scattered nsutron

Bpuctrutn can bo separated into two components! (i) one proportional

to T(Q,Q) whoea shape la determined by the motion of the centre of

mase of the molecule, and (ii) another which is proportional to

R'(Q^Q) whose shape is determined mainly by the rotational motion

of the hydrogen atoms in the molacules. As Q increases, the intensity

of the component T(Q,6o ) decreases and its width increases, while

the intensity of R'(Q,D) increases. The "-dependence of the shape

of R'(Q fu) depends on the nature of the rotational motion of the
r*

hyarogen atoms.

The scattered neutron time-of-flight spectra observed for Q

equal to 1.05A* and 1.76A~ in tha different phases are shown in

Figa. 5.4 and 5.5 for the cases H|lQ and H i Q/, In all the spectra

J0 t

H parallel to Q

A HEM»ttC I-HASE

a •toil'1
1•105 I

i n
ENEROY TRANSFER (mrt)

n
CHANNEL NUMBED

I • I _j | _
g - t

ENEROV

ne. 5.4 Tlmo-df-fllght spectra o£ neutrons
obtained «hen H II C). Tho full and
daohed lln«B aro guides to the eye.

5.5 f-fllght epecVa ot neutrona
• Obtained when HXQ,. Tho full and

are guides to the eye.

we hawe observed (see Figs. 5.4 and 5.5, ) there is one common feature:

the tcanslational diffusion of the molecules is too slow to be observed
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aa a quaai-elaatic broadening. In the spectra obtained both with H ||Q

and with H.LQ the following behaviour is observedi (i) In the crystalline

phase the spectra douot show any evidence of quasi-elastic broadening.

Only incoherent elastic paaks are seen indicating that the rotational

motion of the molecule is too slow to be observed* These spectra are

well-fitted by Gaueslana in time-of-flight. These Gausaiana hava been

used aa the resolution functions uhilB analysing the data obtained

for the other phases of H8PA. (ii) In the S,, phase all the spectra

consist of two parta, a narrow (nearly elastic) peak, and wings, which

are related to T(Q,CO) and R'(Q,(j) respectively. At 45°C, the

rotational wings are more intwnse than at 27°C, as expected. A

separation of these contributions to the observed intensity seems

possible in all the spectra obtained* in the S,. phase (see the dotted

lines in Figs. 5.A and 5.5 ). (iii) Characteristics similar to those

observed in the 5,, phase spectra, are also seen in the spectra measured

in the neroatic anj isotropic phases. However, the separation of the

two contributions to the spectra is difficult at large scattering

angles. In the spectre obtained with HJ-Q there is a broad bsncJ of

weak intensity which is observed in the energy gain side in tho nematic

and smectic phases. This band is not observed when H is parallel to

Q. There is a great similarity between the spectra obtained with

H||Q and with H J.Q. In the 5 phase this can be explained if one

assumes that while passing from the S. to the 5 U phase, it is not the
A n

plane normal but the preferred molecular direction which changes its

direction. If this be true, for H||Q, Q would be parallel to the planar

normal and make an angle of 30° with the preferred direction (of the

long axes of the molecules). For HJLQ, Q would make an angle of 60°
t*J *J i-v»

with this direction. Since, in eddition, the alignment of the

molecules was not too good in our experiments, one could then expect

to obtain similar spectra for the Su phase both when H || Q and H X Q,

if the rotations ere about the long axes of the molecules.

life have used Eqs. (2) and (4a) to fit our data. In Eq, (4a)

we have assumed,



T(Q,(J) OCd(£O) and R'(Q,w) O^ (5)

Hence from Eqa. (4a) end (5),

S(Q,CO) 7CU) -f- ̂
where A, B and P could ba functions of Q, Our assumption of a

£ -function for T(Q,to) is not bad since we have mentioned above that

the broadening due to transnational diffusion seams too small to be

seen with our resolution,, To compare these two mooaia to our data,

Eqs. (2) and (6) were folded with the resolution function obtained

from our experiments (as explained above). Uhile fitting P in

Eq. (2) and P , A and B in Eq. (6) were left aa parameters to ba

varied to obtain the best fit to our data. It uas found that Eq. (2)

does not give (jood agreement with our data in any phase. Th8 analysis

of our results, using Eq. (6) Is not yet completed. Only the results

for the nematic and Su phase (45°C) for H |lQ have been compared uith

this model and here the agreement is good. In the nsmatic phase we

have found that the value of J~j obtained from these fits, increases

uith increasing Q.

Some interesting conclusions can be drawn from our results,

(i) They seem to indicate that Eq. (4a) is valid for HBPA in all the

liquid crystalline phases that have been studied, showing that the

translational and rotational motions of the molecule are independent.

(ii) For ranges of Q, other than the one we have used, simultaneous
1 2

observations of the two components would have been difficult. '

(ill) A rotational motion of the hydrogens is observed in the S,. phase.

However ue cannot say at present whether this motion is that of the

hydrogens of the entire molecule or of part of the molecule such as

the hydrocarbon chain, (iv) The increase of the width |( uith

increasing Q, in the nematic phase shows that the rotational movement

cannot be described by a jump diffusion process.

• Visiting Professor from Department of Physics, Iowa Stats
UnJversity, Ames, Iowa, U.S.A., now returned.
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6. Long Uiave Length Polar Wodes in Beryllium Sulphate
Tetrahydrate

(T.R. Rao, A.P. Roy and V.C. Sahni)

The frequencies of long wave-length polar phonons are known

to be appreciably influenced by the macroscopic electric fields

associated with the vibrations. Recently studies of these effects

through Raman scattering have been reported for some crystals. Partly

the interest in this field springs from the possibility to infer

parameters pertaining to polariton dispersion. Here we report a

study of the directional dispersion of same Raman active polar
•"1 10

phonons around 60Q cm for BeSo. 4HJ3 (0 ? d space group; 2 molecules
per unit cell).

Within certain approximations, the limiting frequencies

can oe obtained by soluing the determinantal equation

H e r e jL** 3 a ft -dimensional unit matrix and J^-is a ̂ \ -dimensional

diagonal matrix with the squara of the IR dispersion frequencies as
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elements, V is the phonon wave vector( W, 19 the mass and the

volume of the primitive ctll| £ ($) e'V £ t ° ) ^ t fC"°) D 8 i n9 th«
high frequency dielectric tensori y£ (a) is the effective charge

tensor end can DB related to the oscillator strength f and damping

factor V of the classical dispersion formula

Ue have mads an oscillator analysis of the available IR reflectivity

data through equation (2) and the relation

and thence the parameters appearing in equation (1) are inferred.

Our oscillator fit to the measured IR reflection spectrum is shown

in Tig. 6.1a and 6.1b.

The parameters derived mere used to obtain the directional

dispersion of the polar phonons with IR dispersion frequencies 623,

666, 685, 747 cm"1 (E)j 576, 610, 777 cm~1(B2) and Fig. 6.2 diepleys

the result* In general, the frequencies vary with 0 (the angle

between the c-axis and the phonoh uave-vBCtor) and whether a particular

mode retains its polarization (transverse or longitudinal) or maintains

its B ot E character depends upon the relative dominance of the long

range electrostatic field and the short range anisotropy.

The single crystals used in the experiments were grown by slow

evaporation technique of a saturated solution kept at the constant

temperature of 30°C. The faces were identified by X-ray diffraction.

Fig. 6*3 depicts the Raman spectrum of BeSo..4H-0 recorded by us at

room temperature with right-angle scattering configuration and

corresponds to & m 45°. _Thiu spectrum was excited with a 15 mU

He-Cd laser ( A c 4416 A) and analysed using the Spex-1400 double

monochrometor. Photomultiplier was used as the detector and the

electrical output was procossed by the conventional photgn-counting



system. We identify the mods correeoonding to 630 cm" as

interval vibration of SO?" ion arising due to the crystal field

splitting of the parent internal vibration or the free sulphate ion

and assign an E character to it. No Oauydov splitting is observed,

presumably due to the large separation between the sulphate iona
0 -1

(/•vS.4 A). This 630 cm mode lies in the close proximity of the

623 cm" E type IR dispersion frequency and is the manifeetetion of

the macroscopic electric field.

Our initial effort to study the angular dispersion in detail

by immersing thti crystal in index matching liquids like trichloro-

etthelene and carbon totrachlorido to minimize the effect of the crystal

edges on the propagation of light entering and emerging the crystal

faces proved abortive as the scattering from the liquid contributed to

a large background. We instead polished the crystal roughly into a

cylindrical shape having its axis coincident with the u10J crystallo-

graphic direction end the crystal was mounted with this axis perpen-

dicular to the scattering plane. Thus by rotating the crystal about

its axis any desired angle, 0 could be obtained. The recorded spectra

did show a peak around 630 cm" associated with a shoulder like

structure but could not be resolved, life attribute this to heavy

damping of the modes in the region around 630 cm at room temperature

and propose to resolve these by low temperature studies.

1. G. Uenkataraman, L.A. FBldkamp and V.C. Sahni, Lattice
Dynamics, MIT Press (to be published).

2. P. Diem, K.H, Hellwege, 3. Dager, G. Schaack and F.3.
Schedemic, Phys. Kondens materie X» 5 2 (1968).

7. A Simple Proof of the 3ahn~Teller Theorem

(I.V.V. Raghavacharyulu)

1 2

In 1937, dahn and Teller * enunciated a theorem regarding non-

linear molecular systems limiting their possible electronic equilibrium

configurations. As is well known, they have established the theorem

by verification method.
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A sinple proof of tha 3ahn-Teller theorem (3TT) i» given here

by using tha theory of induced representations and • new approach to

Ulignar' £

systems.

4
Ulignar's analysis of the symmetry modes of vibrations of molecular

Using the atomic positions of a molecular system M in three

dimensional Euclidian space with the molecular point group symmetry G

a permutation representation Pfc of G can be obtained. Now, the symmetry

species of vibrations of M are contained in p' 0 N where N is the natural

3-dimensional representation of G.

Now, P* can be written as (^.H, G ) where Hi is tha stability

group of an atom of PI belonging to the orbit 0. of M w.r.t. G. Hence

the theorem need be verified for different orbits of M only. The

following theorems trivialize the proof of the Oshn-Teller theorem.

The first theorem states

Theorem 1t If the Jahn Teller condition is satisfied for 0 end the

representations P— of G « G (e,i) then it is also satisfied by 0 and

the representation P af G, where (e, i) ie a second order cyclic group.

Hence, the JTT need be verified for the point groups, C2 t •

^ 2 D • ^n* "h a n d *

Nou, the two other theorems state

Theorem 2» If 0 is degenerate for a cubic or icosahedral point groups

| G }• , then N occurs in H't'G at least once.

Theorem 3: If G is degenerate of order greater than 2 for axial

groups G, then Hf G contains every irep A of G such that A 4 H has

unit matrices only.

These two theorems ars trivial particular cases of the Frobeniu*

reciprocity theorem. Using this information the Dahn-Teller condition

can be immediately verified for the point groups C2J , D 2 ^ , T , 0 and
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Hsnca, the 3ahn Teller theorem has been established for point

groups.

1. H.A. Jahn and E. Taller, Proc. Roy, Soc. A161. 220 (1937).

2. H.A. 3ahn, Proc. Roy. Soc. A164. 117 (1938).

3. I.V.U. Raghawacharyulu, 3. Phys. C 6,, 1455 (1973).

4. C.P. Winger, Necur, Gas. Uias. Gottingan 546, (1932),

E. On the Commutation Relations of Spin and Parafield Algebras

(i.U.U. Raghavacharyulu)

In a clos&ic paper, fladhau Rao has obtained the generating

relations of spin 1/2, 1, 3/2 and 2 algebras. In this method he

imposed the Lie products type of relations

on a sequence of polynomial conditions

- 0 = o

which depend on the value of spin and are satisfied by the generating

elements 0({of the spin algebras. Then by taking repeated commutators

of these relations (2) with <V. he obtains the commutation relations

by an involved procedure. ^

2
On the other hand Shabha has suggested an algorithm to set

up these commutation relations which he could cerry out for spin 1

algebra only making use of a third order permutation identity. In his
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•ethod he starts with I •£**«<• » linear combination of the generat-

ing elements end imposed on it the condition*

- O (3)
which are identical to those satisfied by D ^ in (2). Then he

sets up a permutation identity which together with the Lie conditione

give the generating relations of the algebra. However, he could

impliment his algorithm for spin 1 algebra only. Tha permutation

identity for the third order oase io

(4)

This he imposee on the generating relations

Y. "H 4I «(% — 2T e(^ 6,̂ ,

obtained from (L-1)L(L+1) «= 0 by equating the coefficients of x. x..

x on either side.

The higher ordar permutation identities called Oosthna involv-

ing four or more generating elements can be set up and using than

one can directly write doun the commutation relations of higher spin

fields.

Now, using

tf-L

one can writs down the polynomial conditions similar to (3) satisfied

by L s^iziai + ZT a? and using then the seme 3osthna identities one

can trivially write down the commutation relations of the parefields.

See also Kamfuchi and Y^ Takahashi wherein they have used ttadhav Rao's
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method to obtain the commutation relations of psrsfield rlgebraa

3/2.

1. B.5. fladhav Rao, 9toe. Ind. Head. Sci ,15_, 139 (1942),

2. H.3. Bhabha, Rey. Mod. Phya. 21., 451 (1949).

3. I.V.V. Raghauau aryulu, 3. Oath. Phya. (1975) (To ba
published).

9. Investigation on the Electron Transport
Phenomenon in Liquid Argon

(Oebendraneth Sahoo, S.K, Pardhasaradhi and
R.Y. ueahpande+)

We have made numerical computations to teat the liquid model

proposed earlier. According to this model, the drift velocity of

electron in the liquid ( ̂ |) ia given by

j -f (jrk) %
where k =(V.- V )/U. , 0 <. k ^.1. Hera the subscripts g and s

refer to the gas phase and the solid phase respectively, V is the

molar volume of solid at the triple point and V. ia the molar volume

of the liquid at the operating conditions (temperature and pressure).

The fiBld dependence of 1?£ predicted by this modal runs almost

parallel to the experimental curve, but yields unexpected by high

values for 19^ (Fig. 9.1).

his uere led to modify the original model by proposing cluster-

formation or aggregation of molecules in thd liquid. As a preliminary

test, ue regarded the parameter fc as a measure of the degree of

cluster formation, and found that an extremely good fit with the

experimental curve is obtained if one assumes that 12% jf the contri-

bution to •$• comes from the gas-like portion and the rest comes frorr
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the so l id - l ike portion. This new modification aloo •ubetantiatee an

1
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9.1 Field dependence of tho drift velocity.

earlier apeculation on cluster formation in tha liquid phase.

* Variable Energy Cyclotron Project

+ Technical Physics Division

1. BARC-694, Annual Report of Nuclear Phyaics Oivialon (1972)
p. 118 and Nuclear Phys. k Solid State Phya. (India) J6.C (1973),

2. R.Y. Oeahpande, S.K. Pardhasafadhi and R, Ramanna, Kucl. Phys.
h Solid State Phya. (India) .15C , 291 (1972).
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10. An[Exactly Solvaoie Three-Dimensional Model for
Surface States

(K.V. Bhaguiat and R. 5 bramanian)

In continuation of the work reported last year, the three-

dimensional zero-range potential (ZRP) model was applied to the study

of 'surface' states in a semi-infinit.? chain of ZRPs. The surface

uffecta warv represented by assigning a different strength to the

surface ZRP. All othor ZRPs representing the bulk (interior) atoms

wBre assigned the same strength. Unlike in the case of the impurity

state problem reported last yuar, in the present case one is led to a

complicated angular integral equation with Cauchy type kernel. This

equation was completely solved.and the behaviour of surface states was

studied as a function of the relative strengths of the surface and

bulk ZRPs. This provides one of the very feu exactly solvable models

in the band theory for three-dimensional systems*

I. B.A.R.C.-694, Annual Report of the Nuclear Physics Division
(1972), p. 116.

II. Study of the 'Stark Ladder Effect'

(K.V. Bhaguat and R. Subramanian)

In recent years there has bBen a controversy in the literature

regarding the existence of the so-called 'Stark ladder' in solids; i.e.

the ladder structure of energy levels in a periodic system subjected to

an external uniform electric field. The effect was predicted by b'annier

in the early 1960s, but has not so far received any cor elusive experimental

confirmation. Furthermore, Ulannier's arguments for the existence of such

a ladder structure has recently been questioned. We have therefore

undertaken a computer analysis of the problem and, for simplicity, have

confined ourselves to one-dimensional periodic systems* We take a finite

chain of atoms and subject"it to 8 uniform slectric field. The method

of transfer matrices, which was used by us earlier in the studies on

relativistic localised states, and also the method df continued fractions

have been used. The work is in progress.

1. 9.A.R.e*-694, Annual Repott of the Nuclear Physics Division
(1972), p. 116.
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U. WOSSBAUER SPECTRA ANO HVPERFINE FIELDS

1. tical Magnetic Ordering of
inPd-MnGe

5?
Fa Impurities

(k.R.P.M. Rao and P.K. Iyengar)

57
fiossbauer eFfect of Fe embedded as e very dilute impurity in

the Heuslsr alloy Pd-MnGe and subjected to different heat treatments

was studied in tha temperature range 78-800eK. From the observed

3pectre, it is seen that tho Fe impuritiea replace preferentially the

On atoms, when the alloy is subjected to annealing for s abort time and

that they migrate to Pd- and Ge sites whan the alloy ie subjected to

prolonged annealing. The Fe impurities present at different sites are

seen to exhibit short range magnetic ordering.

The alloy having the Hausler LZ. structure is ferromagnetic

below T a 260°K. However, the room temperature spectrum of the alloy

which was annealed for o short period consists of a yell resolved six-

finger hyperfine pattern. The pattern is seen to coalesce to a single

line at about 7Q0°K (Fig. 1.1). The magnetic hypsrflne spectrum

^' 4 MX)

^ *« no

iT! 7 300

lisoo

)

V

.1 1—t I I . . I . I
io (i i 4 i o ;

\ /
/ 7ft K

OOPPLE.R VELOCHV fiTiii-/sec>

Fig. t.1 Mooobniwr abnorptlon opeotra of ^f'e entsedded
In PdgMnGo mid annealed at 900°C for 3 hours.

observed at room temperature, i . e . well above the Curie temperature
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of the bulk of the Bsnple, la understood ot arising du* to short fangs

magnetic order between the Fe atone occupying the Mn-cites and their

neighbouring nn etoas. This short renge order seen to be destroyed

around 700"K.

The room temperature spectrum of the alloy which usa further

annealed for a long period consists of two more six-finger hyperfine

patterns in addition to the six-finger oettsrn which is similar but of

rmallsr Intensity as compared to tho one aaen in the spectrum of the

alloy which uae annealed only for s short period. ̂ Fig. 1.2). The

r>ti, t*> Ot tCo")

TWO

mi

Fig. 1.2 Mbaabauer absorption sppotra of 9a flwb«dd«d
In I'd2MnGo and annealed at 900°C for 3 hours
end At 600°K fox- 7 days. .

above observations are indicative that the Fe impurities or ig inal ly

occupying the Mn-sites migrate to Pd- and Ge- aj.tee aa tht> alloy l a

annealed further and exhibit short range magnetic order arising due to

magnetic coupling of Fe Impurit ies at Pd and Ge sites with the localized

moments of their respective neighbouring Mn atom. This short range

interaction of the FB impurities at Pd and Ge e£fcea seems to be destroy-

ed around 500°K as indicated by the coalesce of•the additional
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6 finger patterns around 500°K (Tig, 1.2).

Similar short-range phenomenon was observed in the case of

Pd flnSn containing dilute Fe impurities.

1. K.R.P.Pl. Rao and P.K. Iyengar, Pramana _1_, 53 (1973).

2. Waqnetic Properties of Ternary Alloys with 88;
Type Crystal Structcro

(S.C. Bhargeva and P.K. Iyengar)

Experimental determination of the Magnetic properties of the

alloys of iron group atoms have contributed significantly in understand-

ing the bahevlour of electrons in the alloys. Tor example, these

measurements reveal that while the properties of cobalt and nickel can

be satisfactorily described using band theories( the behaviour of

Manganese is best described using localised theory. In the present

measurements, alloys of Pin, Fe, Co end Ni with germanium, which possess

BB typs hep structure, have been studied using the technique of

recoilless absorption of "/-rays.

Hit — - —

A'"'**".- ;"*•"

"V" •* -• m

in*

ttutnui -H»

Fig. 2,1 Mosabauer spectra of OoPeGe. Tha eoll4 Him i s
awm obtained' by least ntjuaren *l*tiag th*
data with H linen.
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A. CoFeGe. CoFeSb and FeflnGe

The main results of the measurements on these alloys are

summarised below:

(1) The site preferences of Co and Fa are different in CoFeGe

and CoPeSb, indicating the influence of Ge and 5b on their relative

distributions at the different subletticsB. However, the hyperfine

fields at iron nuclei at 2(d) sltBS in the two alloys are not signi-

ficantly different.

(2) Using the least squares method, the composite spectra

(Fig. 2.1) qf CoFeGe alloy at various temperatures have been unfolded

into the component spectra arising from nuclei at the inequivalent;

sites. The temperature dependences of the centre shifts of the

component spectra, thus determined, reveal that the characteristic

temperatures of the thermal motions ( } of iron atoms at different

sublattices in the alloy are high in comparison to the values found

too SM ' 5 » WO 500

TEMPERATimeClO

Tho temp*«**««» dependences of the contra Btiltte Of
oomponeirt Spectra oorreopondlns to 2(a) nnd 2UJ
eiteo are shown with the uolid l i m a . The tomperatur*
dependonoo of ijvndrupolo Qplittiag for 2(a) nlte

l too been ohown by the dnahed ourva.

M R . 2.4

in other alloys (Fig. 2.2) (The values of 0 E are (750 + 20) and

(540 + 30)°K for 2(a) and 2(d) sites respectively). This data also

show that the temperature coefficient of the isamer shift ( £ ) of

the spectra corresponding to 2(a) sites is -we, (-7.0 +1.0) x 10

mm/s8e°K ., It may ba recalled that the letU.ce expansion alone

gives +wo values for €•"*
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(3) In. all the three alloys, the 2(a) sublatticaa ordar

magnetically at temperatures different from tha ordering temperatures

of Z(d) or 2{c) sublatticee. This appaare to arise from the anti-

parallel coupling of spins in the plane at Z <• Q» with spins in the

plane at Z B c/2, at 2(a) sites, thus neutralising their influences on
2

other sublattices. 5uth an arrangement has bean found to exist in

FeflnGe, using the neutron diffraction method.

(4) Electron charge density at the nuclei at 2(a) aite is less

compared to the values at thjs other sites (Table 1).

Table 1

(ô «s -0.37 a mm/sec-in the equation I.S. »o( Constant)

Alloy

COPBGS

CoFB5b

5 = 2 (a )

1.12

1.36

S e 2 (d )

0.5

0.34

Flassbauer measurements have been made on the alloys with

compositions x = 0.7, 0.55, 0.3, 0.15 and 0.0. The room temperature

spectrum of Fe, ,,GB has been unfolded into three component spectra
1 .Of

using the least squares method. (Fig, 2.3).

The relative areas of the component spectra thus determined are

9, 35 and 56% respectively. This ratio, however, is temperature dependent.

The magnetic fields correspondinq to these spectra are 225,9, 184.2 and

123.8 kOe respectively. The sign of the quadrupole interaction is -ve for

the spectra corresponding to 2(a) site (which has 56% intensity) and +ve
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for thu othur two spectra. This alloy ia known to be ferromagnetic with

Bpinfe along C-uxio. It posaeasea one magnetic transition temperature.

However, the alloy (ren,>85
Co
0. 1 5)5^3

 h^s been found to possess two

tcansitiun _ tempera tu JB (Firj. 2.A). The higher T is not appreciably

diffoiunt from thu transition temperature of Fe-Ge-, but ti;g second

transition temperature is lens than 290°K. Further measurements are in

progress.

These msasuramenta have also shown that the charge density at

the nuclei at 2(a) sito is smallest of the values of the three sites,

in all those alloys. Thus the component spectra corresponding to 2(a)

sites is characteriaed by large value of iaoiner shifts in these alloys.

Out measurements also show that the quadrupole splitting is not an

ideal parameter for site identification in these cases.

Results of neutron diffraction measurements by earlier workers

have been contradictory. Our data support the results of Forsyth and
.3Brown who found that moment of 2(a) and 2(d) eublattices are 1,4 Uand

1.9 H,. respectively. Thus the value of internal magnetic fields per

unit moment of the parent atoms ere 90 and 96 KOe/itg respectively.

This value is low compared to ualues found in other alloys.

2.3 Mo'aabsuer Bpeotra of PegGej and (Fe0 S50o0.15
She solid curre has been obtained byieaoV aq
fitting the observed spectrum with 16 llrwa.
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The alloys with the compositions x « 0.15, 0,3, 0.45 and 0.55

have been prepared fay melting the desired proportions of the constituent

elements in vacuum. Moasbauer measurements are in progress. The alloy

with composition x = 0.45 glues a symmetric quadrupole split doublet at

room temperature indicating that Iron goes preferentially to one

sublattice only.

1. S.C. Bhargava and P.K. lyengar, Pramana, March 1974 (in press)

2. n.R.L.N. Fkirthy, PI.G. Natera, R.3. Begum and N,S. Satya flurthy,
Nucl. Phys. and Solid State Phys. (India), ̂ SC, 513 (1969).

3. 3.B. Forsyth and P.S. Broun, Procj Int. Conf, on Magnetism,
Nottingham (1964), p. 169.
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0. REACTOR NEUTRON PHYSICS

1. Pulaad Fast Reactor Project

(P.K. Iyangar, M. Srinivesan, V.R. Nargundkar,
K, Subba Rao, K. ChandramolBshuar, C.3. Pasupathy.
S. Qaa, T.K. Basu, P.K. 3ob and C, Paramasivan)

Experiments uitth PURIMIMA Reactor

The main objective of the PURNIPIA reactor program is ths deter-

mination of the physics parameters needed for the design of the Kalpakkam

Pulsed Fast Reactor (KPFR). PURNIFIA reactor was changed over to the PFR

geometry after completion of the goot> geometry studies. The start up

reflector block in front of the large face of the core was removed

exposing a bare core vessel surface. A tost reflector block which just

covered the bare face of the cor-e was mounted on a suitable mechanism so

that the block could be movsd slowly i<i front of the core( sweeping past

the bare face. Both a sliding block device which gaue movement in e plane

parallel to the core face and a motorised arm mechanism giving arcular

movement were used (see Fig. 1.1). The radius of motion of the motorised

AI.A1.BI.B2ARE SAFETY RODS

. 1.1 Schematic plan view of auborltleal assembly with
movable block Beohanlsm showing counter looatlono.
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,ir. nibtii..Mii.ni wja ona motwi, •Umulating the KPFR rotor. Sirica the »rm

.ij^idjtuM.-nt needed fur tho reactivity coupling botueen core and reflector

olock to become small" is of the qro«r of 20° only, ftom the neutronic

point or view it does not matter whether block movement is linaar or along

an urc u? a larcju circle.

All ronctiwity meaaurements were made fay fchs subcriticol multipli-

cation tLChniquB, with the reactivity of th« aystem swinging from 501

3ubcritiLctl with teat block fully out, to between 401 and 30$ eubcritical

Uiith the block fully in. Sawerul neutron counters located outside the

reactor assembly sensed the neutron multiplication changes. Block worth

was obtained as the reactivity difference of the assembly with and without

tho test reflector block in plsce.

Table 1.1 summarises the results of tha block worth measurements,

It is observed that block worth is roughly proportional to the atomic

density (nuclei/cm ) of tho material» since fast neutron scattering cross

section for most of these materials is in the range of 3«4 barns except

X(Cnt)

Fig. 1.2 Counts ratio (Block at o«nt«« to bloc* at X)
wroue diaplaceaent X.



Table 1.1

BLOCK M08JH OF

Reference core subcriticality = (50 j£ 5)5

SI.No. Reflector
Platarial

Dimensions* Weight Average tdortb ffateriel
Kg

cms.
$

AK
density
P ( /

Molecular/ CZ
Atomic
weight A

oarns;

3.C

3.0

3.0

3.7®

6.9

3.5

4.5S

3.0

3.0

3.0

(f^/A)

27

24

24

17

27

?9

17

26

29

32

1.
2.

3.

* ' •

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Beryllium

Beryllium

Beryllium

Beryllium
oxide

Uranium

Coppar

Perspix

Mild steel

Aluminium

Titanium

12.5

10*0

10*0

1GUG

10-.S

14.0

14*0

12.0

12.0

12.0

10.0

15.0

10.0

10.0

9.0

10.0

10.0

12.0

10.5

14.0

4.5

5.4

3.6

6.0

36.0

25.0

3*1

22.0

7.0

15.1

1.52^.05 16.9+.3 1.B0

1.43+.05 14.8+.4 1.80

1.42+.05 14.8+.4 1.80

1.42^.05 14.8^.4 3.0Q

1.42+.05 14.8^.4 18.90

1.41+-.05 14.5^.5 B.94

1.36^.05 13.0^,4 1.10

1.28+.05

1.20.+.0S

10.9^.6 7.86

B.7+.4 2,70

B.7+.4 4.50

9.0

9.0

9.0

12.5®

23B.0

63.0

6,6®

ss.o
27.0

46.0

I

on

The height of all the reflector blacks uias 20 cm«.

*R ia the ratio of counts with/without block.

^Average for all atoms in molecule.



Table 1.2

Results of Block Ucrth& o^Neasu reman ta

Run Reference core Block Dimensions Core-block
No. subcriticality Material U , . T

(Ha20cm)

separation
(mm)

Block
Lorth

GJindoui
Nun ber °S Remarks

478

4 7 3

48B

459

477

464

4 8 0

4 9 2

486

474

4 7 5

481

493

466

47-2

467

471

4 8 5

4 6 5

470

487

47.0

44.5

47.0

44. S

48.6

50.0

47.0

60.0

47.0

44.5

50.0

47.0

80.0

50.0

44.5

50.0

44.5

47.0

50.0

44.5

47.0

Be

Be-Al

Be-Al

8a

8a

8a

Bo

Be

BeO

Be-Al

Be-Al

Be

Be

MS

PIS

A l

Al

Al

T i

T i

T i

10.2

14.3

13.0

12.8

12.8

12.B

12.8

15,2

15.0

20.1

20.8

18.0

15.2

12.3

12.3

12.2

12.2

12.2

14.0

14.0

12.0

12.8

15.5

10.8

10.2

10.2

10.2

.10.2

10.2

10.0

7.6

7.6

7 .6

10.2

9 .2

9 .2

10.5

10.5

10.5

12.0

12.0

14.0

20

28

4

28

25

23

3

4

4

28

21

3

4

23

28

23

"d

4

23

• 28

4

10.8

11.7

13.0

13.3

14.3

14.7

15.7

18.1

18.7

15.8

18.9

19.3

20.6

10.4

9.5

9.5

8 .7

7.9

10.4

9 . 1

7 . 8

U6

W2

U8

U2

U5

W1

W7

UB

US

U2

U3

U7

U8

itf

U2

U1

UI2

Li8

W1

U2

U8

1.59

1.51*

1.83

1.75

2.34+

1.9a

2.55

2.76

2.90

1.78*

2.06

2.50

3.57

1.35

1.27*

1.22

1.22

1.09

1.35

1.27*

1.25

narrow block

concave tfS armour
plats

boron decoupling

concave RS armour
plat*

•Runs 473, 474, 472 & 470 had a concave MS armour late between the core face and moving
reflector.

+A boral olate was used between core and reflector to effectively decouple the core
from reriected low energy neutcons.
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Fi«. 1.3 Window configurations studied.

for uranium for which it is higher. As expected, for a given block

size, beryllium has both the highest reactivity worth and also the

least mass. The latter has a significant bearing on the mechanical

design of the high spesd rotor from the point of view of the stresses

developed in the rotor components. Alternately one could think in

terms of an integral rotor design. The materials selected for detailed

study of the reactivity suing characteristics were therefore, Be, Ti,

Al and PIS. ThB nature of the reactivity suing curve for Rfnall displace-

ments on either side of the central position is known to be parabolic or

almost parabolic, characterised by coefficient^ . The decr-scnent in

reactivity pl>O uihen the block displacement is x may be expressed as

The relation betuiaen parabolic coefficient at. and the width of tha

power pulses that would be produced in the pulsed fast reactor proper

has been shown in literature to be given by

73

uihsre ^ = prompt neutron lifetime and w = linear velocity of block
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nt. To detormint r*£, uxpe rimwri tally, the tust reflector block

w s mowed in steps of about 1 cm in tho region — 6 cm to + 6 cm around

the cunt.ral symmetric poalt.ic.-n. At each ooint, neutron multiplication

counts uH.ii' taken. Thi. quantity ( ~r~ - 1) was plotted against x, where

Co is thi. counts with block at centra l posi t ion and Cx that with

mi.iit, * cm, Thir. curuti ir. also raraool ic in shape. Fig. 1.2 shows a

typical ouch curui ot.toincd at PIIRNIPifl. The parabolic coeff ic ient of

ri'HCtiutty is qivon by ,

oL is thn paraboJic coefficient fur the experimental ( ~ - 1)

uurue ,incJ A K 0 thi; suuerit icolity of tha rooctor with the block In the

maximum reactivity position. Over 30 c>C measurements were carried out

in al] , cowering vuriou;. block dimensions, window conf inurationa, core

sizu/shape etc. Some of the window confiyurutiuntt studied are shown in

Fiy. 1.3. Table 1.2 and. Fig. 1,4 highlight tho significant results.

Void Core

H0HIWHM4. NOVEMCKt

v n n o u . MoveuEHT

Wttti boron ptdstf c
as decoupler

Be,

A1A

1 1
II B

BLOCK

I *

WORTH

I t
14 »

(DOLLARS)

Bet
T
Al
MS

I *

BLCCK WIDTH 1 21 Cm

TITANIUM

AUMIMniH

MILD S1EEL

1? W
; Tv

za

Pig. t.4 Parnbolio reactivity coefficient o< versus
Block worth.
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w
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Critical M»<H B*0
~1800 CM1 qr
ttlOWlUH CM*

LSH CM1

S i _ ^ I
/A/to, c» —•

1.5 Invarae Counts vorsun squarft root of eowred
of lteO nt bar«! face.

11 1 B<0 REFLECTOR

1 CORE REOiW*

i AIRMOLYBOENUM REFLECTOR

i COPPEB REFLECTOR (FIXED)

8 - - " IMOVABLEI

C StEEI . REFLECTOR

7 CORE TABLE

• TOP STEEL SHIELD

I REACTOR PLATFORM

10 At CtWER PLATE

V At. PLATE

. 1.6 3chevatlo alevation of oritical aeawtbly with B*0
Hafleotor. [[009F » 853 (o)J
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With a view to further understand thg effect of a Be reflector

on a fa*fc curs,' it was decidfi to raukc PUNNlflA critical with a large

slab of 8e0 in place of tho orioinol coppor - iron start up block. To

arrive at the critical BeO reflector size, starting from the bare PFR

configuration an approach to critical was performed by gradually

increasing the area of BeO cowering tha core face, keeping its thick-

nes.'i constant. Tig. 1.5 shows the inverse counts plotted against a

parameter which represents the equivalent diameter of cowered core face

area. This curve may be seen to be linear throughout excBpt near the

critical point. The assembly became critical with a Bed slab of size

3Qw x 5QH x 15 T -cm arranged compactly in front of the bare face of

the core. Fig. 1«6 showa a schematic elevation of this critical assembly.

The radial and axial fission rate distribution obtained in this assembly

are discussed in a later section of this report (see Tig. 2.1 end 2,2),

It is observed that the softening effect of BeO saema to penetrate only

to about 2 cm inwards into the cere, tteasurempnts of prompt neutron

life time in this BeO slab redacted reactor configuration indicate

an effective prompt neutron life time of ^ 90 n sec in the core, We

infer from these results that the prompt neutron life time value for the

kPFR uiish 3 Se reflector blcek of size 12u x 10T x 18H cm in the

maximum reactivity position fiiay be in the rsglo.i of 80 n sec. The

corresponding value with a titanium or aluminium rotor may possibly be

60-70 n sec.

THB major experimental results obtained so far at PURNIPIA of

direct relevance tp KPfR dssign may be summarised as followst (i) The

critical maas of KPFR with the same PuO- fuel lattice and crspper rsflsctor

is estimated to ba (230 £ 10) fuel pins. This corresponds to ̂ ( 2 9 + 1}

Kg of PuCL. (ii) The total reactivity worth of tha four molybdenum safety

rods (banks A plus 8) with beryllium reflector block (width 10-15 cm) in

waximum reactivity position ia found to be v^.(3.5 Hh ,5)fi in PFR geometry*

(iii) All reflector block materials studied give block worths over 7$,

Beryllium gives the highest worth in thn region of 158 while Al and Ti

are at tha lower end pf the scale at 7ft. Worths obtainable with composite

Be-AI cr Be-Ti blocks may be in the region of 10$ which is quite acoept-

abie, (iv) ThB value pf parabolic caefficlsn* 06 obtainable with Be is
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v-, 2,0 ft while with Al or Ti it would be *-" 1.1 M . Translated into

i-uwer pulse width for the KPFR reftJicincB design, this corn-spends to

*- 1U0 M^ooc with a Be reflector block and ~'12Qp-8ec with Hi or Ti

reflectors, (w) Introduction of a boron loaded plate, uithia cut-out

of the oize of the care face, between fixed and rotating reflectors

[jdhancua th« value of O(J, by v. > 15X. (wi) Reduction of air gap by

" U . I mm betweun reflbctor block ond core face would increase system

ru/actiwity by <*-* 0.25^ of total block watth. With a Be reflector thi9

corresponds to a reactivity increase of 3-4 cents, (Reactivity

variations qf +Z cents uuring KPFR operation would give rise to pulse

amplitude fiuctuotians of ± "50%). (vii) A question of importance from

the engineering point of view was what is the maximum allowable amount

of air yap or structural material between rotor and its ca&ing and also

between the rotor casing and core face,- The PUHNIP1A measurements

suggest that with & total air qsp of about 7 mm the loss in performance

due to reduction in block worth and U, is nominal, (uiii) The effect

of a steel "protection*1 plate between the core vessel and rotating reflector

to minimise the nuclear excursion by missile damage to the core due to

breakage of reflactor bias studied by introducing a 3 mm steel plate

betwean the core vessel and reflector. The result mas e ̂ 1 0 ^ reduction

in the block worth and ' oi, ' -

Further experiment^ in connection with the optimisation of KPFR

design are continuing at PURN1MA.



Phyaics

(M.P. Navalkar, G.W. Acharya, 3.5. Coachman,
O.K. Godw.il, 5.G.D. Iyungar, O.P. Joneja ,
P.R. Phiake, U.V.S. Hamakrlshna ana K. Subbukutty)

In connection with our Fast Reactor Programme which includes

Kaat Critical Facility, Pulsed Fast Reactor, Fast Breedur Teat Reactor,

both experimental and thaorotical techniques are being developed.

Exparimantal techniques

(i) Fission rate distribution;

The results of fission rats distribution and power calibration

measurements in good geometry configuration of PURNINA facility are

isportEid in ref. (1). Th1? values of the axial buckling parameter and

reflector savings were estimated from the measured fis9ion rate distri-

butions by fitting Cos(oi^) function to the measured points. The individual

points were weighted by the inverse square of the experimental error. The

analysis yielded the reflector savings of ft.3 cm in the axial direction and

value of ĉ .= 0.0974 cm which agrees very well with our one group cal-

culated value of 6 cm and .105 cm ' respectively. The value of horizontal

reflector 3auings and @ could not be obtained because of the feu measured

points in thB radial direction. As a result we have not compared the total
2

buckling, Q , with the calculated one obtained on one group. The measure-

ments were repeated in phase B conf. 53(0) where a BeO reflector assembly

(5C cm x 30 cm x 15 cm) was piled up in front of the 'C face replacing

the start up coppyr and iron reflector. The purpose of these measurements

is to study the effect of BaO on the properties of the fast core. Axial

and radial distribution measurements were done by irradiating U-Al wires

of 0.7 cm dia and 15 mm long, and.studying the fission product activity

above 1.28 Mel/. The axial distribution at the Core-BeO interface is shown

in Fig. 2.1. This can ba compared with the distribution at the core centre

depicted by the dashed curve in the same Figure. Figure 2.2 gives the

radial distribution in the "core and in BeO reflector along the 'C face.

* On deputation to Nuclear Research Centre, Julich, Federal
Republic of Germany.
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(ii) Spectral index:
o*\f 23 Q 238 239

Fission rote ratios of Np /Pu and U /Pu which are the

characteristics of neutron spoctra were measured in the core and in the

copper reflector. The ratios o* 0.27 and 0.14 were obtained in the core

whereas the corresponding ratios obtained in the reflector were U.13 and

0.046.

(iii) Fast neutron spectcumt

(a) Foil technique; Fast neutron spectrum at the core centre of PUHNIflA

facility was measured using the following threshold detectorsi

(1) In11b(n,n')ln115m (2) Ni5B(n,p)Co58 (3) Fe56(n,p)Nn56

(4) Al27(n,c<)Na
24 (5) Np237(n,f) (6) U238(n/)

(7) Tn232(n,f)

The fission detectors used were 5 mm dia sources plancheted on

a S.S. backing of 8 mm dia and containing 10-20.LUJ quantity of fissile

material. Solid state track recording technique was used to determine

the fission rate. Lexan foils of 100/^m thickness were used for the purpose

and the fission track counting was done on an optical microscope. The

other detectors were in the form of foils and thin discs of 8 mm dia,

except In which was a wire of 0.6 mm in dia. and 15 mm in length. The

detectors were introduced in the air thimble which was kept in place of

fission counter at the core centre (Conf. A25). Two separata irradiations

were carried out, one for fission threshold detectors and the other for the

rest of the detectors for a period of 2 hrs and 5 hrs respectively at the

power level of 5 watts each. The normalised reaction rates are analysed

by the minimum deviation method to determine the energy spectrum.

Analysis: The neutron spectrum at the site of interest in a reactor is
— (̂  E o

assumed to be tha form of p(E) = ke where the parameter p io evaluated

from the series of integral equations for the reaction rates. The response

function of the i detector is given by

, f f • GF
U i = J C~i (E) 0 (E) dE > k J °"i (E) e" ̂  dE

If Q> is chosen such that it represents the actual spectrum, then

from the above expression k should be a constant factor irrespective of the
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dutector under consideration. The computer code PARTDI5C Written in

fortrun finds the k factors for each detector, the mean vaj|ue of 'k1 and

Finally the average percentage deviation from the wean uali/e. This quantity

is found out for various values of p and gne chooses that {•* which

results in the lowest value of the average percentage deviation. The code

FLUXCAl calculates tha differential fluxes and the error analysis is done

by Plant a Carlo method.

The analysed neutron spectrum at the core centre in PURNIMA is

shown in Pig, 2.3 which yields a median energy of 1,46

Pig,

ENERGY < M « V ) — — *

Measured rwmtron npactruB in fUDRHU

(b) Proton recoil techniaue> Fpr neutrons of engrgy between 30 keU and

400 ketf, the mpat useful reaction for energy -spectrpmetry is elastic

scattering by hydrogen. Oetactors using eKotharmip reactions such as

U (n,«*t )T or He (n,p)T do not give good enough energy resolution whereas

the light nuclei hydrogen gives the simplest elas^c scattering distribution.

The neutron flux F(E) an0 the resultant; proton spectrum Pl(E) in a hydrogen

filled counter are related by the expression

(D
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whcit w (L) ib the n-p beattaring cross section at energy E and Np is

the number of (:rutynj pur cm of a dtitactor having v/oluma V. F"(E) is thus

uatcrminscl by measuring the ulupe of the proton recoil energy distribution

as function uf energy, •

The cylindrical counter W H S filled to 3 atmosphere pressure of

hydrogen, and thu calibration was done at the Van de Graaff using the

monoertuTyfctic neutrons from Li(prn) reaction, Thu3 knowing the calibra-

tion, the Pu- CK* be aourco spectrum was analysed. It is found that there

u.as a slight difference between the experimentally obtained spectrum and

the actual ans. The diffuronce is due to the fact that the proton energy

distribution [*i(E) should bti unilistarted by thB wall effects. The wall

effect is being considered.

( i \i) Reactor physiLS parameters by ("IT—~y ) technique:

Estimate for the main relaxation constant Rossi- oC could also

be ol/taineu from the detection of the high energy photon radiation with

scintillation dutectors bath inside and in the vicinity of the reactor system,

Thus the relaxation effects associated with the spontaneous

fluctuations in gan ma-ray i-mission were investigated based on gamma

counting techniques at APSARA. The experimental set up used interval

distribution method for the measurement of the probability distribution

of time intervals between counts.
, . i -c~r C

where "5* =

g- = S A / V 3L.

S = Source strength

C = Background counts

o^ = Relaxation constant

/\ = Generation time

y = AveragB number of neutron omitted in the fission

x = ~7cT-rs / y2"
The experimental fiata was f i t t ed to two exponential expression (1),
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Ptwliminary results tjavo the value of C. and <S~ as expectad. The

same &x(jotinient is to bis repeated using c. ntinuous time mode'technique

for which electronics is being assembled.

A cumulate feasibility report for PyRNIMfl using ( X- T ) technique

has already been written and it is proposed to undertake the measurements

ut PURN1MA.

Theprotical Techniques

(i) One group calculations!

A onfj-group crosc-Eection set is being used to make studies of

fast reactor cores. The set employs a three parameter correlation for

any nnterial out of which two characterize the material and the type of

reaction involved, the third- representing the reactor spectrum fur the

relevant co-rc composition. The two constant's are tabulated for each

material and the reactor'type. The sectral parameter, however, is obtained

by a fast converging process,

A program FRONGC1 which uses the method of collision probability

has been written to calculate the radius and enrichment of bars spherical

critical systems. The program generates the cross-section set.for all

the materials for the core under consideration and then makes an enrichment

or the radius search. The programme can accommodate six, each of fertile,

fissile and diluent materials for a reactor pore. The programme has been

tested with large cores a3 well as bare core of critical facility,

PURNIMA. The programme is now being adapted to apply for a binary

system, like two dissimilar cores or a core and blanket for calculating

the parameters of the fast systems such as FBTR,

(ii) Monte Carlo techniques;

The wo£k on Monte Carlo method of calculation was continued. This

included taking anisdtropy in scattering. The- method was tested for

coupled fast-thermal system such aa Pu»wat*jr and agreement was found to

be good. Using the Plants Carlo method, it; is porposed to study all the

known fast systems.
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(iii) Stochastic rr.ethodt

A stochastic method of calculations for feat system is being

developed. In this method uu approximsta the energy loss process as a

discrete time, discrete state flaikov process. Parameters such as k9ff,

life time, mean eni.rgy and enurgy distribution as a Function of time,

pcrcentayE of neutrons lost by leakage, capture, fission etc. are determined.

The method has been tried in case of bare fast systems and all the parameters

have been calculated which agree very well with the published data.
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E. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND INSTRUMENTATION

1, Studies of Operational Characteristics of the Multi-Angle
I on iz a 11on Chamber

(D.Ci. Nadkarni, P.N. Rama Rao, N.N, AJitanend, R.K. Chaudhury
and 5,5. Kapoor)

Further studies of the performance characteristics of the now

type of gas filled multianglB ionizaticn chamber have been carried

out. The ion chamber makes use of a hemispherical collimator with

four angular slits at £ m 0, 29°, 58Q, 78B at the centre of which

Is placed a fissile target and a curved collector above it so that the

path lengths traversed between the collimator and collector by the

fragments emerging at these four angles differ considerably. In the
252Initial operation a Cf source was used and the chamber uaa filled

with argon g^o at a low pressure so that the range of the fragments

exceeds the source-collector distance at all angles. The collector

pulse height apuctrum showed four fairly resolved peaks each corres-

ponding to one specific angle defined by the colllmetor slits. The

average angles and the width of the angular resolution functions are

found to be 0 + <£" £ - (0° + 6°, 29° + 6°, 58° + 6°, 78° + 7*).

The multl-angla chamber was operated with different gases (Ne, Ar,

Xr, Xe) and their mixtures at different gas pressures and collector

voltages to find the optimum operating conditions both with regard to

experimental angular resolution and long time spectrum stability. The

bast results so far have been achieved with argon gas at a pressure of

about B cm of Hg with an admixture of about 1-256 of methane and a voltage
235

of 150.-18QV. This device was operated with a U source (of 8 mm die)

by bombarding it with thermal neutrons from the CIRUS reactor, the pular

height spectrum wa9 recorded (Fig. 1.1) end the relative solid angles

at different emission angles were determined.

Ulith a view to test the feasibility of measuring the angular

distribution of fission fragments in fast neutron fission, the assembly

was bombarded with monoenergetic neutrons of 2.1 PleU (maximum energy

spread v~ 30 keU) which wre generated with T(p,n) He reaction using
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100
CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig. 1.1 Typical pulae height Hpewtntm fro« the
«ngle ionleatlon chamber.

the proton beam from tha 5.5 FleV Van da Graaff accelerator. The flu..
C 0%

of fast neutrons at the targBt was estimated to be >-~ 10 n/cm /sec and

the maximum angular divergence of thB baam at the target to be ̂ 3 ° .

From the measurad counts under the different angular peaks, normalised

by the relative solid angles, the angular distribution bias obtained

which was found to fit the distribution N(0 )*•>"• 1, + bcos2e> . ThB

anisotropy N^gooj obtained by the least squares fit procedure was

1.2 + .06 which is comparable with the value 1.17 + .03 obtained
2 ""

earlier using semiconductor detectors.

1. N.N. Ajitanand, R.K. Chaudhury, S.5. Kapoor, P.M. Rama Rao,
BARC - Report 694,-p. 163 (1973).

2. D.rn. Nadkarni, S.S. Kapoor and P.N. Rama Rao, Nucl, Phya. &
Solid 5tata Phys.,(India) 1CIB, 133 (196B).



X. PtOBBure-Yield Characteristic of R.f, Ion Sources

(S.N. CliBra and 5.K. Gupta)

Though the r.f. ion-sources have been in use with the electro-

static accelerators since a long time, the yiela of the various ions as

a function of input pressure has not been reported so far. Herd we

describe a minor modification of Mien's velocity filter for quick

analysis of the ion-beam and the results obtained with this system

using hydrogen and helium-3 gae in the Ort.ee model 320 typo of r.f.

ion-scurces.

The velocity filter consists of crossed a.c. electric and steady

magnetic fields. This system closely follows the design of Taylor and

Weil* The sketch of the apparatus is shown in Tig. 2.1. With a.c

voltage (50 cps) applied to the deflector, twicB in every cycle the

condition for the ions to come undsflected to the Faraday cup is

satisfied. This is shown in Fig. 2.2. The ions with a velocity v

cornea undeflected then

E/M = const. (SJ[&)V2 (D

5 KV PROSE

ION SOURCE

EINZEL LENS

40 KV

WIEN'S VELOCITY
FILTER

3 MM APERTURfc

FARADAV CUP

8.1 Sohomatio of the veloeity filter.
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where E the electric fiald, H is the fixed magnetic field of 750

gauss in the analyzer, \l& the extraction voltage applied to the ion-

•ourcs and z and m are the charge and the mass of the ion, The collected

ion beam la measured by the oacilloBCops. The Helium-4 gas feed Bhowa

the ion-spectrum ohown in Fig. 2.2. The various peaks can be identifisd

by varying the magnitude of tha a~c voltage applied to the deflector.

Seeing ths spactrum on the oscilloscope is advantageous because any

change accuring in the system can be immediately Been for all the ions

unlikB d-c deflector where full range scanning is resulted fat every

Changs in the parameters. This helps in optimizing various parameters

of the ion-source and lena assembly. In tha gas fsfed line a thermocouple

gauge wee installed. The gas flout was controlled by two needle valves.

The pressure versus yield of H , HH and HHb have been shown
+ i-

in Fig, 2.3, The HH peak dominates at low pressure and the H peak

at higher pressure. At higher pressure 85% of tha beam is H . There

are always some heavy ions present BS contaminant. HHH is quite smell

at ell pressures. Thaae curves neve been obtained with three values of

extraction voltage of tho ion-source. These rssylta repeat fairly well

eH different times and with different ion sources- but they should be

considered only qualitative* The results for Ke gas are also shown

in Fig, 2.4 whsre H and HH are always present as contaminant.

•o

>
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"so
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te

Fig. 2,*

3He Gas
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vex BUS yield oharaaterlsUce for He
gas.
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Tho rcaults tor hydroyen yjs faad are rather surprising. This

can bb txpiaineJ as foilowiny. The mean electron temperature inside

the Lou bourco decreases with the gas pressure. At lower gas pressure,

the .">iti «in tiactron tempera tuve is high and therefore the reaction

H ? + e~ -*> HH + + 2a" + 15.4 ev (2)

takes pldirh more easily. As the gns pressure increases and the mean

lection temportture comes clown enhancing the dissociation of hydrogen

molecule and thun ths Jonization of hydrogen atom takes place according

to

H o + e"-^* H + H + s" + 4.47 ev (3)

and H + a~ — > H++ 2e~ •*• 13.5 ev (4)

The process (3) takes place prominantly at the electron energy

of v-~ 9 ev, To obtain more of H we have to go through two steps while/

to obtain more of HH* we haua to go through the r&action (4) only. The

percentage of H + cannot, increase until the process (3) takes place

predominantly which occurs only around 9 ev, at the lower electron

temperature. Thi3 therefore explains the pressure-yi.-'ld curve obtained

qualitatively.

helium-3 tha removal of two electrdns is a two stap process

and the plasma temperature is newer very high to produce higher per-

centage of 3 H s + + . For getting more H B + * first He + + has to be formed

and then the electron temperature should be high enough to remove the

second electro . At very low pressures enough of 'He* ions are not

produced tc glue rise to more H e + + ions though the mean electron

temperature is nigh. At higher pressure the electron temperature falls

down end more of Hg + + cannot be produced, Thus the yiald of He + +

ions goes through a maximum as a function a? pressure. In thess

measurements we have used helium-3 gas because it is not possible to

distinguish between ^Ha^*" and HH* because their z/M are approximately

equal.
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Th e utility of thesa pressure versus ion-yield characterisfciCb

is obvious. Depending on the requirement of en ion, the gas pressure

inside the ion source can be adjusted to have the maximum yield of that

particular ion. By adjusting lower pressure one can obtain higher

molecular hydrogen beam currents for the accelerators.

1. Taylor mid Weil, Nucl. Inst. and Meth. Vol. II, 809 (1965).

3. Application of Field Trimming Program "Fielder"
to the VEC at Calcutta

(ft. Ismail and A.S, Divatla)

Variable Energy Cyclotrons require an efficient system for

determining the multitude of magnetic field and r.f. settings necessary

to produce a specific ion beam with a given energy. Thrj computer

programme "Fielder" obtained from Flichigsn State University carries

out field trimming calculations using an integrated least-square

procssa. The inputs required for the programme era magnetic field of

the actual magnet in terms of the Fourier Coefficient and magnetic

field per amp. of trim coils. This would be provided by magnetic

field meapuremenfcs as a function of the distance from the centre r,

and 0 the azimulteal angle. This field is-then Fourier analysed

and thsse' coefficients form the input to the Fielder Programme. The

programme determines the trim coil currents and r..'. so as to fit the

phase energy curve to a prescribed function. The least-square fitting

routine is subjected to constraints which presents the trim coil

currants from exceeding prgaaaigned limits and tc produce energy

stability end ensr ,;y focussing in the extracted beam. This programme

Is now made operational, on CDC 3600 after proper .modification.

A separate program has been written which involves non-=linear

least-square fit procedure in calculating trim coil currents and the

radio frequency. It then calculates equilibrium orbit data including

focussing frequencies. This can ! ' considered as an improvement on

the firet part of the "Fielder"
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4. Laser Raman Spectrometer

(A.P. Roy, T.R. Rao, V.C. Sahni
and G. Uenkataraman)

With the advent of laaer there haa bean renewed interest in

the field of Raman Spectroscopy. During the last feu years* many new

elementary excitations in solids have been studied by Inelastic scatter-

ing of light. Here us describe, in brief, the design cf a Raman

Spectrometer the fabrication of which has been undertaken in our

laboratory. The system consists of the following major parts (see

Fig. 4.1)J

i) the sample illuminator,

ii) the monochromator, and

iii) the detection system.

The Sample Illuminator

The sample illuminator is designed to focus the monochromatic

laaar baam on the sample and to provide an efficient collection of

the scattered light from the sample at the entrance slit of the double

monochromator. Provisions have been made for rotating the plane of

polarization of the incident beam and to analyse the polarization of

the scattered beam. These are essential for determining Raman scatter-

ing tensors of solids.

Double i*lonot:hromator

The design employs the, Czerny-Turner mounting. As shown1 in

the diagr,im (Fig. 4.2) light entering through the slit 51 is collimated

by the concave mirror P11 (focal length -s 750 mm and diamet^r^lEO mm)

onto the first grating G1 (Size: 102 x 102 x 16 mm and 120CJ ruling

per mm} which disperses the signal. After baing focused by the mirror

P12, the light passes on to a second identical compartment antf finally

comee out of the exit slit. Double the dispersion is obtained by using

a pair of dispervis« elejnents (G1 and G2) and relatively of more

importance, the scattered light background within the instrument la

reduced to a minimum. This lattBr feature should enable one to record
o

weak Raman lines to within 10 A of the exciting line.
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The gratings ara rotated su'4 i!hat successive spectral intervals

appear at the exit slit. It is imperative that the two dispersive

systems track identically. In our design the gratings G1 and G2 are

coupled by B belt and are driven by an arm-lead screw arrangement,

known as the •Cosecent drive* which yields a linear wave-number drive

mechanism. The spectral range of the monochromator is 12000 cm" -

25000 cm" . This drive system has already bmett fabricated and found

to be satisfactory. The lead scrsu is driven by a stepper motor and

scanning speeds from 10 cm" /min to 300 cm /min are available.

Mechanical revolution counters are coupled to the shaft through proper

step-up year system such that the absolute wave-number can be read to

within 1 cm . The four concave mirrors have been made according to

the specifications. The finish of the aluminium coated surface is

A/4 aid the reflectivity is around 90^. The kinematic mounts for the

mirrors and the gratings are also ready.

The estimated reciprocal of linear dispersion at the exit slit
-1 ° -1 -1

is 20 cm /mm at 5000 A and the resolution la 1 cm at 20000 cm ,

Detection System

To detect the low flux levels normally encountered in Raman

spectroscopy, we use a photomultipiiar in the photon counting 'mode.

In the photon counting technique, the anode pulses resulting from each

of the cathode-emitted photoelectrons are counted Individually by a

fast electronic circuitary. This technique has been found to be

superior to other conventional detection schemes like d.c» detection

system or lock-in detection system, particularly for low light

intensities.

Our photon counting system comprises of a lou noise fast linear

amplifier (gain s**'30Q, rise time 3 nsec); a fast discriminator (disc,

bias 50 mV - 1V)| a fast binary (su.:1 -d ?2ctor 2
3 - 213) and a

linear count-rate-meter coupled to a chart recorder and is shown

schematically in Tig. 4,1. The development and assembly of these

electronic units were undertaken by the Nuclear Devices and System

Instrumentation Section. Hera the dipcrats current pulses from the

anode of the photomultiplier.^ITT Fill - 130; multialkaii cathode with
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5-20 response) which is a.c. coupled to the amplifier, are amplified

and fed to the discriminator. Each of these pulses that exceeds the

set threshold of the discriminator gets processed and standardized,

equally weighted shaped output results which is scaled down by the

fast binary. The linear count-rata-meter essentially integrates for

a given time constant (variable from 0.25 sec to 10 sec) and extracts

a d.c. level from the binary output of pulses. This d.c. signal is

displayed conveniently on the chart recorder. In order to achieve

a good signal to noise ratio, we must minimize the dark current. The

latter arises mainly from (a) thermionic emission from the photo

cathode; (b) photo, field, thermionic and ionic currents from PI*) tube

parts other than photo-cathode (like dynodas) and (c) erratic surface-

leakage currents of the photomultiplier. Since the electrons

liberated from the photo-cathode by the light signal or noise will

give identical anode pulse height distribution, we can not distinguish

them by electronic discrimination. Henca, it is necessary to cool

the PFI tube to reduce the noise contributed by (a). However, the

noise pulses of type (b) can largely be eliminated by the propor

choice of the discriminator threshold, since these pulses, in general,

are smaller than the signal pulses. The low-frequency cut-off

response of the fast amplifier suppresses the slowly varying pulses

of type (c).

Tig. 4.2 shows a plot of the dark counts end signal counts

versus the high tension. Here tha light source consisted of a 6V

torch bulb covered with a green filter glass* Further a pin-hole

was placed between the photocathode and the bulb. To simulate a weak

source, the voltage applied across the bulb was controlled by a uariac

to around 0.7V. As is clear from Fig. 4.2 both the curves exhibit a

plateau region which is expected of a well behaved tube and the

housing.

As noted above, the major contribution to the1 dark current

comes from the thermionic emission-which depends on the temperature

_and area of the photocathode. ITT FW-130 has a built in electro-

statically focussed electron lens system such that the instantaneous
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effective photocathodB diameter (i.E.P.O) is only 3 mm. For cooling

tha photocathode, the photomultiplier 1B surrounded by a copper sleeve

with copper coils wound round it and the whole system is supported

inside an evacuated metal chamber with a glass window in the Front.

(It was found that the vacuum should be of the order of 10 microns or

better to avoid electrical discharges whsn the H.T. is applied). By

circulating cold nitrogen gas through the copper coils, the photo-

cathode is cooled and. the temperature can be controlled to + 0.4°C

by regulating the flow of the gas. Fig. 4.3 shows the dramatic

reduction of dark counts as the photomultiplier tube is cooled. It

drops from 300 counts per sec at 22°C to le9S than a count per sec

at -70°C. We conclude from these measurements that our detection

system is capable of responding to extremely low light levels. Further,

as the external amplifier is of wide band-width followed by a fast

discriminator and a binary, the counting system has a wide dynamic

range extending upto 10 counts per sec.

5. Distorted Single Crystals of Germanium -a
Neutron Monochrometors

(A.S. Dashpande, C.L, Thaper, B.A. Dasannacharya
and P.K. Iyengar)

In an earlier report we had shotun that the mechanical

treatment given to germanium crystals kept above the plastic tempera-

ture produces distortions and hence improves their performance as

neutron monochromatora. However, it was observed that crystals which

uBre subjected to a load of 10 tons directly did not show much improve-

ment. These crystals have now been subjected to a smaller load

(2 - 2.5 tone) for longer periods and are found to show significant

enhancement in reflectivities.

ThB procedure for applying load was similar to the one

described earlier. In the present case the continuous load could

be applied for only 20 sinutes et a time, This was dictated by the

specifications of the hydraulic press and insufficient thermal

insulation of the furnace. The operation was therefore repeated a

number of time& over a few days. The description of the treatment
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to various crystals and the gain achieved in integrated reflectivity

over the standard (untreated) crystal is summarized in Table 1.

Similar information for the treatment -given earlier is also listed

in the same table.

Table 1. Description of the treatment to various
crystals and improvement in the integratec
reflectivities.

Crystal

Ge#III

Ge# V

Ga# I

Load
(Tons)

10

9-10
(Repeated
pressing)

2,5-5

Earlisr Method
Time
(min)

20

40-

40

Gain

2.3

3.0

6.5

Load
(Tons)

2.5

2.5

2.0

Present Method
Time
(min)

B0

80

40

Gain**

18.6

15.6

13.1

Refers to measured gain in inteyrated reflectivity compared
to standard Gs § II (untreated), Pleasurements of mosaic spread
and scanning of different portions of the crystals have not
been done.

These studies suggest that thermal treatment at a smaller load

but longer duration of time leads to a significant improvement in

crystal reflectivities. This may be related to more distortions

produced by sufficient creep in the crystals. It may therefore be

more desirable to use a static lead so that it can bs applied for a

much longer time. Graphite blocks (nuclear grade) which were used

for transmitting the load uerB found to deteriorate after 2-3 hours

of pressing, A more careful study of the deterioration in graphite

is therefore called for bsftsre cna goss for static load.

* Work performed under IAEA contract 1102/RB.

1. C.L. Thaper, B.A. Oasannacharya and P..K; Iyengar,
BrtRC-694, Annual Report of the Nuclear Physics
Division (1972), p. 145,
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&• White Beam Neutron Diffraction

(K.R. Rao and A.H. Venkatesh)

In the conventional powder diffraction method a beam of

monoenergetic neutron.* is incident on the sample and the scattered

noutron intensity is measured as a function of the scattering angle

m, . Attempts have also been made to bathe the powder sample in the

white neutron beam and study the scattered neutrons beam for various

diffracted wavelength components at a fixed scattering angle. Normally

the analysis is done using a time-of-flight method. This white beam

technique offers advantages over the conventional method under certain

ions - for example, uihen one ie interested to study the effect

of pressure - because this technique offers a constant geometry around

the sample.

Recently, we proposed that a triple axis neutron spectrometer

may conveniently be used for applications of the kind envisaged above.

The triple axis spectromater at CIRUS is being used for this purpose.

The monochromator is remoued from the first axis and the sample is

mounted at this place. The cavity in the drum of nearly 8" dia.by

12" in height provides a convenient place for a high pressure device

to be mounted at a later stage. A Cu (200) analyser is mounted on

the sample-table of this triple axis instrument and ens counter arm

is brought in line with the second and third axis to operate as a

diffractometer. Fig. 6 d shows the schematic layout of the spectro-

mater. Fig. 6.1a shows the conventional method of neutron Htffraction

and Fig, 6.1b the method adopted here.

It is well known that the intensity of neutrons scattered from

the (hkl) planes of s powder sample is given bjf

where \̂ is the neutron wavelength getting scattered

the incident flux on sample

efficiency of detector

Kiel structure factor

T(X\ absorption correction
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Pig, 6.1 (a) Schematic layout of conventional neutron diffrac-
tion spectrometer. Monochromatic beam (Aconstant)
obtained from the reactor neutna spectrum ia
scattered by the sample and th« angular distribu-
tion of this ia obtained by scanning the ieteneity of
scattered neutrons over the angle

(b) Schematlo layout of tho white bean twutron dlffrao-
tion spectrometer. She white beam of neutrons Is
scattered by the sample and the wavelength analysis
of scattered neutrons at any constant scattering
angle is obtained by an analysing spectrometer.
The peaks in. this distribution correspond to
various (hkl) planes from different wavelength
components.
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i l g . 6.2 (a) the incident white beam spectrum, Incoherently
scattered by a perapex saaple, as observed by
a (002) Cu analyser.

(b) the diffraction pattern of XC1 powder obtained
at (p-*™ 32° by t n e waite beaa method.

(c) the diffraction pattern of KCl powder obtained
at fy - 49° by the white beaas aethod-
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RQ\) the reflectivity of the crystal

extinction correction

interplanar spacing for (hkl) planeB

f) a numerical parameter.

1
Honce to extract the structure factor F. . , one need to measure I. .

hkl nkx
and &(K\ ' Aswuming T (x) and *[}f)\) }

 p
n(<1

 c a n D B calculated for a

particular specimen.

To obtain the incident flux a cylindrical perspex rod of

diameter 1.3 cm and height 2.0 cms was placed in ths incident beam

and beam scattered at w - 32° and 44° were analysed. The scattering

angles were chosen arbitrarily, Ths measured incident spectrum was,

as expected, ths name at both the scattering angles* Fig. 6.2a shows tha

3pectrum obtained at {£) a 49^. Tha dips in ths spectrum arise perhaps

from the double Bragg Reflection in the (0Q2) cu-analyser. This aspect

would be investigated further.

As a preliminary run us have studied the patterns obtained from

XC1 powder taken in B thin-walled aluminium container of dimension

1/2" diameter and 1" height. Diffraction patterns obtained at <2)= 32"

and 49° are shown in Fig. 6.2b and 6.2c. 0ns can easily identify the

various peaks in this spectrum with various (hkl)-reflections.

Secondly it is observed that by studying the scattered uiayslength

pattern at different scattering angles one can observe closely spaced

peaks at one scattering angle with greater clarity at the othBr.

Quantitative studies are under uiay. Studies on silicon poudBr would

bB taken up shortly to compare results in this case with those of time-

of-flight white bRam diffraction. It is proposed that studies using

other analysers end samples would reveal potentialities of this

technique further.

7, Characteristics of modified Wultl-Oetector RotatinQ-
Crystal Spectromatar

(B.A. Oasannacharva* G. Uenkataramsn, C.L. Thaper,
PrSt Goyal and A.S. Desphande)

•5
The existing rotating crystal spectrometer at the CIRUS rcsactor

2
is a modified version or an earlier one to accommodate fivB detector



bjnks, e,jch h.ivint4 lour L(F counters uhic1" are 5 cm in diameter and

54 cm in h t i ^ h t . A s,Lhunutic layout of tho new instrument i s shown

in Fig. 7 . 1 . The spec Lromn tt.r has been cal ibrated for incident

uaut'lenyth, angular separation and comparison of counting ef f ic ienc ies

between various detector banks and resolut ion.

ALUMINIUM SINOtE
CRYSTAL

ItSOO R.P.HI

Fig. 7.1 5oh*M«nU<2 lay-out of tho mrxUfled rotr,tiriR-or3£tf»l
o pec t room t e r .

The wavelength has been measured with- a 1 cm diameter BF_

counter using time qf f l igh t technique and is found to be 4,Q7 ^

.005 A.

The angular separation between the detector banks is found to

be 10 + 0.2°. The angular width ( f u l l width at half maximum) of each

detector bank is estimated to b» 1.9°. The relative counting

efficiencies of detector banks I I , I I I and IV are found to be almost

similar but those for I and V are about \Z% higher. These results

have been derived from measurements on (111) diffraction peak of

powder Fe 0. which was packed in a cyl indrical cassette of aluminium

2.5 cm in diameter. The di f f ract ion peak from a single crystal of

Fe 0. is found to reveal fine structure due to presence of four

counters and has therefore been avoided for calibration purposes.
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The resolution,function as measured from incoherent elastic

peek of 2rH2 gives a value, of between 1.96 - 2.3# depending on

the angle of scattering and the geometry or sample.

For simultaneous collection of time-of-flight data from five

detector banks, the time analyser has been modified. This is described

elsewhere.

1. A.S. Deehpande, V» Singh,- B.A. Oasannecharya and G. Venkataraman,
BARC-633, Annual Report of the Nuclear Physics Division (1971).
p. 112.

2. B.A,. Oasannecharya and G. tfenkataraman, Phya. Rev. 156. 196 (1967)
and BARC-501, Annual Report of the Nuclear Physics Division
(1969), p. 64.

8- The Multiplane Analyser

(P.P. Chandra and B.A. Dasannacharya )

In a cqnventional inelastic neutron crystal spectrometer, one

first selects, out of the Claxuiellian spectrum of the reactor, a thin

slice of mono-Bnargetic neutrons, with the help of a single crystal

(monochromator) such as Ge, Cu, Al etc., shines the sample under

investigation by these neutrons and then finally makes an analysis of

the scattered neutrons using another single crystal. The reflectivity

of these crystale for the normally usad wavelength region is usually .

of the order of 15-20% and hence the final intensity of the scattered

neutrons is reduced. An analysing system of higher efficiency will

therefore be preferred. The filter detecter technique provides better

intensities in the inelastic scattering experiments. However the

choice of energies dexected is restricted because of the need to

operate beyond the Bragg cut off of the filter.



The multiplane analyser, with an annular detector cr N proptriy

aligned separata detectors can, in principle, offset this limitation

and operate as an energy analysis device over a much wider range of

energies, with much higher efficiency. If a beam of neutrons of a

particular wavelength A is incident on a single crystal along a high

symmetry direction (i ,e , N fold rotation axis of the crystal), several

indepenaent equivalent plane3 could Bragg reflect the neutrons

(Fig. 8.1). If all these reflected beams were detected in N separate

detectors or in an annular detectors one could effectively increase

the reflectivity for the same thickness of the crystal. We refer ta

such a system as a 'multiplane analyser1.

Fig. 8.1 A ocheaatic diagram of ths muLUplaner geometry.

A theoretical study of a feu metallic single crystals which

ara customarily used as mononhromators and analysers was therefore

mads to check the possibility of increasing their efficiency when

used as'multiplane analyser1. The outgoing energy of the neutrons

in such a system will be fixed for a particular inelastic scattering

experiment, but can be varied either by translating/rotating the

crystal along/about the symmetry axis under use if N separate

detectors are being operated or by using movable slits on the annular

detector as the case may be.



Tabla 1. Description of theoretically calculated peak and
integrated reflectivities of few planes of various
crystals in both of the geometries (see text) and
the ether parameters required therein.

Thickness of the crystal m 0.5 cm
Mosaic spread of the crystal m 10 minutes

of an arc
Incident beam along |_001J direction

Crystal

Be

Z*
Mg

i

(hkl)

(012)

(012)

(012)

Multiplicity m

. Pb
1 Cu

Al

Ge

(113)

(113)

(113)

(113)

Multiplicity •

2.

2.

3.

Six

2.

1.

2.

3.

Four

A")

301

923

292

695

968

204

080

28

120.

120.

120.

129.

129.

129.

129.

0

0

0

5

5

5

5

Multiplane
pmax

99.9

88.8

80.6

96,6

87.5

66.3

89.5

case

47.3

32.6

26.1

37.6

36.0

20.1

35.7

Conventional
Transmission
Rmax RS

49.9

43.7

36.8

49.5

33.6

38.9

40.6

22.4

15.1

11,0

20.7

16.2

12.0

18.2

Single Plane Case
Reflection

Ro>ax RB

69.9

42.6

27.9

57.9

64.6

26.8

39.5

24.0

12.5

7.7

18.4

22.5

7; 3

11^5

Rmax is the peak reflectivity in percentage.

Rs is the integrated reflectivity in minutes of arc.
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\uf3 f > U n . ' t i t f.y MIJOL'A due tu Bucon and Loude t o c a l c u l a t e the

, t-I* and in leyru tod ru f l ee t iu i t i es of various plane9 of various crystals

ir thH 'multiplane geometry'. The expressions for the power ratios in

t,.< r f lncticn and transmission geometry are found to ba;

s N - - ---

K =

N

0
tj

t1--

and f j are the direction cosines cf the incident and diffracted

respectiuely with respect to the inward normal to the crystal

c = +1 and -1 for reflection and transmission geometry

rsspectivsly and rest of thb symbols have the same meaning as in

1.

Plgi 8.2 ''ha rntiofi of thff reflected find Incident Intensity
end 8-3 of tho neutron hjiim hovo been plotted her« against

tiie (ir-gular rjevlatlon Ĉ  « 0 - S B ) In ternin of the
end ("l), for varloua cryatala In

( ) t i l
c r y F t f i ! w o - e a i e o p a r e n d ( l ) , f o r v a r l o u a c r y t l
the ir>v.l*.iplano case ( ful l llnea) and the single
l r w oiao (biofcon l ines) , both In reflection
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A few typical results of the multiplane and single plane cases

corresponding to the same incident neutron energy and the crystal

plane (hkl) aro given in TablB 1. The corresponding reflecting

powers in the multiplane and the single plane cases (reflection

geometry only) are showrL in Figs. 8.2 and 8.3 as a function of the

angular deviation ^ = 9 ~6 • It; c a n b e e a s i ly noted from the

Table 1 and from the figures that the use of a manocrystal as a

multiplane analyser would result in a considerable gain in the

neutron-counting-ra'te and hence mould enhance the operating efficiency

of the crystal spectrometers.

The instrumentation of such an analyser system is under

consideration.

1. Becon and Lowde, j&cta Cryst. 1_, 303 (1948).

9. Pliidif ications to Filter-Detector Spectrometer

(T. Srinivasan, C.L, Thaper, A.P. Roy and
B.A. Dasannacharya)

The Al(111) monochromator on the filter-detector spectrometer

has been raplaced by a pressed CU(111) crystal. This has extended

the range of the instrument on the higher energy side, provided better

energy resolution and increase^ tha monochromatic flux by about a

factor of 1.5. These features have been examined by measurements on

samples already studied with Al(111) monochromator.

The detector and monitor counting channels and the control

system of the instrument have been transistorized. The control system

is basically similar to the ona already operating with the triple-axis

spectrometer. Certain modifications have, however, been carried out

to incorporate (a) print out with an IUO printer, (b) sample orienta-

tion (*l* ) drive with a Slo-Syn motor and (c) specific choice of
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signal-background sequences. The details taill be described in a

separate report.

1. C.I. Thaper, A,P. Roy and B.A. Dasannasharya, BARC-694,
Annual Report of Nuclear Physics Division (1972), p. 100.

2. C.L. Thaper, B.A. Oasannacharya and P,K, lyengar, BARC-694
Annual Report of Nuclear Physics Division (1972), p. 145.

3. U.m. Shah, Uirender Singh and K.R. Rao, BARC-591,
Bombay (1972).

10. Short Sample Tests on High Field Suparconductinq
ffagnet ^

+ 2
(T.S. Radhakriahnan, Y. Hariharan, D.K. Boss
and C.K. Gupta*)

Aa part of a programme to test superconducting materials

capable of producing high magnetic fields an apparatus was built

for the evaluation of superconducting properties on short samples

of the materials. This report describes the apparatus and the

results of studies carried out on short samples of so~me Nb-50'j/t %

Ti alloys.

The most important superconducting property of a high field

material for magnet application is the critical current density 3
2 c

(expressed in amp/cm ). It is the current that a material can sustain

in the superconducting state and is a function of temperature and

magnetic field. It is strongly dependent on the metallurgical history

of the material. It has been found that voids, dislocations and

precipitates in the material enhance the critical current dsneity.

The short sample test consists in measuring the current at

which the material becomes resistive by measuring the potential drop

across a section of the sample. Since most magnets are operated at
o

4.2 K, it is enough to carry out tests immersing the sample in a

liquid helium bath. Also, in a currant carrying coil* the windings

are subjected to the trasverse magnetic field produced by the coil

and hence it is important to know 3 as a function of transverse

magnetic field on the sample*
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The apparatus used is shown in fig. 10.1. Thra sample in the

form of a wire sits in a groove in a bakelite holder such that the

length of the wire is normal to the direction of the magnetic field.

Tv-.Tii.rJy 11 Mi',

Pig. 10.1 Glaus dewar assembly used for short sample test.
Field was generated by iron corad electromagnet.

The sample holder itself is suspended by means of a thin stainless

steel tube (0.25 in dia, 20 thou wall) into the helium deuar. The ends

of the wire are held tight between two copper blocks and clamped by

means of screws. This clamp joint minimises the contact resistance
2

to a value less than a feu micro-ohms* A low voltage unregulated

d»c. power supply was used to pass currants upto 50 amps in the sample

and a Philips microvoltmeter measured the drop across the sample.

A rectangular brass shunt (4 x 0.1 x 0.5 cm ) introduced in parallel

to the sample served as a bypass to the current when the sample became

resistive. The resistance of the shunt at 4.2°Kwa>s measured to be
—4

1,9 x 10 ohms and the"heat dissipation in the shunt did not cause

excessive boiling, as the current was tripped with minimum delay once

the sample became normal. The field of the electromagnet was cali-

brated separately.

Nb-5055 wt Ti alloy was prepared from EB melted niobium and

iodide rufined titanium. The samples chosen were in the form of wires

of 0.7 mm dia (I) and 0.5 mm dia (II). Cold rolling the ingot to
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final size was done in about 10C ateps without intermediate heat

treatment. Sample I was tested as cold worked. Sample II uas heated

to 450°.C for 30 minutes in vacuum and water quenched, prior to testing.

The results of short sample studies are shown in Fig, 10.2 whert

3 is plotted as a function of the transverse magnetic field on the

TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELD MOtl

Pig. 10.2 JQ vs. H plot for the samples studied. Open
circles represent the date with aa-cold-worked-
samples and filled cIrelee that from the heat
treated one. The arrows on aome of the points
Indicate that the samplee did not become norasl
up to the maximum ourrent passed. For comparison
similar data for a oonnaerclal sasipla i s ahowa by
the solid line, (taken from reference 4) •

sample. The heat treated sample shows enhanced 3 compared to as cold-

uiorkad sample, upto 25 Koe which is the maximum field studied. This

can possibly be attributed to o£ precipitation resulting from heat-

treatment, which enhances the pinning strength.

Further studiee will be devoted to variations in mechanical

working and heat-treatment of the alloy and correlation of metallurgical

structure with superconducting properties. The studies reported will

also bB extended to higher fields in order that such tests effectively

contribute to the development of materials of optimum specifications.

An apparatus is being built for this purpose which includes a super-

conducting magnet to give higher fields.

•Work done for Reactor Research Centra, Kalpakkam.

+Reactor Research Centre, Kalpakkam.

SNetallurgy Division, BARC..
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1. P.R. Critchlour, E, Gregory and B. Zeitlin, Cryogenics
11. 3 (1971).

2. H. Riemarsma, J.K. Hulm, A.3. Venturino and B.S. Chandrasekar,
3ourn« App. Phy«. £3, 3 4 9 9 (1962).

3. fl.M. Rose lp 'The Science and Technology of Superconductivity'
(Ed. lii.O. Gregory, Plenum Press, London, 1973).

4. A.C. Prior, Cryogenics 1., 133 (1967).

11* Iaothermal Compressibility of ThS and ThSe up to 20Q kbar

(K. Govinda Rajan+, Rite Kapoor+, fl.K. Sood+, A, Sequsira,
R. Krishnant, and G. Uenkataraman+)

X-ray study of e sample under pressure provides information

regarding its compressibility and also indicates in a direct may any

phase transformation induced in the substance. Also, if the measure-

i.On

•

0.S5

0.90

0.85

\

t

• • » ,

V

1

- . ^ Th 3

f
Si 150

"̂ 4

I
J00

kbors

P VartUJiV Corv* For

Pig. 11 «1 Relatiw »ol«?» chung* w. preaauy* ourvae
for thB and Th3e obtained by X-ray diffraction

menta are carrisd out at d i f ferent temperatures, very valuable

Information regarding the phase diagram of the material with pressure

as one of thB variables may be obtained. A Bassett-Takehashi type

diamond envil high pressure X-ray camera uas set up, and compressi-

b i l i t y measurements on *hS end ThSe, upto 200 kbar, were carried

OMt. From tha re lat ive volume changes of the unit ce l l shown in

F ig . 11 .1 , the values of isothermal compressibility v
4 1 " 1were found to be (451 ±0 .7 ) x 10"4(kbar)"1, end (7.55 + 0.7)x 10

(kber) for ThS and ThSe respectively.
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The present measurements were also expected to reveal crystal-

lographic phase transitions, if eny. Neither of the substances

exhibited the NaC'l-CsCl phase transition upto 200 kbar. It is

interesting to compare the behaviour of the actinide chaicogenidus

with those of the rare earth chalcagenides (REC) many oF which haue

bean recently shown to undergo a semiconductor to metal transformation.

It is hoped to investigate this aspect shortly,

•Work done for Reactor Research Centre, Kalpakkem.

+Rsector Research Centre, Kalpakkam.

$f1etall«jrgy Division, BARC.

1. UI.A. Basaett et al. Rev. Sci. Inst. 38,, 3? (1966).

i2. Pressure Locked Cell for High Pressure
Flossbauer Experiments

(Ko Gavindarajan4'and K.R.P.F1. Rao)

Electronic transitions in solids can be conveniently monitored

with the help of Clossbauer effget technique through the isotner shift

parameter. Ulith a view to study the pressure-induced electronic phase

transition in some of the mixed sulfides like Sm Gd,, S, a high

pressure Ftossbauer cell was designed and fabricated. The chief features

of the cell are: (1) any sample can be subjected to static pressures

upto 50 Kbar, (2) once the pressure is developed, it can be locked in

the cell and (3) the cell can be directly coupled to a cryostat. A

schematic diagram of the cell is giwen in Fig. 12.1. Testing of the

cell is in progress.

+ Reactor Research Centre, Kelpakkam
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13. Ion Implantation

a. Heavy Ion Sourca

(P.K. Bhattacharya, A.G. Wagh, N.S. Thampi and
N. Sarma)

The economic utilization of hsiavy ion beams depends on the design

and performance of the processing equipment. For the injection of

aelfictsd ions to a desired depth in a given ar«ja of the asmic;onductor

crystal with a precise control ouer the number of ions implanted, the

ion source and accelerator design 1B important. The operational chara-
'Icateristies of e Colutron ion source were* investigated using a dual

maas separator (DUHAS) and a PN 400 Van de Graaff. A new ion source

based on indigenous raw materials has been designed. The colutron source

has also been modified to Improve the basic electrical nature of the ion

beam by reducing ths effecting plasma volume and is expected tp give

improved beam formation and extraction curves.

Ion Source

The ion source is shown in Fig. 13.1. An alumina container

doubles aa an oven for vaporisation of the charge material and as a

discharge chamber. Vaporisation and production of electrons for the

discharge are provided by a tungsten spirali 9 mm diameter and 15 mm long.

The anods disc is of tungsten or tantalum with a 20 mil orifice. Gas

or a solid charge probe may be admitted through a hole in the oven. A

low voltage discharge is struck between the filament and the anode

which in turn evaporates more of the source charge. A qualitative

argument ehouis that the minimum plasma volume will be a hemisphere of

radius equal to that of the emission orifice. This plasma mer.iscua

depends on the source type and geometry, source operational parameters

Iik9 filament current, anode voltage, arc chamber pressure but more on

extraction parameters like distance of the extractor from the anode,

mass of ths ion, and thB extraction voltage. Observations were first

carried out in the DUMAS set up where the arc chamber gas pressure and

anode to extractor separation may be varied independently. A cylindrical

electrode having a 10 mm concentric hole was mounted as extractor and

could be adjusted to any position facing the ion ..beam. Fig. 13.1 (a&b)

illustrates a cross-section, of the present gas cooled ion source In the
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PN 400 and the DUMAS. A Pierce type fixed extractor providing

2-30 KV was used in the Van de Graaff for Further measurements. To

achieve efficient extraction thB first feu number of rings in the tube

are connected to the terminal, obviating the necessity of determining

the suitable voltage on the extractor for a pre-determined focus.

Experimental Measurements and Results

To enhance the filament life time the source uas outgassed for

half an hour at half power for maintaining initial charge purity and

then flushed uith Ar to slowly outgas the arc chamber. For an extracted

current of B A of Ar struck in pressure limited mode with an anode

voltage of 170 V, Fig. 13.2 (a) shows tha variation of arc current

with pressure inside the Van de Graaff. For a pressure value of

4 x 10~ torr, the arc current was 350 mA. Higher arc currents caused

the ion source to outgas further and this lowered the filament life

time. The extractor potential was then varied in steps for heaviest

useful ion (5b ) and ion current measured. The plot (Fig. 13.2(b)),

which deviates somewhat from a straight line shows the arc to be space-

charge-limited with the extractor voltage greater than 16 KU. The

extraction voltage for most substances with average ionisation proper-

ties is between 10-15 KU, where eventually •'"he curve flattens out. It

uias easy to control the arc current to a fixed value (500 mA) in cathode

limited mode. Maximum limiting heavy ion current was studied by

variation of voltage by steps and anode to extractor separation and

is shown in Fig. 13.3(a). Similar studies were carried out for DUMAS

cage (extractor holder) current curves and are shown in Fig. 13.3(b).

The nature of curves show that maximum extraction and beam forming can *

be had uith a gap of 5 mm between anode and extractor. However, because

of the increasing divergence with reduced gap, the final choice of the

emission and extraction aperture will depend on beam current density

required and maximum allowable emittance. Although the source can give

current controlled output, some typical best yields are

Sb 21 lJUA, A r + • 3 6 ^ A and Ga + » 2 7 ^ A
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b. Instrument Dsvelopment

(A.G, Uagh, P.K. Bhattacharya, N.S. Thampi
and N. Sarma)

As described earlier, the colutron ion source was installed in

the PN 400 accelerator. Owiao to a lack of adequate power and suitable

control components, the filament and anode power were fixed at the

maximum. Heavy ions of Ga of upto \ U-A on target are in use. Ga

beam spot of 1 mm can be obtained using a quadrupole lens. The impurity

content of the beam is less than 1j6; the impurity is mainly >Ar , used

to strike the ion source.

Tor uniform implantation a reliable electrostatic X-Y

raster has been fabricated and installed. With a terminal voltage of

400 KV the area of the swept beam is 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm at 2 meters from

the deflection plates.

Beam energy stability of 0.1$ is obtained by a terminal voltage

stabiliser. The fluctuations in the column current ace compared uith a

reference voltage by an integrated circuit amplifier. ThB amplified

error signal changes the corona current accordingly. Further energy

and mass analysis are obtained by a 4 port analysing i>"jgnstt capable

of good mass separation upto A = 132.

Supporting instrumentation fabricated include a large annealing

furnace with a temperature control of +; 2°C in T200°C and an ultraclean

vacuum evaporation and electron bombardment apparatus,

c. Ion Implantation

(A.G. Usgh, N.S. Thampi, N. Sarma
and P.K. Bhattacharya)

Several wafers of low resistivity silicon (1 to 10 ohm-cm) were

implanted with Ga ions. Ohmic contacts were made to the wafers and

junction characteristics juere measured. The back scattering of alpha

particles from the implanted wafers was investigated to. determine the

concentration of Gallium and the location of the dopant atom (Fig. 13*4),

The results of the lattice location experiments are consistent uith

those of Eriksson et al.
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1. Constructed by Colutron Curpn., U.S.A*

2. G. Sideniua, Nucl. Inatr, & Plat hods 33_, 19 (1965).

3. L. Eriksson, 3.A. Davles, M.G.E. Johansson and 3.N. Player,
3. Appl. Dbya. 4£, 842 (1969).

14» 2 MV Tandem Accelerator

(M.G. Betigeri, M.S. Bhatia and T,P. David)

Fabrication of components for the Column section assembly is

in progress. Samples fnr Column sectionf hasps snd spark gaps Have

been already approved and assembly of the column section will start

shortly. The gradient bars have already been fabricated. Work of

developmental nature on ion source for the accelerator is in progress.

We report in what follows the progress and testing of (1) Duo-plasmatron

ion source, (2) Inverted motor, (3) Resistors, (4) Glass rings and

(5) Stripper assembly.

(1) Duo-plastnatron Ion Source!

As an injector for the accelerator, we have chosen to develop

duo-plasmatron Ion source. Such a source offers a number of advantages

in relation to large ion beam intensity, high gas efficiency and the

possibility of its adaptation for the production of negative or multiply

charged ions. In the duo-plasmatran (Fig* 14,1), the ions are extracted

from a plasma produced by striking a low pressure arc between a hot

cathode K and an anode A. The emission hole is bored in the anode on

the discharge axis for +ve ion extraction. (During the second stage,

where we have to extract ions, the hole -in the anode has to be displaced

with respect to the discharge axis)., In order to obtain an enhanced

plasma density and a high degree of ionization, in front of the anode

hole, the discharge is strongly concentrated successively by the intro-

duction of a third electrode filament and anode (hence called intermediate

electrode) and then by the action of a strong axiel magnetic field set

up by-a permanent farrite core magnet whose poles are anode and the

intermediate electrode. The vacuum sealing is provided by '0' rings

and the four ferrite cere magnets are bonded together using Fevicol.
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1. Constructed by Colutron Corpn., U.S.A.

2. G. Sideniua, Nucl. Inatr. h Methods 33,, 19 (1965).

3. L. Eriksson, 3.A. Davias, N.G.E. Johansson and 3.N. Player,
J. Appl. Phy8. 40, 842 (1969).

14. 2 HV Tandem Accelerator

(Pl.G. Betigeri, P.S. Bhatia and T.P. David)

Fabrication of components for the Column section assembly is

in progress. Samples for Column section, hccps and spark gaps have

been already approved and assembly of the column section will start

shortly. The gradient bars have already been fabricated. Work of

developmental nature on ion source for the accelerator is in progress,

trie report in what follows the progress and testing of (1) Ouo-plssmatrcn

ion source, (2) Inverted motor, (3) Resistors, (4) Glass rings and

(5) Stripper assembly.

(1) Duo-plaamatron Ion Source;

As an injector for the accelerator} we have chosen to develop

duo-plaamatron ion source. Such a source offers a number of advantages

in relation to large ion beam intensity, high gas efficiency and the

possibility of its adaptation for the production of negativs or multiply

charged ions* In the duo-plasmatron (Fig* 14,1), the ions are extracted

from a plasma produced by striking a low pressure arc between a hot

cathode K and an anode A. The emission hole is bored in the anode on

the discharge axis for +ve ion extraction*• (During the second stage,

where WB have to extract ions, the hole in the anode has to be displaced

with respect to the discharge axis)., In order to obtain an enhanced

plasma density and a high degree of iohization, in front of the anode

hole, tha discharge is Btrongly concentrated successively by the intro-

duction of a third electrode filament and anode (hence called intermediate

electrode) and then by the action of a strong axial magnetic field set

up by-a permanent ferrite core magnet, whose poles are anode and the

intermediate electrode. The vacuum sealing is provided by '0' rings

and the four ferrite core magnets are bonded together using Fevicol.
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It is Pounct that the commercial bonding material forms good seals

against vacuum, but must be protected from water. The strength of

the magnetic field is measured to be 500 gauss. The details of the

geometry are given in Tig. 14,1.

For the cathode, we have developed a special low-wattage

filament. The filament consists of Mi-gauze on to which is pasted

a slurry made up of barium carbonate, strontium carbonate and nickel

powder mixed in ethelyne glycol. The filament is dried under an infra

red lamp before mounting on to the vacuum system. After an initial

activation of the filament at ii5usC, the filament can be operated at
o

900DC giving an electron emission of 1A/cm . The operating power for the

filament is around 120 watts (provided by a filament power supply of

Eating 20 U - 15 A) as against 300 watts required for tungsten filament

to deliver the same electron current density.

We have tasted the ion source for arc densities upto 2A. The

necessary power supplies, namely, 230V, 24 for intermediate electrode

and 1101/ and 5A for Anode have been booked up. A separate set of power

supplies with currant ratings upto "«0A are being fabricated and are

nearing completion. A number of geometries for the anode were tried.

The one, which has been finally adopted has arrangement to vary the

distance between anode and intermediate electrode. The anode insert

is of molybdenum and the emission aperture is 40 oil in diameter.

Further studies on arc density as a function of voltages on various

electrodes the separation between anode and intermediate electrode are

being carried out.

The duo- plasmatron is not an ion source unless it is accompanied

by an extractor. A modified Pieree lens has been designed and fabricated.

The extraction system is of ACCEl-DECCEL type and uses 50 KV, 5 mA power.

Using this extractor, tfe have obtained a beam of 10 mA protons of 20 keU

energy. Datailed characteristics of the ion source including the

emissivity and brightness of the aruACEja ^̂ e> now being measured.

(2) Inverted motor:

It was decided, to use an inverted motor for driving the charge

conveying 'belt. The advantage of an inverted motor,is that the outside
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rotor also forms the drive pulley. This technology at the moment

dots not exist in the country and so will have to be developed. Such

a motor will have to do work (a) against tension due to belt, (b) for

carryiny charge and (c) also resists the viscous drag. Detailed

calculations indicated that the three factors respectively require

230, 400 and 430 watts. Hence it was ducided to havB a motor of 1.5

HP. Since in the tandem accelerator the belt does not need to drive

an alternator, to provide power in the dame, it waB felt that thia should

be allright. Accordingly, an inverted motor of 1.5 HP, 2800 rpm single

pha;>Q, has been designed by the Electrical Works Section of the Technical

5ervices Division. The necessary stampings have been ordered. The

winding of coils is expected to start sometime in February 1974.

(3) Resistors;

Samples of 100 NeG ohm resistors from CCIL WBTB tested for

leakage. They are found to withstand the required voltage. There is

no appreciable change in the value of the resistance even on passing the

current continuously for a period of one week. These resistors were

put on the terminal of the 5.5 MeU Van de Graaff accelerator where these

resistances were exposed to a large X-ray dosage. The tests carried

out after the X-ray irradiation indicate that the values of ths resis-

tances remained unaltered within the tolerances.

(4) Glass rings for the accelerating tubBi

Samples of rings made of index glass from SIGCOL have been

subjected to volume resistance and spark over voltages at the RES and

have been found satisfactory. The bulk supply is expected to be affect-

ed soon after which the necessary grinding will have to be done. The

glass rings were also subjected to X-radiation in the terminal of the

5.5 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator. Even after prolonged irradiation,

the colour of the glass did not change.

(5) Stripper assembly;

Foil stripper assembly (Fig. 14.2) has bean fabricated and is to

be tested. It is proposed to put the entire assembly before the analys-

ing magnet of the 5.5 FleV accelerator to study (a) charge state distri-

bution of say, N beam in passing through the toil (b) spread introduced

in the beam due to passage of the beam through thin Al, Ni and Carbon foils.
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(6) Pressure vessel:

Tha fabrication of the pressure vessel according to the earlier

desiyn was abandonad as the final quotation for the job turned out to DB

very expensive. Since ths major portion of the cost was accounted for

by the forged flanges in the earlier design, it was decidad to redesign

the tank. A new design has been proposed and the details JTB being

workea on1-. The main features of the new vessel are aa followst

Inside diameter a 2 meters

Length m 4.5 maters

Gas pressure a 250 pei of Co2 + N^

The cylindrical vessel ends in a iorispherical shell having an opening

of 90 cms. Ths base plate containing the accelerator assembly is mounted

directly on the flange of ths pressure vessel* The accelerator tube in

the new design will be coupled to the base piste through bellow. This

obviates the necessity of high precision machining of the faces of the

vessel. In view of ths reduced pressure, smaller flanges, fewer openings

on the tank and lower fabrication coat, the entire Job is expected to

cost less.
f

15. 5.5 NeV I/an de Graaff Accelerator Plain tenancy
Operation and Development

(M.S. Bhatia and operational staff)

The 5.5 ReV Van de Graaff Accelerator at Trombay has completed

12 years of operation. The accelerator has worked for 4265 hrs. during

the year, while the total hours of operation since cammissioning of

accelerator in 1962 exceed 55f500 hrs. The new accelerator tube which

has been in use since 1969 has completed more than 22,400 hrs. and does

not show any visible signs of damage.

Import of the components needed for running the accelerator and

auxiliary equipment haB been brought down to the minimum. Except for

the charging belt moat of the major components are fabricated in the

laboratory. A locally fabricated belt has been tested. Results have

not been satisfactory. Efforts are in progress to get a suitably fabricated

belt for use with the accelerator.
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A new stainless atoel 5 port eu/itching chamber has been

installed in the switching magnet and 1B working quite satisfactorily.

The old aluminium chamber uas a causo of trouble, frequently develop-

ing vacuum leaks.

A nau gas manifold has been installed on the terminal replacing

the old one which was developing leaks while pressurising the tank.

Adept synchronous motor which had replaced the D,C. control

motor did not prove satisfactory. Step~ayn motors, manufactured by

Pl/s, Automatic Elect, Co. have bean installed now for all the controls

and have given satisfactory service so far.

Alignment on all the 5 ports has been carried out simultaneously.

This has helped in reducing the time utilized for alignment when beam

ia switched from one port to another.

A new gas drying plant has been installed at Van de Graaff. This

has made possible to dry the fresh gas continuously.

400 keV PN 400 accelerator has been used foe 342 hrs during the

year mainly for ion implantation *aiork» A heavy ion scurce has been

installed on the terminal. This has necessitated use of focus electrode

as an extractor and shorting of subsequent section to the terminal. All

terminal modifications necessary, such as installing new supplies for

anods and filament have been carried out. Ion source has run successfully

since the tima of installation.

16, NuclBar Detectors faction

(Y.O. Oande, N.C, 3ain, R.S. Udyavar, G.V. Shsnoy,
S.R, Chinchanikar and A.P. Bagool)

a. Neu tron. Radiography

ThB thermal neutron facility at Apsara uas used for the following

purposes*

(a) For the Inspectorate of Naval ArmamentsP Bombay, the following

inspection problem was undertaken. A 10 cm dia.» 45 cm long, anile phos-

phorus filled marker shell was to be inspected fcr presence of watsr inside

the sealed shell. The shell was in carbon steel.* varying in wall thickness

front 2 to 5 cm. X and Gamma radiography had failed to make any conclusive
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inspaction. A prototype shell, supplied by the Navy, was radiographed

in progressive steps of 6 cm (limited by the bsam size) over its entire

length. Exposures with Dysprosium transfer technique ranged from 70 min

for the central region to 7 hrs for the thicker end sections of the

shell. All radiographs clearly showed a thin layer of water over the

entire phosphorus surface. A detailed report of the Findings, together

tilth relevant radiographs have been submitted to the Nauy.

(b) Thin Li/8 loaded sclntillator screens for Neutron Radiography

with an accelerator source are under development. A few scintillators,

with LiF, ZnS and Araldite mixed in different proportions were made end

evaluated in the facility. A 0.9 mm thick screen with a mixing ratio

of 1>3i2:3i6 of the above ingradianta have given satisfactory results.

The exposure time for 1.5 density on the film is 35 sec* and the number

of faults on a Visual Image Quality Indicator is 21 as against 14 for a

Gadolinium metal screen.

(c) Penetromoter sensitivities (detection of % variation in thick-

ness) for heavy metals like lead and steel are being measured. Measure-

ments made uptill now show following capabilities.

Material Thickness Range Sensitivity Range

Lead 2.5 - B.B ens 4.4# - 1.8J6

St. Steel 2.5 - 5.0 cm 3.25%

The results with lead are in good agreement with those of Schultz

and Leavitt.

b• Nuclear Radiation Detectors

(i) BF_Neutron detectors;

A total of 52 standard detectors* worth approximately Rs. 15,000

have been supplied to various Divisions of BARC.

A large diameter ^30 cm I.D. x 35 cm 0.0. x 60 cm long) EF^ Annular

counter), with 12 anode wires has been made for Health Physics Division to

help in assaying PuO fuel pins of Purnima Reactor. The 12 litre capacity

detector is filled with 58 cm. Hg of BF_ gas and shows a 200 volt plateau

with a slope of about 9% per 100 volts.
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( i i ) Soft X-ray detectors for Flossbauer spectrometry;

A total of 1b proportional counters, worth about fis. 8,ODD have been

auppliaa to liARC as well as othur inst i tut ions in the country.

The variable geometry proportional counter, for soft and u l t r a -

soft x-rays (300 ev - 6 keV) has been supplied to the Ion Implantation

group at Van de Graaff. This detector can be tuned for detection of a

particular x-ray energy in a selective manner by varying the anode-window

distance.

The conventional aids-window Fiossbauer detector ia not quite

suitable foi analysis of thick bulk samples. A backscatter detector,

with nearly 2 Tl solid angla of detection based on the design of Chou
2

et a l . was fabricated for Chemistry Division. The detector has a 5 cm

dia. torroidal counting volume with an axially supported anode mire and

a 60° conical window of aluminized plast ic . The incident radiation

passes through e central hole in the detector on to the bulk sample

and the backscsttered radiation is detected in the torroidal volume.

A resolution of 24% for 14.4 keV photons was in good agreement with

Chow's results. A modified vareion of this detector, with a guard-ring

electrode for f ie ld uniformity is under fabrication.

1. A.W. Schultz and kl.Z. Leavitt, "Neutron Radiography of
Uranium and Lead", Proc. 24th Nat. Conf. Soc. N.D.T.,
October 20, 1964, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

2* H.K. Chou/, R.F. li/eise and P»A. F l inn, "Plossbauer Spectrometry
for Analysis of Iron Compounds", U.S. A.E.C Report NSEC-4023
(1969),

17. Isotope Separator

(V.A. Hattangadi, F.R. Bhethena, K.L. Patel and
E. Shallom)

The machining of the main analysing magnet for the mass separator

under construction, DUFIAS, has been started and i t is expected to be

aomplefced by the Bnd of 1974, there are in a l l some twenty members to

be cut to size and machined) of these, four bottom yoke pieces have

already been machined and two more are in progress. The magnet coi ls
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consisting of eight double-layer and two single layer pancakes wound

from a square section hallow aluminium conductor, will be manufactured

to our specifications and design by a local engineering firm. The

turn-to-turn insulation of the coils has to be designed for maximum

reliability. For this reason, several experiments and laboratory tests

were carried out with different insulating materials and systems, of

which the epoxy pre-impregnated fibre glass tape proved to be most

raliable and satisfactory. Other insulating systems tried were fibre

glass, mica bonded fibre glass and nylon tapes with epoxy application by

pre-imptagnation and semi-curing, by post-impregnation or straight wet

lay-up. Since large size furnaces will be required for beking the coils,

curing of the epoxy impregnated tapes was tried by passing a large electric

current through the taped aluminium conductor (with no water cooling)

which was found to be as good as an oven cure.

The vacuum system has been almost completed except for the fore-

vacuum line, which is being fabricated. All the vacuum chambers have

been fabricated and tested individually for microleaks under vacuum.

Both the ion source snd collector limbs are ready, having been assembled

after final nickel plating of the vacuum chambers. Five specially

designed liquid Nitrogen Traps have been fabricated; one of the- traps

which has been tested, showed a retention of the refrigerant in the trap

for over about 8 hours. One of the four Gate Valves for the main

Deflection Chamber was fabricated; but the cast body of the valve being

found porous, on test, it has now been redesigned with a body fabricated

from rolled plates to be welded together.

Nearly, all the electronic control equipment required for the

mass separator is readyj final finishing touches - marking, calibration,

paintiny etc, - are underway. The stabilised magnet power supply, being

built for us in the Technical Physics Division, is the only major

equipment that remains to be installed. A vibrating vane type Ion Beam

Scanner has been developed using simple materials and components ordinarily

available in the laboratory. The vane is an old hacksaw blade, carrying

a tungsten wire probe, which is driven by an A.C. operated electromagnet.

The oscillating probe intercepts an ion beam to give a dynamic display

of the beum profile on an oscilloscope screen. The control circuit for
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thti scanner has been developed and tested; the final wiring of the circuit

is in progress. The probe has bean tested in the laboratory on the test

bench; the maximum scan amplitude has been found to be about 40 mm.

However, there is scope for further improvement, the design is still to

be finalised. The beam profile monitor if imported costs over { 1,000.00;

the oscillating probe alone costs about $ 500.00. Besides, some small

electronic control circuits have also been developed and *uiilt for sens-

ing the temperature overload in magnet coils and liquid Nitrogen level

in the cold traps etc.

A low voltage arc type ion source, capable of giving an extracted

ion current of about 8-10 mA (with Argon) with an extraction potential

of 3D KU has been developed. For KTSB with solid charge materials, the

ion source has a small Tantalum oven which can be raised to a maximum

temperature of about 13G0-14QQ°C with a thermal timB constant of about

1 minute* A prototype of this ion-source was tested on the test bench

and its operation has been studied with Argon as the test gas. The source

performance has been studied as a function of various geometrical and

other source parameters for optimising the source operation. Some of the

important variable parameters studied were filament type and position,

filament collimator size, f ilam,ent-to-slit distance, slit orientation

w.r.t. magnetic field. "Hash'Vor plasma oscillations were also studied

as function of various arc parameters and it was1 found to be more sensitive

to changes in the magnetic field and gas pressure than to d.c. filament

operation or ripple content in the d.c. arc supplies. The ion source was

modified to work as a Freeman type Ion Source, but, while the source is

less "hasihy*1-, the extracted ion current uas only about 2.5 mA. The tunnel

electrode, installed behind the extractor electrode, has been found to

be effective in the neutralisation of the ion beam space charge. Besides,

various filament types, from thick hairpin to spirals, were tried. A high

emission density oxide coated filament which was tried seemedpromising;

however, no results could be obtained as the filament has a very short

life ( 5 minutes) due to ion bombardment. Further development of the

ionsource to"fmpiSbvei the exiractad currant is continuing.
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18. Polychromatic X-Ray Diffraction Technique for the
Bassett-Takahashl High Pressure X—Ray Camera

(K. Gouindaro jan + Rita Kapoor* and A.K. Soodt,)

In the Bassett-Takahashi diamond anvil high pressure x-ray

camera the sample volume is very small, and so a very long exposure

time, of the order of 60 hrs. is necessary to record a good diffraction

patttirnj further the exposura time increases at higher pressures because

of sample extrusion. To speed up the data collection, polychromatic

x-rays were used and the diffracted x-rays were energy analysed by means

of a 5i(Li) detector and a multichannel analyser. The set-up is shown

in fig. 13.1 and is similar to the one used by Albritton and Margrave

C3H.IHAKW

HWCMWHH

18.1 Polychromatic* X-ray Diffraction i»t up.

with a piston-cylinder apparatus. Preliminary experiments on KC1 showed

that exposure times of the order of 5 minutes would be enough to give

good diffraction patterns. Work to improve the angular resolution of

the callimator in order to improve the quality of the spectrum is in

progress.

+ Reactor Research Centre, Kalpakksm

1. tjj.ft. Bassett, T. Takahashi and P.W. Stock,' Rev.•"Sci. Inst.

3,8, 37, 1967. .

2. L.Pl. Albritton and 3.L. Margrave,. High Temp. High Pr. 4,,
13, 1972.
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19. A Lt'slgn for Automation uf a Neutron UiPf r. c Lome ter

(vi u-ntlar Sinyh)

A tape controlled u&ta collection system has been assigned rar

a rmutroii Jiff lactometer rnanufacturuU by rn/s. Mitsubishi Electric

Corporationf Japan.

The diffractometur consists uf Four 2-pha'-,e servo—motors to drive

worm shafts of counter arm ( 2 0 ) , sample table,(0) and Phi cinci Chi angles

of full circle yoniometer. On the other side of each worm shaft,

electrical contact type of angle encode: is fitted to indicate positions

of the shafts from 0° to 199.99° to an accuracy of 0.01°.

Unlike in othtr neutron spectrometers counter arm (2 0 ) end

sample table 4»® ) are not mechanically coupled but are provided with

independent^drJtye motors and angle encoders. In auto-control operation,
A V

control system should provide the necessary coupling between these

parameters of the spectrometer in ratio of 1:1» 1l2 or 1:3 depending

upon the requirement of the experiment.

In qolJecting data automatically many operations are to bs followed

in a sequence such as

(a) Detector and monitor sealers stop counting once the predetermined

number of counts are registered.

(b) The data recorded by the data register is printed by the

Hindustan Teleprinter.

(c) If background is required to be measured, a cadium shutter is

introduced at thB exit of the monochromatic beam and counting

and printing are repeated.

(d) When the counting operations sre over as per preset program

the next cycle starts.

The ahgular settings are now changed by follouing the perforated

paper tape Instructions. -The parameters of the next position of the

spectrometer are read from the paper tape and are compared with the

parameters of thj© pas-i-felon of the spectrometer. Difference signals for

each parameter are generated by the Digital to Analogue Converter

(Q/A J (See-Figure £9,1}*
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The difference signals are amplified by the seruo amplifiers

and the amplified signals operate motors in such a way that the difference

in each caaa is reduced to zero.

(e) When all the parameters has been set according to the tape

instructions, counting is started once again.

(f) The whole sequence of operation continue till the system is

switched off or paper tape is read fully.

This auto control is built to suit the Hindustan teletype paper

tape reader, which can take a 5 channel paper tape input. The logic has

been designed to suit integrated circuits which glue reliable and

trouble free service.

The fabrication of the system is under progress.
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T£ACHING AND TRAINING ACTIVITIES

As in tha previaua years, tha naabars of the Oivialon have

participated in tha Teaching Programma of the B.A.R.c. Training School*

in addition, vacation Training for tha National Science Talent Search

Scholar* and a csfraehar course for tha Post Graduate Science Teachers

from various universities ware also organised. About 30 NSTS scholars

and 15 post graduate teachers partlcipatad. These programmes consisted

of i

a) lectures on general and specialised topics

b) individual projects under tha guidance of the members of

the Division. I

c) Demonstration experiments

d) Visits to various' laboratories in BARC and TIFR

a) screening of f£l/ns on topics of interest in physics

f) quiz sessions.
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LECTURCS HELD UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE
PHYSICS COLLOQUIUM DURIMG 1973

Speaker Title of Lecture Date

Or. P.A. Reynolds
Riso Atomic Research
Centre Jwnmark

Prof. K.D. Kielaen
Institute of Physic*
University of Aarhue
Osnmark

Dr. K. Ramavataram
university of Laval
Canada

Prof. F. Frohlich, F.R.S
University of Liverpool
U.K.

Or. A.B. Lidiard
A.E.R.E., Harwell , U.K.

Dr. m.K. Mahta

Dr. G.S. Nurthy

Dr. N.R. Ranganathan
Flatsciencs, Madras

Dr. 3oseph 3ohn
Intelcom Rad. Tech.,
California, U.b.A.

Shri K.V. Bhaguat

Or. N. Sarma

•Phonona in Pycazina P-C604Cl22' 9.1.1973

'Low Energy Accelaratocs and a aurv»y 17,1.1973
of Uieir Applications'

1Spactroscopy in tha Rasa-Flue System* 18.1.1973

'Long Range Coherence in Biological 25.1.1973
Systems*

•Voids and Radiation Damage Process 30.1.1973
at High Temperatures'

'Present Status of Shape laomer 6.2.1973
Research'

'Effect of Perturbed Boundary on 13.2.1973
Eigenfrequenciea of an Elastic Body*

'Generalized Clifford Groups and their 16*2.1973
Applications'

'An Experiment in Technology Transfer* 19.2.1973

'Surface States and the Rectifying 27.2.1973
Action'

'Inveetigetions of Electron Momentum 20.3*1973
Distributions in Solids, Atoms and
Molecules by the Measurement of
Angular Correlations in' the Quasifrse
Scattering of Electrons'

Qre(Smt) R,3» Bsgusi •Weak Fsrromagnstiam* 27.5.1973
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Spsaker Title of Lecture Date

Shri 1*1. Ramanadham

Dr. P.K. Iyengar

'Hydrogen-Bonding and Conformation
in Crystalline Amino-Acids'

Report on 'The Workshop on Intense
Neutron Sources' held at Brookhaven
National Laboratory , 1973

Or. G. Srinivasan 'Surface Energy of Pletala-Dieiectric
Institute fur Theoretical Formulation'
Physical Goteberg,
Sweden

Or. K. Sriniuasa Rao
Matscience, Madras

Dr. V.A. Kamath
Shri M.K.Raghauendra
Shri M.N. Maluad

Or. U.S. Ramamurthy

Dr, M.H. Engineer
T.I.F.R.

Shri P.S. Goyal

Or. U.S. Satya Murthy

Dr. O.Pl. Nadkarni

'Photonuclear Reaction1

'INIS-International Nuclear Information
System'

Report on 'Third Symposium on the
Physics and Chemistry of Fission6

held at Rochester, New York, Aug. 1973

•Polaron in a Coulomb Potential*

•Neutron Scattering from Liquid-like
Solids ard Solid-like Liquids'

Report on 'The Moscow Magnetism
Conference', 1973.

"Nuclear Fission - Experiments at
Dubna'

Dr.I.V.V. Raghauscharyulu 'The Oahn-Teller Theorem1

'Tunnelling Motion of Protons inProf, 3. 3anik
Institute of Nuclear
Physics, Karakotu
Poland

Prof. 3. Danik
Institute of Nuclear
Physics* Karakou
Poland

Y.O. Dande

Pref. P.G. de Cannes
College de Grance
Paris, France

H,OC1O •
3 A

'Molecular notions and Phase Transitions
in Liquid Crystalline PAA & PIBBA'

•Neutron Radiography - What, How
and Why?'

'Phase Transitions in Liquid Crystals
and Possible Experimental Studies
with them1

13.4.1973

29.6.1973

3.7.1973

19.7.1973

4.9.1973

12.9.1973

18.9.1973

9.10.1973

30.10.1973

6.11.1973

13.11.1973

28.T1.1973

29.11.1973

4.12.1973

14.12.1973
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PUBUCATIOWS

I. PAPERS PUBLISHED

1» The Crystal Structure of glycyl-L-threonine dihydratej

V.a. Yadava and V.Fi. Padmanabhan, Acta Cryst. , 629, 854 (1.973).

2. The Crystal Structure of Ammonium Tartrata, V.S. Yaaava and

V.M. Padmanabhan, Acta Cryst. B29, 493 (1973).

3. Refinement of Hydrog&n-atom Pasitiona in L-cysteic Aci3 H90

from Neutron Uiffraction Uata, Ti. flamanadharo, S.K. Sikka and

R. Chidambaram, Acta Cryst. 629. 1167 (1973).

A. Structure Determination of Ls-threonine by Neutron Diffraction,

Fl. Ramanadham, S.K. Sikka and R, Chidambaram, Pramana _1_, 247 (1973).

5* Use of the Tangent Formula to Resolve the Phase Ambiguity in the

Neutron Anomalous-Disptsrsior» Method, S.K. Sikka, Acta Cryst.

A29. 211 (1973).

6« On the Effect of Misalignment on Bragg Angles Obtained from Zero-

Layer Weissenberg X-ray Photographs, U.K. Uadhau/an, Indian 3.

Phys. 47., 74 (1973).

7. Flinor Alkaloids of Tylophora Asthmatica; X-ray Analysis of

Tylophorinidine, U.K. Uadhawnu, S.K. Sikka and M.E. ftulchsndani,

TetrahE-dron Letters, 5091 (1973).

8. Experimental Evidence of Breakdown of 5imple Pseudopotentiel

Theory for Lattice Dynamics of Beryllium, A.P. Roy, B.A. Dasanna-

charya, C.L. Thaper and P.K. Iyengar, Phys. Rev. Lett. 3£, «06 (1973).

9» Phonon Measurements on a Filter-Detector Spectrometer and .its;

Resolution Function, C.L. Thaper, B.A. Dasannacharya and

P.K. Iyengar, Nucl. Instr. Fleth. JJ_3» 15 (1973).

1°«. Frequency Distribution Function of Solid Ammonia, P.S. Goyal,

B.A. Dasannachsrya, C.L. Thapar and P.K. Iyengar. Phys. Stat.

Sol, (b) 50, 701 (1972).

11. Phanons in Semiconductors, S.K. Sinha, CRC Critical Reviews

in Solid State Sciences _3f 2 7 3 ('
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or> ' binguli ir Matrix Repro&entations of Point Groups',

H. Uubranianian, J . Phys, J-, L 47 (1973).

13. Hori-riuttiuUa Wtthuu and R e l a t i u i s t i c Saxon-Hutner Theorem,

h. Subroinaniun, Phj^. State, b o l . b S8, 629 (1973).

14. 3dnu-Edya States and Local ized States in One Dimension,

H. bubrctuaninn ana K.U. Bhagwat, Phyaiua 6J3, 623 (1973),

15. Nossbautu- Cffact Study of the Hyporfine F ie ld at the Tin Si te

in PtMniin, K.R.P.N, Hao and P.K. Iyennar, Phya, Stat . So l . (b)

59, 297 (1973).

16. r;Qssbaufcr £ f fuc t Study of Fa Present as a Di lute Impurity in

Pd MnSn, K.R»P.pi. Rao and P.K. Iyengor, Pramana ^ , 53 (1973).

1 7» AbEolute in tayra ted cross-eact iono for the ( p ( n) react ions on
5 P T i , 54Cr and 59Co below 5,3 Hal/. M.K. Wahta, S. Kai laa,

L. Kanetkar, S.K., Gupta, S. Chintalapudi and N.K. Ganguly

B u l l . Am. Phys. Soc. 652 (1973).

^3» fHodal dependence of the (IT ,NN ) Reaction. B.K.



Details of Lectures and Courses Delivered by the Divisional
Staff Rerabara

Lecturer

Dr. P.K. Iysngar

Or. N.S. Satya Kurthy

Pxofi S.K* Sinha*

Or. G* Vankatarsnan

Or. S>S. Kapoor

Shri K.V. Bhagwat

Shti'B.K. Godual
Shri V»C. Rakhecha

Shri V.C. Rakhacha

Dr. ft.P. Roy

Or. V.C. Sahni

TOBJC

"Neutron Bean Research in India"

"Nautron Scattering and Internal
Fielda"

"Lattice Dynanica & Insulators"

"Laitica Dynanic© k Neutron
Scattering*

"On-Line Analysis by X-ray
riiiora«canca"

"ElectroMignatic Theory"

"Special Theory of Ralativity"

"Claaaical Hechanica*

"Advanced Solid State Physics"

"Applied Quantum Mechanics"

Raiarka

Presidential Address at tna 60th Annual
Saesicn of the Indian Science Congress
Association, Chandigarh, 1973.

Seminar talk at the 60th Annual Session
of the Indian Science Congreas Association,
Chandigarh, 1973

-do-

-do-

-do-

To the Trainees or the
Training School.

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

• Visiting Professor from Department of Physics, Iowa State
University, Ames, Iowa, U.S.A.



Lecturer

Or. O.N. Sahoo
Or. R. Subramanian

Ore A. Sequeira

SheI v.K. Wadhawn

Or. D.tt. Nadkarni

Shri N.N. Ajitanand

Dr. C.l/.K. Baba

Or. S.K. Gupta

Shri N.N. Ajitanand

Or. C.V.K. Baba

Or. PI.G. Betigeri

Or. S.K. Gupta

Shri S.S. Kerekatte

Or, U.S. Ramamurthy

Shri n. Srinivasan

Or. K.R. Rao

"Introductory Quantum Plechanica"

"Piatariala Scianca"

°Nucl3ar Physica"

-do-

~do-

-do«-

"Nuclear Fission"

"Basic Properties and Nuclear
Forces11

"Nuclear Reactions"

"Nuclear Mod els".,

"Radiation Detectors, Data Acquisi-
tion and Processing Lou Energy
Accelerators"
"Computers and Their Applications"

"Reactor Technology"

"Radiation Daaage and Material
Science"

Remarks

To the Trainees of the BARC
Training Sch&ol.

-do-

- d o -

—do—

—do-

To the Post-Graduate Teachers of the
Refreehar Course , 1973.

- d o -

-do -

-do -

- d o -

- d o -

- d o -

ro



Lecturer

Off. A.(P. Roy

Shri V.C. Rakhecha
Shri K.V. Shagwat

Ot. M.S. Satys fturthy

Or, R. Subraaanian

Shri CL. Thaper

Or. G. Venkataraman

Or. U.S. Ramamurthy

"Quantum Mechanics1*

**Quantum flechanice"

"Solid State with Nuclear Radiations"

Status in Solids"

Reaarka

To the Post-Graduate Teachers of the
Refresher Course, 1973*

. d o .

"Neutron Scattering in tha Studiea of
Solid and Liquid Statea"

"Gensral Introduction to Solid State
Phyaica"

Programming - Problaaa

Dr.

Dr.

Or •

A,

B,

S.

«*•

.*•

,s.

Roy

3ein

Kapoor

and Prospects"

"Pulsars"

"Study of Nuclear Structure"

"Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion
Ressarch"

Dr. V»S. RsuRamurthy

Shri R. Srinivaaan

Or. N.S. Satya Rurthy

Or. P.K. Xysngar

Or. K.R. Rao

"Role of Computers in Baaic Rasa-
arch"

"Reactors and India*a Nuclear
Power Programme"

"New Magnetic Materials"

•do»

-do-

-do-

Ant i-Obaoleecence Lecture Seriee

-do-

To the National Science Telent
Seerch Scholars.

—do-

-do—

.do.

-do-
"Introduction to Lasers and Light Lecture Series en Lasers end Light
Scattering"

"Raylelgh Wing Broadening and
Cheaical Kinetice"

Scattering.



Lacturar Topic Raiarka

Or. A.P. Roy

Dt. D.N. Sahoo

Dr. U.C. Sahni

Prof, S.X. Sinha

"Experimental Techniques in Laser
Raman Scattering"

"Aspects of Quantuej Coherence"

"Basic Physlca of Lasers"

"Raaan Scattering by Magnetic Systsa"

"Light Scattering by Claaaical Plaeaai

"General Survey"

Lecture Series on Lasers and Light
Scattering.

-do-

-do-

-do-

—do-

-do-

Or. K. Dana Oeniz

Or. C. Venkataraaan

Or. R* Chidaabaran

"Basic Theory of Intaractlone
of Electroaagnatic Radiation with
setter"

"Theory of Raaan Scattering fro«
Crystals"

"Second Order Raaan Scattering and
Anharmonic Effects"

^ Ranan Scattering and
StiBulated Raaan Scattering^1

"Brillouin Scattoring"

"Light Scattering fro* Polar!tone antf
Solid State Plas«a»"

"Light Scattering froa Solid State
PiasBaa*

Structure and Bonding

-do-

-do- f

-do-

-do-

—do—

-do-

Suasier Institute in Solid Stati
Cneaietry, B.A.R.C.

Or. A. Saqueira Cheaical application of Croup theory



Lecturer Topic Remarks

Dr. 8.A. Oasannacharya "Dynamics of Liquids Special Summer Science Institute in Solid
State Theory, Roorkee University, Roorkea*

Dynamics of Complex Crystal^ -do-

P?;or|; S.K. Sinha

Dr. G. Usnkatacanan

Dr. K«R. Rao

Or. K.R. Rao

Dr. K.R.P.P1. Rao

Shri C.L. Thaper

Shri P.S. Goyal

Shri P.S. Goyal

"Infra-red Polariton Studies in
Insulators"

"Dielectric Functions, Pseudo-
Potentials and Applications to
Lattice Dynamics'1

"Plasraon Effects in Semiconductors,
Plasmon-Phonon and Plasmon-Photon
Interactions"

"Statistical Choppers for Neutron
Scat taring**

"Physics Research at Nuclear
Physics 01vision, BARC"

"nossbauer Effects and its
Applications In Physics"

"Study of Condensed Systems using
Neutrons11

"Study of Molecular Reorlantation
in Low Temperature Phase of
t-Bytyl Chloride"

"Study of Molecular Raorientation
in Lou Temperatures Plastic
Phase of t-8utyl Chloride"

-do-

-do-

-do-

At the Seminar on "Noise Analysis
Techniques and Applications" - BARC

To ths American College (Hsdurai)
Students and Staff - at BARC.

.do-

-do-

Laboratory of Neutron Physics 3oint
Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna
(UoS.S.R),

Institute of Nuclear Physics,
Karakow (Poland).

IX!



Lecturer

PI. A. Eswaran

W.A. Eswaran

A.K. 3ain

A.K. Jain

A.K. 3ain

h,X. 3ain

A.K. 3ain

A.K. 3ain

B.K. 3ain

8.K. 3ain

B.K. 3ain

Tag is

Nuclear Physics Studies with the 5.5 MeV Van
da Graaff Accelerator at Trombay

33
Studies on Analog States in Cl by the
Proton Capture Reaction on •J2S

Knock-out Reactions and Nuclear Structure

Structure of Lithium Isotopes Using
Knock—out Reactions

(P,PX) Reactions on C

Retailed Analysis of Cluster Knock-out
Reactions

Cluster Structure and the Information
Concerning Knock-out Reactiona

Clustering from 1937 to 1973

The Nuclear Structure and High Energy
Reactions

Advanced Course on Nuclear Physics

Nuclear Sizes

Remarks

Atonic Energy Research Establishment
Harwell, U.K.

Institut fur Angervandte Kernphysik
Karlsruhe, Federal republic of Germany

Rutherford High Energy Laboratory
U.K.

University of Surrey, U.K.

Science University of Louvin,
Be.jium

Hax-Plank Institute, Heidelberg
Federal Republic of Germany

University of Tubingen,
Federal Republic of Germany

University of Lyon, France

Central College, Bangalore
University, Bangalore

Summer Science Institute (UGC)
Holkar Science Collage, Indore

University of Rysore, flysore
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II. PAPfcHS PRESENTED AT CONFERENCES

LSpin Wavee in f1nF82O4, W.C. Hakhecha, L. Madhav Rao and

N.S. Satya flu r thy, International Confacanca on flagnetim,

Moscow, 1973.

2. Magnetic Moment Distribution and Form Factor Studies in

Fe-O. and FlnFa2Q4, R. Srinivaean, V.C» Rakhecha, S.K.

Paranjpe, R.3. Begun, L. Nadhaw Rao and N»S. Satya Murthy,

International Canfarance on Aagnetiam, doscow^ 1973.

3O Single Particle Cffacta on Fisaion Barrier and Statistical

Interpretation of Fragment Aniaetropiae and Ctaaa Division in

Fiaaion, S.S. Kapoor, and V.S. Ramamurthy, Third International

Confaronce on Physica and Chemistry of Fiaaion Rochester, N*Y.

U.S.A. August (1973) IAEA

4. Intermediate Structure in the (p»n) Reaction Crosa Section

on s°Ti, 54Cr and 59Co, S, Chintaiapydi, S.«. Gupta, N.K.

Ganguly, S» Kailaa, L. Kanetkar, S.S. Karakatte and U.K. «ehta

Intarnational Conference on Nuclaac PHysica, Munich (1973)*

s* ElectroniBgnBtic Propertioa of kow-Lying Lewala in 7SSa,

y*K. Agarwai, S.n. Bharathi, S.K. Bhattacharjee, B. Lai,

3* Sahai and C.V.K. Baba, International Conference on Nuclear

Phyaico, Munich (1973).

6. Temperature SaearJLng Method of Ostermining Ground State Shall

Correction Energiaa of Nuclei, V.S, Ramanurthy and S.S. Kapoor

Intarnational Conference on Nuclear Physica,, Munich (1973).
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7* Problems with Mediums-Energy Cluster Knack-out Reactions,

A.K. Jain end N. Sarma La-Teuaauira Confaranca on "Recant

Developments in Thaoratical Nuclear Phyaica • (1973)

8* A Proposed Hathod for Assaying Sulphur by Proton Aefeivatian

Analysis", N.A. Eltwaran, IAEA Sympoaiu* on "Applications of

Nuclaar Data in Seianca and Tachnoloey", Paria (1973).

9* A Propoaad Ctethod for Aaaaying Sulphur by Proton Activation

Analyaia Uaing a Low Cnargy Accelerator, n>A. Cawaran,

H'L. Ragoowan8i and R* Ianail(
MNuclaar Oata in Scienca and

Tachnology" (1973) IAtA, Vol. II, p. 489.

10. prObiama with medium Energy fluatar Knockout Reactions,

N. Saras Conf. da la Touaauirat Prance (1973)»

* 11« Singla Cryatal Automatic ^ a y Oiffractometer, U.M. Shah,

V* Singh and V,n. Padmanabhan.

• 1 2 . The Cryatal and Plolecular Structure or glycyl-L-threonina

Dihydrata, W. S. Yadava and V.n* Padaanabhan

* 13* Hydrogan Bonding in Crystalline Aaino Ac Ida, PI. Raaanadhsn

and R. Chidaabaran.

* 1 4» Inter~£xperimental Comparison of Structural Parameters in

L-lysine. HC1.2H20, A. Saquaira, R.R. Bugayong and

R. Chidaabaraa)

* 1 5» Raaolution of tha phase Ambiguity in Neutron Anomalous -

Dispersion method by Tangent Formula, S.K. Sikka

1 6 v Spin Density Olatribution and Form Factor in F(

R, Srinivasartf V.C* Rakhacha and U PladhaV Rao.
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•• 17. Isotharaal Canpraaalbility of ThS and ThSa upte 200 kbar,

K* Govindarajan, A, Saquaira, R, Kriahnan and G. Vankataraoian.

•• IB. nolacular Raorientatione in Plaatlc Phase of t-Butyl Chlorida,

P.S. Goyal, W. Mawroclk, S. Urban, J. Oonoalawaki and

I* Natkanlac.

•• 19. Lattioa Vibrations in Laad Salanlda, P.ft. Wijayaraghawan,

S.K. Sinha and P.K. lyangar.

** 20. Relationship of Shall Dadel with Hicroecopic Theory, W.C. Sahni

and G. Venketaraaan.
4'

** 21 • Long-Wavelength Polar flodee in Berylliua Sulphate Tetrahydrate,

T.R. Rao, A.P. Roy and W.C. Sahni.

*• 22. An Exactly Solvable Piodal foe Surfaca Statee, K.«. Bhagwat

and R. Subraaanian

•• 23. Leng-Uavelangth Polar nodaa in Barylliua Sulphate Tatrahydrata,

t.R. Rao, A.P. Roy and V.C, Sahni.

*• 24* rtolacular Raoriantationa in Plaetlc Phase of t-Butyl Chloride,

P.S. Goyal, U. Nawrocik, 5. Urban, 3. Oosioelawski and

1. Natkanlac•

•• 25. Oynanice af the Rolttcula 4-n-Hexyloxybenatylidene-«l-n-Propylanif

lsna (HBPA) in its Liquid Crystalline Phases, S,K. Sinha,
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